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Norwich and Norfolk are indeed blessed to have had so many dedicated breeders and devoted
owners over the past years. Many who originally partook and formed the backbone are no
longer here to help us celebrate our Jubilee Year. Their knowledge and experience has for-
tunately been recorded in the marvelous book "NORWICH TERRIERS U.S.A. 1936-1966,"
edited by Constance Stuart Larrabee and Joan Redmon Read. But the era of our two breeds
continues and today, as in the past, we have our great pioneers. It is hoped that the wisdom
and lore that some have cared to offer will prove to be the vehicle we will use to lead us ever
forward....

MARY BAIRD-CASTLE POINT  When I first got interested they weren’t called anything
but rough coated hunt terriers. I was in England in 1929 when I read of a lady in Windsor who
was selling rough coated terriers for three quid a piece. I went there and picked up this
creature—he was a black and tan—and I called him Snuff after my father’s steeplechaser.
Sylvia Warren’s Tuff would throw black and tan, though red himself. So did his son Simon.
My little Snuff was a tough little customer, but when I returned home I left him with my friend
Molly Barnard and he lived quite happily until he died of old age. I imported Tawny Pipit,
named after an apple, and she was a lovely little thing, beautiful, marvelous color and she had
three puppies. I got other bitches from England and one I bred to Tuff and got Simon. He was
very good stock. I obtained Pound from Barbara Fournier and I bred Iguna, also both ex-
cellent stock and good producers. They loved the ladies. Finally I have a stud of first
quality—CH. Hatchwood’s Creme de Menthe of Cracknor—the gayest rascal we have
around. I have been very lucky.

Showing has never played a large part in the kennel life. I bred dogs for temperament first,
hoping they would level out in form which finally came. I had few problems with whelping
and much of that success was due to my kennelman, Bob Young, who died two years ago. The
Norwich Terrier Club, as it was then called, was quite different. We used to hold meetings
ringside at Matches, but after all, there were only a few members then. Life was much less
complicated, as was the business of the Club itself.

I worry about the size of Norwich and Norfolk, always thinking about that 9-inch drain for
going to ground. I am also concerned about moving, striving to have that nice reach in front
that comes with good shoulders. I would like to see the breeds preserved with its original
temperament, for working in the field and doing what should come so naturally.

BARBARA FOURNIER-BETHWAYS  I started with Kedron Cobblers Biscuit given to me
by my friend Elizabeth Spykman in 1950. Though I didn’t know the breed, it didn’t take long
to become fully devoted. For the most part I learned by doing—actual experience, showing
and a long learning process. Puppy training was easy. It is natural for a Norwich or Norfolk to
trot along beside you. In the early days I would take pups to obedience classes to socialize.
Four to six dogs would go along to participate only in the stand for examination. Sometimes I
would take six to eight to a show (entry fees were only $5.00 then) all by myself. At ringside I
had everyone I knew and didn’t know helping me switch numbers. I don’t know how I manage-
ed because just exercising them four times daily for fifteen minutes accounted for eight hours!

Catherine Thayer, Club secretary in 1950 took a look at Brigham Young, my first cham-
pion, at the Eastern Dog Show. She couldn’t do much for him that day, but she gave me some
valuable advice. I can remember Sylvia Warren sitting on the benches massaging ears to help
them drop and Mrs. Bedford with her knitting or her typewriter. And of course there were the handlers—Len Brumby, Tom Gately. A handler by the name of Jack Warren gave me my first tips on grooming. Looking back I believe we had to work hard at breeding out bad mouths, mainly undershot with missing teeth. Monorchids seemed to stem from imports. There were a few normal breeding problems, but puppy loss was minimal and I have had fewer than a dozen Caesareans in all my years of breeding Norfolk.

I am most concerned with breeders or exhibitors not recognizing existing problems that their dog might have. There have been some great dogs in the past, as there are today, however there are those of poorer quality that should not be promoted in the show ring. Now with ease of transportation and other advances it is possible to carry on a careful line breeding program without maintaining a large kennel. Selecting the right home for the right dog is most important and can often insure the future of the breeds. Perhaps the best suggestion I can make to the newcomer is to acquire the best Norfolk or Norwich whose qualities adhere to the Standard. It is no longer necessary for anyone who really has the desire to breed good dogs to start with one that is mediocre.

CONSTANCE LARRABEE-KING'S PREVENTION  I came to America in 1949 and I married a Norwich Terrier! My husband had a Norwich and a Schipperke. I thought the Norwich a scruffy thing so I would only walk the Schipperke down Connecticut Avenue. When we moved to the Eastern Shore I met Gordon and Gwendolyn Massey and I bred my first litter through one of their dogs. They were wonderful people and very kind. I didn’t go into the ring until 1961 and then it was a Match Show in Connecticut where Barbara Fournier used to live. She showed me how to groom, really showed me the ropes. I got my first really good brood bitches from Mrs. Howe Lowe of Upland Spring. She had a wonderful strain in those days. You have to breed good dogs to have a good reputation.

When people call me for a puppy I ask them why do you want a dog, how did you hear about me, do you have a fenced-in area. You use a lot of common sense, after all you owe it to the animal. It is a tremendous responsibility to place a small dog that you have raised. There is no doubt about it, no matter how many litters you breed you are just as fond of the last one as you were the first. We must be so careful whom we sell to. There have been three dogs that I will never forget: Hardy Bear, he won the Match in 1963; Serena, a wonderful dog—she came from an entire litter of black and tans and my husband said “what have you bred?”; and Butterscotch, who would never have won in the ring, but he was my first puppy. I believe in dogs being natural, they should be able to take care of themselves and breed themselves. In my opinion, and it is just my opinion, our breeds would die if it weren’t for people and I don’t believe we should be breeding dogs that have difficulty whelping. We should breed sturdy dogs and not just pretty dogs. And they should lead a dog’s life, a good life and not just be a substitute for someone’s child. You learn a lot by experience, nothing takes the place of experience in raising dogs. I often wonder why we stay in it, but if there is anything that makes me think I am a survivor it is having had the good times and the bad times raising puppies.

We should be aiming for sound dogs with teeth in their head in the right place. Soundness and temperament, without these you’ve got nothing as far as Norwich or Norfolk are concerned. They should never be shy and when puppies are small you should expose them in the earliest stages to the outside world. Never pamper, allow them to go out as soon as they are old enough. One must remember what they were bred for—sporty hunting dogs who must
lead a sporting life insofar as possible. Do not crate them except at a show. They need exercise. And never breed to supply the demand. I think we must never lose sight of the fact that you breed a sound dog with good temperament first. That’s the best advice I can give anybody today.

THEO RANDOLPH-OAKLEY  I got my first Norwich, then Jones Terriers, from a man who schooled race horses in England. The dog was no good I grant you. We called him Harold and this was around 1939. Then I wrote to someone, W. E. West. I don’t know how I happened to write him, but he sent me a picture of six dogs and I showed it to someone who spent a lot of time in England and she brought back three! I got two of that litter and the best one was a bitch they told me had had a torn ear that was sewn back together. Her name was Rachael. She was a lovely dog and always got noticed. She was the first Norwich champion in America and her picture was used to illustrate the Standard. There was Apple Jack, a bit short-legged, and Tiger who wasn’t a show dog. Farndon Victor and Romeo. He had a lot of dark hair on his coat and muzzle. I had some grizzlies that I got from Harry Peters, and a brindle! In fact, two brindles. They weren’t very good. Years ago the Club had great discussions about color. I was once President because Harry Peters wanted me to be so he could tell me what to do. I was young and he was grown up and therefore too smart to want to be President himself. People today seem to be stacking their dogs and holding their tails up. This isn’t how they should be. Norwich and Norfolk are natural dogs and should stand on their own in all ways. The way I see it we should have “animal people” breeding our dogs, not “show people.” Show people do not interest me because they cannot see beyond the ring. I’m lucky, I have a good eye for a dog, a horse or any kind of animal, and it has saved me because I don’t try to get what someone else says is good if I don’t see it myself. We need to see the WHOLE picture and the picture should be one of balance.

Mrs. A. C. Randolph

JOHAN OSTROW-WINDYHILL  I am a relative newcomer having started with Norwich in 1970. Of course, Long before I had Bloodhounds and Corgis. My original Norwich stock came from Annette Griffiths whom I met through Peter Green. I still have Teddy, Ch. Shawnee’s Opening Batman, but, of course he’s very old now. From the start I wanted a sound dog with good bone. Substance in a small package. I made it a habit to show my dogs myself when in the ring.

About the business of breeding bitches I look for compatible type in the stud, and line breeding. Thrumpton Norwich in England had a strong influence on me. My litters were always problem-free after whelping, but by the time I came along in Norwich there appeared to be difficulties with the actual whelping, puppies getting stuck in the birth canal. I found it was hard to get information from others on this subject. It does the breeds no good if we do not share our experiences be they good or bad. I have loved all my dogs but those who could not stay with me had to go to good homes. A loving home was foremost and I was insistent that there be a fenced-in area. Selling to a “show home” was not important to me yet I did enjoy showing my own dogs. I remember my black and tan, Ch. Windyhill Clown, winning Best of Breed at Montgomery County in the ’70’s. Quite a thrill to have done it all myself.
I suppose I am most proud of Clyde—Ch. Thrumptons Lord Timberson. He lives with Missy Wood now and I think today he is still one of the greatest producers both here and in England. Of course there will never be a perfect Norwich or Norfolk but it is a dream we all must have. Our breeds are an honest breed and we should be the way they are. Be true to yourself and never let friend or foe influence your aims. Do not worry about the popularity contest, concentrate on the dog.

JOAN READ-CHIDLEY  I started with Norfolk I guess when Barbara Fournier moved west in 1973, and I took a Norfolk bitch from her - it proved to be a false start because I never got puppies from that one. My foundation breeding stock came from Haggerty’s estate. I got three puppies. Len Brumby was helpful in every way getting me underway. The pups were Bethways by Newry. I’d been watching Norfolk and Norwich, when they were one, a long time you know. I knew a lot already, but Barbara Fournier helped a lot. I ordered a bitch puppy from Mrs. Bunting and got a six week old male puppy instead. A friend brought him back on her lap on the plane.

I’ve never had problems with whelping or breeding Norfolk. For breeding I just let them out in the runs, no problems at all, and my bitches whelp easily. There don’t seem to be any general problems with the breed except of course watching mouths and ears. Lots of people have ear placement problems with Norfolk and always have had. And these dogs have loose teeth early, I don’t know why. Also, one thing, the Norfolk correct overbites as they grow up which is not true often in Norwich.

The whole dog show world has changed over the past ten years. Most of us did not use handlers. Our breed is a “ladies breed” and needs sensitive hands in my opinion. Also we shouldn’t expect a lot of group placements with our little dogs. Now there are these cluster shows and when I see that something like 72 Norwich and Norfolk have become champions in one year when the total registered are something like 250 I think its ludicrous - we have a lot of champions who don’t deserve to be.

I’ve bred about twenty litters and about eight or nine champions. Home bred mean much the most to me and I haven’t won big from them. I suppose Magic Marker is the most exciting in terms of recent wins, two BOB at Montgomery, etc., but I want to stress that the most fun and rewarding thing to me is to see my home bred out there. I pick the stud with great care! A lot on pedigree and mostly on personality. They HAVE to have nice personalities. And then...convenience. I am not crazy about shipping, though I do do it. I plan ahead a generation, that is why I got Mark’s father (Dusty Daffran). He turned out luckily for me to be a dominant sire and I got pretty heads, which I needed in my breeding. When having a dog at stud I do not select bitches for him. Anyone can breed to him. He’s at public stud. Unless, of course, it is an impossibly bad bitch.

In selecting puppy buyers I want a loving home. The puppy has to be getting a better home than he or she would have with me or the puppy stays right here!

The biggest problem I see for the dogs is mouths. The tendency to have teeth move around and lose teeth early.

The dogs of which I am most fond are “Mark’s” grandmother (Shenanigans of Chidley) and his mother, Chidley’s Pooka. They are both with me all the time and wonderful.

The best advice I can give to breeders is: Try to breed to strengths not weaknesses, and most of all keep our breed sound and happy, watching with utmost care to whom we sell our puppies.

ANNE WINSTON-MT. PAUL  When I first went to shows Len Brumby and Jimmy Butler were my mentors. The two of them really put me through it. We’d go into a Specials class and Jimmy Butler would be ahead of me and Len Brumby behind me and Len would say “Oh I
hope the judge doesn't look at those awful hindquarters" and I would say "what's wrong with them?" and then Jimmy would say "Hold that tail up!" They would have me in a sweat over this thing, but they always brought me an extra sandwich and a water pail and one would hold my dog if I had two. They were wonderful to me. I was always a nut on temperament. Some of them were difficult especially some of the grown up dogs I imported from England. They just didn't seem to acclimate. You always had to have everything just right for Miss Perfect.

But the puppies...the showing didn't impress me that much. The whole fun for me was raising the puppies-house training, socializing them, having them around people, taking them out to see their reaction to things, and then at about 8 to 9 weeks picking that puppy that would carry you forward and THEN finding the right homes for the others. My criteria for puppy owners—off main roads, people without too many children, who didn't have too many other dogs, people who would take them everywhere, people who wanted something just for their own.

I never lost a puppy, never had a faker, except for Tulip's last litter. She was very hard to breed and had been bred artificially to Ch. Badgewood's Monty Collins. For some unknown reason she whelped six days early and they were in incubators, but there was no hope. Sometimes coats were a problem. I once bred a bitch to Mr. Paul Anderson and got three beautiful "woolly bears." They had coats like a Yorkie. Miss Macie always warned me not to toy with black and tans. Apparently the black and tan gene carries the Yorkie coat and it will be soft, long and flowing.

I'll never forget Henry Bixby—he judged the Match Show at Alden Blodgett's one year. I brought in this beautiful puppy, Mt. Paul Davy, and he said "He is a handsome dog in confirmation, but I never touch a terrier with a soft eye." It wasn't yellow or light it was just soft and mellow. "Never touch a terrier with a soft eye because a soft eye goes with a soft temperament" and then I could see. Bixby said every terrier should have a hard eye, a crisp, hard eye. Mouths have been a big problem, in Norfolk at least. The thing that bothers me is that judges do not count teeth and missing teeth are so very, very hereditary.

When I started judging I decided you had to look for type and temperament. It is the breed type you have to have. I think conformation—if they are bred right they can move right—conformation is the same in almost any animal. And you have to have breed characteristics. The trouble is everybody has their own preferences and breed what they like. You can read the Standard and always figure out some way your dog conforms. I must say though that the last time I went to a show I was delighted at how much uniformity there was in the Norfolk, all of a sudden. I once worked on a line breeding with Joy Taylor and out of that came Tulip. She was a very special little girl and I was always trying to reproduce her. In every litter they came. There was Terracotta, Priscilla Mallory's, who won at the Specialty at seven months, just like Tulip. They came and you just knew, with the diagonal breeding, up and back line breeding. Type and Temperament...you see I am so hipped on their being able to go to ground and do something. They have to be built to manuever the earth and have the temperament that goes with it. One must never forget what they were bred for.
Matriarchs and Patriarchs
FAMOUS DOGS FROM THE PAST
(reprinted from the NORWICH TERRIER NEWS - Fall 1965)

Ch. Brigham Young

Ch. King's Prevention Hardy Bear

Ch. Whinlatter Allercombe Hiker

Ch. Mt. Paul Anderson
AMERICAN FOUNDATIONS OF CURRENT DAY NORWICH/NORFOLK

by Dana Mathiesen

The following charts were created to illustrate the solid foundation of American-bred Norwich/Norfolk stock that has been built by American breeders since the American Kennel Club's recognition of the breed 50 years ago.

These charts briefly sketch the influence of Ch. Tuff C.D. (Drop Ear Dog), Ch. Upland Spring Magpie (Norwich Bitch), and Ch. Oakley Kirk (Norwich Dog) on today’s Norwich/Norfolk terriers. These dogs were selected because they are American-bred, and their descendants (not all of whom would fit on these pages) are significantly evident in the breeding programs of today’s Norwich and Norfolk breeders.

Of particular interest is Ch. Tuff C.D., a drop ear dog behind many of today’s Norfolk and Norwich American-breds. He is a gentle reminder that just fifty years ago the two types were one breed.

NOTE: The straight line between dogs notes a direct relationship, a dotted line connotes an indirect relationship.

PEDIGREES OF CH. TUFF C.D., CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
AND CH. OAKLEY KIRK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH. TUFF C.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiny Tim of Biffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonsay Berry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Pinch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROP EAR DOG, Born May 1943, Breeder/Owner: Miss Sylvia Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump of Boxed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neachley Toffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biddy Pinch of Ways End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Merry of Beaufin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witherslack Sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teasel of Boxed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NOTE: The straight line between dogs notes a direct relationship, a dotted line connotes an indirect relationship.
Ch. Farndon Romeo
Ch. Thorndale Alert
Ch. Riverbend Jiffy

Ch. Upland Spring Jock II
Pax of the Briars
Ch. Upland Spring Honey Dun
Upland Spring Hunca Monkey

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
Eng. Ch. Whinlatter Jim
Eng. Am. Ch. Whinlatter Tryd
Eng. Ch. Whinlatter Trouble

Ch. Pink Lady
Ch. Wychdale Napoleon

Ch. Upland Spring Connemare
Ch. Upland Spring Honey Dun

NORWICH BITCH, Born December 19, 1956, Breeder: Mrs. H. Low, Owner: Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

Quartzhill Sweet Basil
Eng. Ch. Allercomb Escort of Goldencross
Quartzhill Teasel

Quartzhill Quince
Ch. Farndon Randolph
Farn don Rosalina
Wychdale Natalie

CH. OAKLEY KIRK
Pax of the Briars
Ch. Farndon Randolph
Veronica

Fauquier Vixen
Ch. Wychdale Napoleon

Quartzhill Meadow Sweet
Wychdale Nannette

NORWICH DOG, Born January 10, 1956, Breeder: Colonel R. J. Kirkpatrick, Owner: Mrs. A. C. Randolph
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NORWICH AND NORFOLK VISUALIZATIONS

Ellen Lee Kennelly
Marcella Congdon
Betty Fell
with drawings by Mrs. Kennelly
NORFOLK STANDARD VISUALIZED WITH COMMENTS

You are looking at a small, vivacious dog whose conformation befits his role as working terrier and alert cheerful companion. Compact and powerfully built for his size, he is ready at all times for any activity.

The skull, slightly rounded, is broad; the neatly dropped ears break at the skull line. When fully alert, the slightly rounded ear tip falls not lower than the outer corner of the eye, and is carried close to the cheek. The eyes are small, oval, dark and sparkling, with black rims, and are placed well apart. The stop is well defined, the muzzle strong and wedge-shaped. The mouth is tight-lipped, with strong teeth which meet in a scissor bite.

**HEAD FRONT VIEW**

**CORRECT**
- Broad Skull
- Small Correctly Dropped Ears
- Good Stop
- Small Widespaced Eyes
- Strong Muzzle

**INCORRECT**
- Narrow, Flat Skull
- Ears Set High And Flaring
- No Stop
- Eyes Large, Round
- Close-set, Narrow Muzzle

The length of the muzzle is one third less than the measurement from the occiput to the well-defined stop.

**HEAD SIDE VIEW**

**CORRECT**
- Good Stop
- Well Placed Small Ear
- Small Eye

**INCORRECT**
- Long Muzzle
- Poor Stop
- Large eye
- Heavy Hound Ear
SIDE VIEW - STRESS ON FOREQUARTERS

CORRECT
Strong neck, level topline. Length of back from point of withers to base of tail slightly longer than height from withers to ground. Short legs, compact feet, firm pasterns.

INCORRECT
Poor neck and shoulders, legs too long and light boned. Weak pasterns and feet. This dog is also docked too short.

SIDE VIEW - STRESS ON HINDQUARTERS

CORRECT
Level topline. Loin strong, thighs muscular. Tail medium docked, carried erect, base level with topline. Stifle well turned, hocks low.

INCORRECT
Dip in back, hindquarters high. Tail set low and curved over back. Thighs weak, stifle straight, hocks high. Weak feet and pasterns. Ribs light and loin long.
FOREQUARTERS  FRONT VIEW

CORRECT: Chest of good width, elbows close to ribs, legs short & powerful, feet round, with thick pads.

INCORRECT: Barrel chest, forcing elbows out, feet pointing in.

INCORRECT: Narrow shoulders and chest, legs long, light-boned, weak, splayed feet.

HINDQUARTERS  REAR VIEW

CORRECT: Thighs broad and strong, hocks straight and low.

INCORRECT: Weak thighs, cow hocks.

INCORRECT: Narrow hips, light bone, high hocks, turned in.

INCORRECT TOPLINES AND TAILS

Dip in Topline
Tail docked too short

Roach Back
Tends to set tail low

Low Set Tail
Tail arches over back, a "squirrel" tail
THE MOUTH OR "BITE"

CORRECT
Scissors Bite

INCORRECT
Overshot

INCORRECT
Undershot

FOREQUARTERS: The neck is of medium length, strong and well muscled, blending into well laid back shoulders. The chest is of good width, elbows are close to the ribs. Legs are short and powerful, as straight as is consistent with the digging terrier, pasterns firm, feet round, compact, with thick pads and strong black nails.

OTHER IMPORTANT ATTRIBUTES, NOT SHOWN, BUT REQUIRED BY THE STANDARD

In conclusion, proper grooming of the harsh, wiry coat must be consistent with the character and purpose of the working terrier. The hair on head and ears is kept short and smooth, with slight eyebrows and whiskers. The mane and ruff on neck and shoulders are protective and should only be tidied, not stripped away or brushed forward as is done, at present, with the West Highland Terrier. Moderate furnishings of harsh texture on the legs are kept tidy, as is the tail, and the area below the tail is neated for cleanliness and comfort of the dog. The outer coat is kept in condition by regular grooming and removal of dead hair, so that it continues to renew itself above the short, dense undercoat. Color: All shades of red, wheaten, black and tan or grizzle. Dark points are permissible. White marks are NOT desirable. Size: Height at withers, 9 to 10 inches at maturity, bitches may be slightly smaller than dogs. Weight: 11 to 12 pounds, or suitable for dog's structure and balance. Gait: The Norfolk moves with a true, low and driving gait, front legs extending forward from the shoulder, rear legs following in their track. Hindquarters show great powers of propulsion, moving smoothly from the hip and flexing well at stifle and hock. The temperament of the Norfolk is happy, alert, gregarious, fearless and loyal. The breed is not aggressive.
NORWICH TERRIER STANDARD VISUALIZED WITH COMMENTS

Here is a small, lively dog, whose alert expression is the key to his busy, inquiring nature and his merry approach to life. The skull is broad, slightly rounded, and with good width between the ears, which are of medium size, with pointed tips, held upright when alert, giving the characteristic inquisitive air. The eyes, set well apart, are small, oval, dark with black rims, contributing to the keen expression. The muzzle is strong, wedge-shaped, not snipy. The mouth is tight-lipped, nose and lip pigment black, with large teeth meeting in the correct scissor bite.

**HEADING HEAD**

**FRONT VIEW**

**CORRECT**

Broad skull, Ears correct size and placement. Eyes small and well apart, strong wedge-shaped Muzzle.

**INCORRECT**

Flat, narrow skull. Ears too large, too high. Eyes too large, too close. Snipy Muzzle.

**HEADING SIDE VIEW**

**CORRECT**

The length of the muzzle is one third less than the measurement from the occiput to the well-defined stop. Well Placed Small Ear, Small Eye. Strong jaw, scissor bite, tight-lipped.

**INCORRECT**

Muzzle long in proportion to skull, snipy. Poor bite.
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CORRECT

The neck is strong, of medium length, blending into well laid back shoulders. The body is moderately short, compact and deep with level topline. The measurement from top of withers to ground approximately equals the distance from point of withers to base of tail. Ribs are well sprung and loin short. Forelegs are short, powerful, pasterns firm, feet compact with thick pads and short black nails.

INCORRECT

SIDE VIEW - STRESS ON HINDQUARTERS

CORRECT

Hindquarters are strong and muscular with well-turned stifles. Hocks are low set and straight when viewed from the rear. The tail is set on level with the topline and carried erect. It is docked medium length, of sufficient length to grasp, as is necessary for the working terrier.

INCORRECT
FOREQUARTERS  FRONT VIEW

CORRECT: Chest of good width, elbows close to ribs, legs short & powerful, feet round, with thick pads.

INCORRECT: Barrel chest, forcing elbows out, feet pointing in.

INCORRECT: Narrow shoulders and chest, legs long, light-boned, weak, splayed feet.

HINDQUARTERS  REAR VIEW

CORRECT: Thighs broad and strong, hocks straight and low.

INCORRECT: Weak thighs, cow hocks.

INCORRECT: Narrow hips, light bone, high hocks, turned in.

INCORRECT TOPLINES AND TAILS

Dip in Topline
Tail docked too short

Roach Back
Tends to set tail low

Low Set Tail
Tail arches over back, a "squirrel" tail
THE MOUTH OR "BITE"

CORRECT
Scissors Bite

INCORRECT
Overshot

INCORRECT
Undershot

OTHER IMPORTANT ATTRIBUTES, NOT SHOWN, BUT REQUIRED BY THE STANDARD

COAT - Hard, wiry and straight, lying close to the body and with a definite undercoat. On head and shoulders it forms a protective mane, extending to a ruff at the base of the ears and throat. Hair on head and ears is kept short and smooth, with slight eyebrows and whiskers. The dog should be shown with as natural a coat as possible.

TEMPERAMENT - Gay, fearless, loyal, and affectionate.

GAIT - The legs moving parallel, extending forward, showing great powers of propulsion. Good rear angulation with a true, yet driving movement. The forelegs move freely with feet and elbows the same distance apart, converging slightly with increased pace. Hind legs follow in the track of the front legs, flexing well at the stifle and hock. Topline remains level.

HEIGHT - Approximately 10 inches at the withers when mature. Bitches may be slightly smaller.

WEIGHT - Approximately 10 to 12 pounds, or that which is suitable for the individual’s structure and balance. Fit working condition is a prime consideration.

COLOR - All shades of red, wheaten, black and tan or grizzle. White marks are NOT desirable.
“FEARLESS”

reprinted with the kind permission of Constance Stuart Larrabee
THE NATIONAL PICTURE
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THE MID-WEST VIEW

THE NORWICH & NORFOLK TERRIER CLUB
OF GREATER CHICAGO

The Norwich & Norfolk Terrier Club of Greater Chicago was the brainchild of Sally Baugniet and Steve Hurt. Our first "Fun Match" was actually held before our founding meeting, on June 13, 1981, at the Lake County Fairgrounds in Grayslake, Illinois.

The founding meeting took place on June 14, 1981, when the club really came into being. Our first officers were:

Bob Suggs  President
Cindy Chrisos  Vice President
Carol Suggs  Secretary
William Casey, Jr.  Treasurer

Since then, we have had a regular series of fun matches, luncheons, dinners and demonstrations, culminating in our final Fun Match, appropriately held at the Lake County Fairgrounds on June 14, 1986. Steve Hurt was instrumental in getting us the first supported entry at the Chain of Lakes show.

The five years it has taken our club to become recognized by the AKC for sanctioned matches has been a busy, exciting, interesting and, alas, often frustrating time. In retrospect, however, it seems right and fitting that this recognition should come at the time of the Norwich & Norfolk Terrier Club's 50th anniversary and we are extra proud to become your first affiliated club on this special occasion.

Many people have worked long and hard, and we have had the opportunity to meet and grow with interested owners, breeders and exhibitors throughout the Midwest Region. We would like to recognize and thank all the judges who have so graciously helped us get to this point in our growth as a club. In chronological order they are: Betty Munden, Peggy Haas, Richard Fetzer, Barbi McLennan, Sally Baugniet, Nancy Fingerhut, Don White, Barbara Snobel, Ken Newsome, Marty Weldon-King, Mareth Kipp, Diane Orange, Mabel Gunville and Dora Lee Wilson.

On August 17, 1986, our first "B" Match was held — again at the Lake County Fairgrounds in Grayslake, Illinois in conjunction with the Great Lakes Terrier Association. Our judge was Susan Napady. A standing joke with our members and friends has been the fact that because we were not recognized, we had to meet either in the Goat Barn on the Fairgrounds, or just outside the big barn where the Great Lakes Terrier Association was holding their show. August 17th was a milestone in that we finally "got to go inside"! For those of you who haven't been there, you can't imagine what a satisfaction and joy that is to all of us.

Plans are also underway for another "B" Match in late January or early February in the Chicago area.

Happy anniversary to our parent club. We look forward to working with you — and to our continued growth and maturing into a full-fledged Specialty Club in the Chicago Area.

—Elaine Besbekis

THE WEST COAST VIEW

When I moved to California from England in the early spring of 1981, I was a relative newcomer to Norfolk Terriers. I had bred a couple of litters in England and had just started showing my bitch puppy there - only two shows - before I left for the States. Still, that was enough to whet my appetite, and I was fired with enthusiasm about 'making up' an American champion. California, here I come!

What a shock when I hit the California show scene: there were no Norfolk terriers! I don't
know exactly why this surprised me so. I knew that Norfolks were uncommon. They’re uncommon in England, too, but they generally manage to make muster at the more prominent shows. When I got my first California entries back and saw that mine were the only two Norfolks entered, my first thought was, OK, maybe Oakland and Richmond are not ‘hot’ enough shows to draw entries; surely it’ll be different at Del Monte or Golden Gate. However, the awful truth became apparent when we arrived ringside at Oakland and were eagerly approached by local terrier people who had never before seen a real live Norfolk!

The lack of competition in the San Francisco Bay Area pushed me to track down Norfolks elsewhere in the State. I called Barbara Jo Weber, breeder of Calabra Norfolk and Norwich all the way down south (about 400 miles) near Los Angeles. But Barbara told me that although she did have some dogs, she wasn’t showing these days. This Norfolksess situation drove me to making annual, sometimes semi-annual, pilgrimages back east to show. That’s how I finished my first bitch, my own homebred Ch. Wonderwood Wensday Addams (Leddington Captain Cook x Leddington Folly), who had accompanied me all the way from England as a puppy.

Determined to keep the faith, I persisted in showing in California, entering shows as far away as Santa Barbara. Before long, thanks to Wensday’s winning ways, Norfolks had a small but enthusiastic group of supporters. Among them were David Cook and Bill Woodard. Partners in Silverstone Wire Foxes for many years, they were among the curious ringsiders at that first Oakland show. David and Bill eventually wound up with two bitches from me. One is Wensday’s full sister, Ch. Wonderwood The Rose (who just produced her second Silverstone litter), and a Wensday daughter, Ch. Wonderwood Watch Her Strut (by Ch. Hatchwoods Creme de Menthe of Cracknor). Strut, we have just learned, was the only Norfolk bitch to make the top ten list of Norfolks for breed points, tying at seventh place with another west coast Norfolk, George and Kathleen Eimil’s Ch. Wonderwood Barnburner (Ch. Surrey Sink or Swim x Wonderwood Wensday Addams).

Another keen supporter of Norfolks from that first Oakland show was Sharon Curry. Not exactly a newcomer to the breed, Sharon has been breeding and showing her Shonleh Norwiches for a number of years. She fell in love with that breed while handling several Culswood imports in the early seventies. Ch. Culswood Crunch, after his retirement, spent the rest of his 14 years with Sharon up in that beautiful wine and apple country of Sonoma County. Sharon recently got into Norfolks, having acquired a Bethways bitch and a Chidley dog, both within the past year. Her young dog, Ch. Chidley Bold Dust (Ch. Daffran Dusty x Ch. Chidley Jinx) is already a formidable special, with two California group placements and a sixth-place ranking in Norfolk breed points in 1985.

Champions Underwood Wensday Adams and Wonderwood Low Commination I.u who were Best Brace at the NNTC Specialty in 1985 and Best Norfolk Brace at the Montgomery County Show of 1985. They are both bred by Jessica Jurich James.
It took almost four years to see major points awarded in Norfolks in the San Francisco Bay Area. But, at the San Mateo KC show in December 1984, we managed it - 3 points in bitches. We believe that this was the first major ever in Norfolks in Northern California. During the ensuing year and a half, we have had majors quite regularly in both sexes. Now, besides our local Wonderwood and Silverstone prefixes, and the aforementioned Chidley and Bethways 'imports,' some of the other Norfolk kennels with dogs represented locally are CJ, Maxwell, and Norvik. And I know of at least two Greenfields bitches down in the southern part of the state.

Our Norwich cousins here in the Golden State have not suffered the same neglect as the Norfolks. Stalwart breeders and exhibitors have produced some top winners. BIS and Specialty winner Ch. Seaforth Tuffy Travis lives in the Los Angeles area. Bred by Jerry Roszman and Don La Vigne, this super dog is loved and campaigned by David Powers and Ed Flesh. Travis is the foundation of their Temblor prefix, already a kennel to be reckoned with.

Another famous California Norwich is Ch. Thrumptons Lord Brady. 'Billy' has retired to fun in the sun and redwoods, much to the delight of west coast breeders. Billy lives just down the road from me with Dan Kiedrowski, owner of Terrier Type magazine.

California Norwich enthusiasts have brought some great specimens of the breed to the state both from England and from the States. There were the early Dafffan and Culswood imports made by the Pillsburys, Ch. Culswood Crunch having made a particular splash out here. And though they have done only limited breeding under their Tontines prefix, the Perrys down in Riverside have always had a good eye for Norwich. They imported their first bitch in the early 70's, Ch. Whinlatter's Candlewick, followed by a dog, Ch. Iscoyd Grand Slam. Grand Slam was No. 2 Norwich in the country while Lou Perry campaigned him. He's still alive and well at 14.

These days, Bay Area shows are attracting Norwich competition from far and wide. We regularly get competitors from Oregon, Washington, Southern California, and Arizona. In fact, Marguette Shoemaker with her Del Rincon Norwiches has visited this area quite recently.

Other prefixes that have had an impact on California Norwich are Toomax and Windyhill, and we have had recent infusions of blood from Todwil, King's Prevention, and Barnstable, to name a few.

The flurry of activity that has surrounded Norwiches and Norfolks locally for the past couple of years has included organizing a new club. To celebrate the first Norfolk major in December '84, a number of exhibitors and friends of Norwich and Norfolk got together for a luncheon after the judging. That first get-together was the germ of what is now a thriving San Francisco Bay Area N&NTC. The official name we will probably settle on is Pacific Alliance of Norwich and Norfolk Terriers (PANNT), and our first elections were held in March.

We are so pleased with the enthusiastic response we've been getting from all quarters on our efforts. Our first Match and Fun Day was held in mid-May of 1986 at Sharon Curry's in Sebastopol, and because we have a policy of trying to get pet owners involved in club activities as well as the show people, besides the obligatory match there was racing and go-to-ground, a talent contest, and obedience demonstration. We look forward to making this an annual affair.

For membership information, please contact either
Jessica Jurich James
643 Barron Avenue
Palo Alto, CA
(415) 494-8286 or 367-8873

Kathleen Eimil
388 Country Club Drive
San Francisco, CA
(415) 663-6111

PANNT officers:
President Jessica Jurich James Secretary John Thomas
Vice President Sharon Curry Treasurer Bill Woodward
Board members - Paul Bolander, Linda Murphy, Kathleen Eimil

—Jessica Jurich James
THE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
THE NORWICH TERRIER STORY IN BRITAIN

The Norwich Terrier Breed is comparatively small, and it is not certain how it began. Originally the breed included both drop-eared and prick-eared, but in September 1964 the Kennel Club separated them in two breeds. Norwich Terriers competed for CCs for the first time without drop-eared competition at Crufts in 1965. Mrs. Monckton (Jericho) was the judge. The bitch C.C. was won by Dolly Varden, owned and bred by Mrs. Phyllis Fagan, one of the founder members of the Norwich Terrier Club in 1932. B.O.B. was Ch. Ragus Rain Maker, who was exported to Mrs. Constance Larrabee’s King’s Prevention Kennel after his second Crufts B.O.B. two years later. He is behind many of the top American winners through the King’s Prevention line as well as through the Thrumpton’s stock exported by Bill and Pauline Ford. He is the double grandsire of Thrumpton’s Lord Redwood.

In 1965 Eleanor Johnson’s Whinlatter Cain bred by Muriel Fisher May, then Mrs. Fisher, was the first Champion made after separation. Cain was one of Ch. Whinlatter Charade’s 17 British champion children. To this day his mother Whinlatter Cracker of Turtillus (also Charade’s dam) holds the brood bitch record of six champion children.

The dog who was to have a strong influence on the breed in the U.K. and the U.S.A., Ch. Ragus Raven’s Wing qualified for his title at Crufts in 1966, and was among the Group finalists. This was his final year in the UK before being exported to Canada. He was unbeaten through the whole year, his wins including the Club Ch. Show B.I.S. He was Thrumpton’s Lord Redwood’s double grandsire. In 1968 he broke Ch. Whinlatter Charade’s run of six years top stud dog. In 1969 Ch. Ragus Golden Chip succeeded his sire Ch. Ragus Raven’s Wing as top sire, holding the title for four years (1969-1972 inclusive). Chips died at the early age of 6 years in the autumn of 1972 from a kidney infection. He was the sire of such internationally famous Norwich as top sire Ch. Thrumpton’s Lord Redwood, Int. Ch. Culswood Crunch the first Norwich Terrier Group winner in the U.S.A., and Ch. Culswood Chip’s Girl the youngest champion for all breeds.

In 1970 Ch. Whinlatter Locksley a grandson of Int. Ch. Ragus Rain Maker, bred and owned by Major Norman Bradshaw and Mr. Reg Finney won B.O.B. at Crufts, at just twelve months, and went on to win the Terrier Group, beating the Scottish Terrier and the Fox Terrier who had been Top Dogs all Breeds in 1968 and 1969 respectively. He was the first Norwich to win a British Terrier Group. He was Top winning Norwich in 1970.

In March 1971 at the Manchester Ch. Show, Culswood Bargrange Pennywise (a son of Int. Ch. Culswood Crunch) was the first puppy to win an all breeds Puppy Stakes, at the age of seven months; there were over two hundred puppies entered. He was Top Stud dog in 1973, and was a winner of twelve C.C.s. Ch. Culswood Classic, a son of Pennywise qualified for his British title at L.K.A. in 1973 and was exported to the U.S.A. where he became the first Norwich to win an All Breeds B.I.S.

In 1974 Ch. Thrumpton’s Lord Redwood was top stud-dog for the first of six times. He was top stud-dog 1974-1977 inclusive, and again in 1980 and 1981. He sired fifteen British Champions.
In March 1975 Culswood Chipwood won the Manchester Ch. Show Puppy Stakes, and in April won B.I.S. at the National Terrier Ch. Show. He was by Lord Redwood x Culswood Chips Girl (the youngest Champion) and a double grandson of Ch. Ragus Golden Chip. He went to the U.S.A. on loan for twelve months, during which time he sired a record thirty U.S. champions. In the same year, in August, Ch. Ragus Llothario qualified for his British title, and the following year was exported to the U.S.A. where he became the third Norwich Terrier bred in the U.K. to win an All Breeds B.I.S.

Ch. Waleric Stargazer became the first black and tan Norwich to take a top group award. She was a daughter of the first group winner, Ch. Withalder Locksley.

At Crufts in 1977 a full brother and sister Ch. Ragus Gaymer and Ch. Ragus Griselda took both C.C.s, Gaymer taking B.O.B. Gaymer became top stud dog in 1978 and 1979, Griselda was the dam of four champions including: Ch. Ragus Gypsy Love, Ch. Ragus Goldfinger and Ch. Ragus Garrick. Also in 1977 Norwelston Mr. Chan (Thrumpton's Lord Trevor x Thrumpton's Lady Katrine) became a champion at twelve months, eleven days. He then went to Mr. Glenn Wills (Todwil) in the U.S.A. and became an American champion approximately eighteen months later. He sired five U.S. champions in his first litter.

Thrumpton's Lord Brady won the dog C.C. at Crufts in 1978. He qualified for his British title in April 1978, and was exported to the U.S.A. where he became the top winner of all breeds in 1980 (the first and only Norwich Terrier to do so), winning one hundred and forty-eight Terrier Groups and sixty-six B.I.S. Ch. Redash Tarquin was the top winner of the year in the U.K. in 1978. He also was exported to the U.S.A. where he became a Terrier Group winner.

In 1979 history was made when a Norwich Terrier won not only the Terrier Group but also B.I.S. at an All Breeds Ch. show for the first time. Ragus Gypsy Love (daughter of top stud dog Ch. Thrumpton's Lord Redwood and Ch. Ragus Grisdelda) was never campaigned but was always placed whenever she was shown. At eight months, she won her first C.C. and B.O.B. and was Best Puppy all breeds on the second day of the Birmingham National Ch. Show. At the Windsor Ch. Show she won B.O.B. under American breed judge Mrs. Barbara Keenan, and then went on to win the Terrier Group, and finally Best In Show under Canadian judge Mr. Bill Taylor. She holds the top record of Group placings for any Norwich Terrier in the U.K. having won at such shows as Blackpool, Southern Counties, the Welsh Kennel Club and W.E.L.K.S.

1982 was the British Club's Golden Jubilee Year; a very exciting year. The preparations had started long before, with a great deal of work and fund raising done by the Committee and many others, including a generous donation from the American Club. The first Show of Jubilee Year was the March Open Show, judged by Mrs. Joan Read (Chidley) from the U.S.A. Best puppy was Thornslade Golden Rod of Audacter, Best Bitch was Tawny Wheat of Redash and B.I.S. was Ragus Good Knight.

In July, the Norwich/Norfolk rally was held at Newmarket. There were many interesting events - a match between the Norwich and Norfolk, judged by Mr. Lionel Hamilton-Renwick, won by a Norfolk; Mrs. Joy Taylor's Nanfan Copycat; the two Club Stands; terrier racing; an obstacle course and the highlight a parade of champions from both breeds.
After the rally came the Golden Jubilee Dinner and Championship Show in September, with guests from all over the world. Mrs. Sheila Monckton (Jericho) was the Norwich judge. B.I.S. was Ch. Trundell Barnstormer (the first Norwich to win this title twice in succession at the Club Champion Show). BOS was Wild Rose of Blueecars (her first CC), Best Puppy was Wemakaro's Rum Caramel. As well as Club Trophies on display there was a marvellous selection of 'specials' given by members from all over the world. It was a truly memorable day. This was not quite the end of the Jubilee celebrations because, at the end of 1983, the Norwich Terrier Book was published. It is a tremendous achievement, full of information and interest and beautifully presented. The book was compiled by Marjorie Bunting, with help from members worldwide.

One of the dogs to have a great influence on the Breed, in the last two years is Ch. Sebzevar Claret and Blue (Ch. Thrumpton's Lord Morky x Thrumpton's Lady Gail). He won one CC in 1983 and three in 1984, all with BOB (including Crufts 1984) before going out to Spain to live with his owners, Frank and Cherry Atkinson. He was Top Stud dog in 1984 and 85.

His son, Ch. Ragus Leo the Lark was BOB at Crufts in 1985 and his daughter, Norfinn Pickled Pepper BOB at Crufts in 1986 (gaining her title there) His progeny have won consistently in the Show ring throughout 1985 and three of them were made up into Champions. He has recently returned to this country to live with Marjorie and Hugh Bunting.

Although there has not been quite the quality in general in the showing in recent years in Britain, the newer puppy classes are very encouraging. Norwich Terriers are great little dogs and I am sure that they and their owners in the USA will have a marvellous Jubilee year. All of us in the UK wish them well.

—Anne Baker and Marjorie Bunting

THE MODERN NORFOLK TERRIER

THE NORWICH TERRIER breed’s first ever champion, Ch. Biffin of Beauffin, gained his title in 1935, and two years later one of his granddaughters achieved another historic first — the first ever CC won by a Norwich from the Colonsay kennel of Miss M. S. S. Macfie. This breeder who was to have such an influence on the drop-eared variety, started with a Ch. Biffin son, the reserve CC winner Tiny Tim of Biffin, who sired the first three CC winners from Colonsay.

Miss Macfie was a staunch supporter of the drop-ears, at a time when the prick-ears were more popular, and it was mainly she who kept the variety going through the war years. The Colonsay kennel was large as Miss Macfie bred quite extensively and often bought in pick of litter or indeed whole litters sired by her stud dogs. After the war she promoted the drop-eared Norwich by taking them to dog shows all over Britain along with her world-famous Colonsay Dalmatians.

Miss Macfie was one of the main advocates of separation of the breed and lived to see her work pay off, but sadly died in 1965 less than a year later. The Colonsay kennel owned and/or
bred eight terrier champions and 15 CC winners in all, but its influence was much greater than these figures indicate. In fact, all present day Norfolks can trace their pedigree back to the war-time Colonsays.

The Waveneyvalley kennel of Mr. Victor Page played a vital role in establishing the drop-car type. His Ele Spruce, a dog of three quarter Colonsay breeding, sired four champions and one CC winner. His son Ch. Waveneyvalley Alder won eight CCs and became the most dominant stud force at the time, and his strong influence is still very much apparent. It is through clever line breeding to Alder and his sire Spruce that the now so famous Nanfan and Ragus kennels have achieved their enviable record.

One breeder who line-bred to Alder with good results was Mrs. Rosemary Richardson, whose small Wymbur kennel was founded in the '50s and whose first champion, Ch. Wymbur Miss Moppet born in 1956, was sired by Alder ex an Alder daughter. Mrs. Richardson had the distinction of owning the first champion with the breed name Norfolk as her Wymbur Mandy Lou (by Alder) won her first two CCs as a Norwich and then won the first Norfolk bitch CC at Crufts 1965, thus becoming a historic champion.

The breeder who has line-bred closest and most fearlessly to Alder is Mrs. Joy Taylor, whose Nanfan kennel was founded in the '50s. That this expert breeding programme has paid off is obvious as we have seen it all in all 32 Nanfan champions gaining this title in this country (all but one home-bred) and numerous abroad. This is of course a record set in the breed and the Nanfan kennel has set many.

The first champion, Nanfan Nimbus, was born in 1960 and was the fourth generation of Nanfan bitches. She was by Widgeon Bunny ex an Alder granddaughter by Spruce, so three of the four lines go back immediately to Alder and one to his sire.

Nimbus’ best known son, the dominant stud dog Nanfan Nimble, was sired by a son of Aldersista, himself by a double grandson of Alder, so it was not surprise that he sired eight champions.

However, he was soon to be eclipsed by his son, the now legendary Ch. Nanfan Heckle, one of four champions from the Nimble-Nanfan Hayseed combination. (The latter was a daughter of Nimbus’ litter brother Nimrod and a full sister to Hedge Berry, so the Alder influence was very strong). Although not extensively shown, Heckle won six CCs including the first ever Norfolk CC at Crufts 1965 and became the first Norfolk dog champion. He was BOB at
Crufts 1965, '66 and '68, which is a record, and was top stud dog 1967, '68, '69 and '71. His record of 13 British champions stood unchallenged until 1984 and his champion grandchildren here and abroad are legion.

By further concentrating on the Alder and Spruce lines through clever use of Heckler and his brother Halleluia and their champion progeny the Nanfan strain became extremely dominant and homogenous, only occasionally adding a well dosed drop of new blood. Many notable wins have been achieved, but the most outstanding one must be when in 1975 the Heckle daughter Nanfan Sweet Apple (later champion) won the terrier group at Bath championship show and was best bitch in show. This was the first time a Norfolk bitch won a group at this level in Britain and the first for the breed in England.

Another fact worth mentioning is that Heckle, his brother Ch. Nanfan Hayrake, Heckle daughter, son, grandsons, granddaughters, great grandsons and a great granddaughter account for the Crufts BOB wins in 1965, 66, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 80 and 82! In fact 17 years after Heckle’s birth his last champion son gained his title, which shows his long lasting influence.

Other successful Nanfan stud dogs were Ch. Nanfan Nobleman (double Heckle grandson) with nine champions and grandsire of 12 and Ch. Nanfan Ninety (by Halleluia) sire of six and grandsire of five. This year’s current top winner, Ch. Nanfan Sweet Potato, is son of Ninety ex the Heckle daughter Sweet Apple.
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Ch. Nanfan Catmint and Ch. Nanfan Cat’s Cradle

Miss Alice Hazeldine’s Ickworth kennel came to the fore after separation. Miss Hazeldine had been a great help to Miss Macfie during the last couple of years of her life and as recognition was left the Colonsay terriers. The last Colonsay champions were handled to their titles by Miss Hazeldine, namely the Nimble and Orderly Dog grandson Ch. Colonsay Red Tabs and the Cuckoo daughter Ch. Colonsay Bluemarking Lady Jane. She also won many CCs with Orderley Dog. 1968 saw the crowning of the first Ickworth champion, Proper Pretty who was sired by Red Tabs ex an Orderley Dog daughter.

But it was Ch. Ickworth Ready that really put the kennel on the map. The result of a mismating between Kirkby Freddy (by Nimble) and his daughter, Ready was hand reared by his breeder Mrs. Rhalou Kirkby Peace but later sold to Miss Hazeldine. Much admired by specialists and all-rounders alike, he won 17 CCs all with BOB and was BOB at Crufts 1970 and '71. He had also many variety wins; the most exciting was no doubt when he won the breed’s first every group at a championship show in Britain. This was at the Scottish Kennel Club 1969 under Mr. Joe Cartledge.
Ready sired six champions before his sudden death in 1972 at only 4½ years. Miss Hazeldine bred eight champions, the last was Ch. Ickworth Pretty Piece, a double Ready granddaughter, who was top Norfolk 1977.

The Ragus kennel, founded by Majorie Bunting who was joined by her mother, Mrs. Marks, and later by her daughter, Lesley Crawley, had housed drop-ear Norwich since 1943 but the prick ears had dominated completely. Although a couple of early Ragus drop-ears had played their part in establishing the variety, notably Solomon Grundy, Merry Maid and Ragus Coxcombe (sire of Ch. Colonsay Banston Belinda), it was not until 1971 that the first homebred Ragus Norfolk was made up here. This was Ch. Ragus Bewitched, daughter of the first black and tan CC winner, Ragus Sir Bear. Mated to Ready, Bewitched produced Ch. Ragus Buttermilk (winner of seven CCs and BOBs before being exported to Sweden) and Ch. Ragus Brown Sugar of whom more later.

In 1973 Ragus Whipcord became the breed’s first black & tan champion of this up till then the “impossible” colour, and in 1979 his granddaughter Ragus Blackberry became the first b/t bitch champion. In the last 11 years the Ragus partnership has bred and/or owned not less than 30 Norfolk champions, skillfully blending Ready and Heckle bloodlines with others carrying the B/T gene. A particular successful combination is that of Whipcord and Brown Sugar which has resulted in seven champions, and makes Brown Sugar top brood bitch. Whipcord was top stud dog for five years and is the sire of 15 champions, a new Breed Record.

The Ravenswing kennel is certainly founded on long experience of the breed as Mrs. May Marshall worked for Miss Macfie for 16 years and in sole charge of the Colonsay terriers. Only able to keep a couple of bitches, breeding has been very limited but several CC winners have been bred here and Ch. Ravenswing Pay Royal won the bitch CC at Crufts 1974. The breed’s one hundredth champion, Eileen Needham’s Titanium Just Fancy, is a daughter of a Ravenswing bitch by the CC winner Ravenswing Fleet Leader.

Miss Gilean White’s small but successful Vicbrita kennel has housed four champions, all with strong Nanfan connections. The latest, Ch. Salad Burnet of Vicbrita, was BOB at Crufts 1975 and at the moment leads the breed in DOG WORLD’s stud dog competition.

Five champions have come from the Timberfalling kennel of Mrs. Edwina Hart, the latest, Ch. Timberfalling King’s Crown, is the sire of the breed’s latest title holder, Ch. Lowmita Hazelnut. Mrs. Hart’s flair for mixing several strains and sometimes using untried stud dogs has certainly brought success.

A newer breeder who has combined Heckle, Ready and Whipcord with splendid results is Liz Cartledge who has bred three champions using this recipe. Ryslip’s most notable champion is the b/t Ch. Ryslip Mixed Blessings, top winner two years running and BOB at Crufts 1981.

Other prominent breeders are Mrs. Daphne Thacker whose dual CC winner Daffran Dusty was BIS at the British Norfolk Open Show in March 1982 and Dusty’s granddam Ch. Daffran Dana caused a sensation by winning the CC at the Club show 1975 at six and a half months; and Mrs. Sylvia Way, whose home-bred Ch. Wemcroft Astronaut was BOB at Crufts 1977 and ’78.

Since their Jubilee in 1982 British Norfolks have continued from strength to strength and maintained their links with the U.S.A. when Eng. & Am. Ch. Daffran Dusty crossed the Atlantic to become a top U.S. stud dog and returned to gain his English title. Am. Ch. Hatchwoods Creme de Menthe, bred by Cherry Howard and Am. Ch. Nanfan Crunch are other potent British import sires.

Sadly, too, since the Jubilee show, some great dogs have come to their end; in 1983 Champions Nanfan Ninety and Nobleman, and Dusty’s dam, Ch. Daffran Dallus and in 1984 Ch. Ragus Browned Off, but from their ashes have continued and arisen other young kennels such as Michael Crawley’s Elves - founded by Browned Off, Martin Phillips’ Jaevas headed by the
Cruft's Reserve Group (Grp II) winner, Ch. Jaeva Matti Brown, whose sire, Barbara Ritchie's Ch. Crackshill Hardy is a blend of Rags and Nanfan lines. Ninety's son, Ch. Nanfan Nectarine, was a cornerstone for Dorothy Dorkins' Lowmita kennel. And so British Norfolks move forward toward their Silver Jubilee in 1989 and hope that they will see many American friends for that great celebration.

—Elizbeth Matell and updated by Gilean White

(This article is published by kind permission of Dog World, England.)
VITAL STATISTICS
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NORWICH TERRIERS, THEIR LOCATION, NUMBER OF OWNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNERS</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOGS</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BREEDING</td>
<td>1 CH'S</td>
<td>78 CH'S</td>
<td>33 CH'S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBEDIENCE</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>11 CO'S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 CDX'S</td>
<td>6 CDX'S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 VD'S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRACKING</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 TO'S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PET THERAPY</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 CQA'S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORKING TERR</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 CQA'S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER/BREEDER</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LITTERS</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIVE PUPS</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAT'L WHELP</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-SECTIONS</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Omitted from these numbers are the litters of those breeders whose breedings are almost equal to the total of all others (e.g. Badgewood, Castle Point, King’s Prevention, Oakley) whose breeding programs cover such a long period of time, and for whom precise data on natural whelpings vs. C. sections are not readily available.
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NORFOLK TERRIERS, THEIR LOCATION, NUMBER OF OWNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNERS</th>
<th>NORTHEAST</th>
<th>MID-ATLANTIC</th>
<th>SOUTHEAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOGS</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVITIES</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRED RING</td>
<td>14 ch's</td>
<td>48 ch's</td>
<td>4 ch's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBEEDIENCE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 cd's</td>
<td>1 cd's</td>
<td>3 cd's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 cdx's</td>
<td>1 cdx's</td>
<td>1 cdx's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 ud's</td>
<td>1 ud's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACKING</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET THERAPY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKING TERR.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 cg's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNER/BREEDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORTHEAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVE PUPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT'L WHelp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-SECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass., R.I., CT., N.H., Vt., Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- Omitted from these numbers are the litters of those breeders whose breedings are almost equal to the total of all others (e.g. Badgewood, Castle Point, King's Prevention, Oakley) whose breeding programs cover such a long period of time, and for whom precise data on natural whelpings vs. C. sections are not readily available.
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Compiled by Marcella Congdon
DOG VOCATIONS

King's Prevention Belle Boyd and one of her oldest friends, Shirley Hedges

Blessed is he who has found his work....
Thomas Carlyle
THE VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE—PET THERAPY

While the 1970's might be said to be the decade of the working terrier, the 1980's could be called the decade of the volunteer dog. Our little dogs have become popular participants in the volunteer work of their owners as THERAPY DOGS. These dogs visit nursing homes and hospitals to cheer the patients and to provide conversation opportunities with the dog's handler. Most of the participants belong to an organized program of therapy dogs or an obedience demonstration team. They visit the homes and hospitals at the express invitation of the institution's administration. The dog's owners and handlers have found these occasions to be extremely rewarding experiences for both the visitors and the patients.

For example, Mrs. Perry Clay Price of Beckley, WV visited a nursing home with Teann, her Norfolk Terrier under the auspices of the Beckley Kennel Club. A middle-aged man in a wheelchair reached for Teann, Mrs. Price relates, "I placed her in his lap. He started speaking to her in very low tones. I found out from the nurse that the gentleman had not spoken a word for several months until he started talking to my little dog. By the time that he was able to go home he would ask us to visit and so we made a few extra trips just to see him." Mrs. Perry goes on to say "I worked with this project for about 3½ years and enjoy it even more than dog shows and flower shows. I feel that I receive more than I am able to give and my dogs enjoy the attention very much. It is also a great way to keep the dogs well socialized so it is one situation where everyone wins."

King's Prevention Belle Boyd, C.D., a seven year old Norwich has been an unofficial and official therapy dog since she was six weeks old. She visits the Virginia Home, a facility for the severely handicapped. Somehow she has sensed how to behave for the capabilities of each resident she visits. Some are fragile and want a quiet animal to stroke, others want a more boisterous greeting and she is lavish with her kisses and squeaks. A couple of residents enjoy riding her around on the lucite tray on their electric wheelchair. She looks like a figure head on the prow of the ship. Since Belle has earned her CD obedience degree, putting her through her paces has been a source of pleasure and amusement. Because she has earned an obedience degree she was able to join an organization called Therapy Dogs International, a loosely organized group of like-minded dog owner volunteers.

Most therapy dogs visit under the aegis of an obedience club's demonstration team. Mrs. Will Parker has belonged to the Portchester Obedience Training Club exhibition team for fifteen years. This team visits not only nursing homes but psychiatric hospitals and rehabilitation hospitals. Sometimes they do as many as three or four demonstrations a week. Their program consists of condensed versions of obedience exercises from novice right through utility. Then individual dogs show off their special "tricks" such as dialing and answering a phone, retrieving a cane, and the usual rolling over. The demonstrations are so popular that the team is asked back again and again.
Mary Fine of Storrs, Connecticut has been going out with the Nathan Hale Obedience Club for ten years visiting nursing homes, the local state school for the retarded and the local summer camp for handicapped children. At the state school sometimes they are asked to bring the dogs onto the wards where the more severely handicapped clients live. Her Norfolks are especially popular because they can be picked up and held by people who can't move around, and with the blind because of their non-threatening size.

The Norwich and Norfolk's size is a great advantage when demonstration space is limited according to Mrs. Olive Hobbs who visits with the All Breed Training Club of Akron, Ohio. The administrator of one nursing home asks for demonstrations four or five times a year, and would be happy if they came more often than that. Because the members come from such a wide area around Akron they are not able to go as often as he would like. Mrs. Hobbs must travel forty miles to participate with Chidley Peregrin Took CD TDX.

If you are interested in participating in a pet therapy program in your area, contact the local all breed obedience training club to find out if such a program already exists. If not, talk with the activities director of the facility you wish to visit and find out if such visits would be desired and if the administrator would permit them. It might be wise to check on the insurance arrangements just in case of an accident. Some local health departments will not permit animals on the premises of hospitals or nursing homes. This can be circumvented by doing demonstrations on the facilities grounds. If the administrator is lenient, puppies make a tremendous hit with patients, particularly when carried in a basket. If you want to become part of the volunteer experience you don't have to leave your dog at home anymore!

—Hope Levy
ANCIENT HISTORY

Formal Obedience and Norwich Terriers may have come to this country on almost the same boat, but they were not travelling companions, nor indeed even speaking acquaintances until the late 40's when Miss Mary Curtis owned and trained kedron Dappertutto, the only known Norwich to have earned the CD, CDX and Tracking titles in this country by 1948. She offered a Special Obedience Prize annually 1948-1950 to "any Norwich Terrier awarded any obedience title by AKC." This prize was awarded at least once to Miss Sylvia Warren founder of the famous River Bend line and early Club President, with her CH Tuff CD (1948) whose daughter CH Puff CD, CDX, earned her CD in 1947. The Curtis prize also went to Miss Elizabeth Copeland's Baloo for his CD in 1949.

In the fifties, our historical spotlight picks up only Carol Hoyler Jordan's Norwich Beau Jem CD in 1958, and then skips to the 60s and River Bend Tory. Tory was grandson to Tuff, bred by Miss Warren, owned by Mrs. William Dwyer and the only Norwich earning the CD in 1964; by 1966 he had the CDX and UD, and was also the only canine member of the staff of The Harvard Medical School. At the same time, Dr. C. Elizabeth Mahaffy was very busy in Obedience, in 1966 her CH Fairhopes Butch of Alderley had his CDX, her five-year-old CH Fairhopes Bridgett had her CD, and their son Norwisia Bridgett's O'Robb was working on his CD and CH simultaneously.

The first (and still the only) Obedience Trophy given by the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club is the River Bend Trophy, established in 1967 by Miss Warren, and first won by Mrs. Nancy Parker and her Triscuit's Tuffet (Newry's My John Anderson x Bethways Triscuit). The trophy was awarded for five years to Mrs. Parker's high-scoring Norwich (DE) though there were five other dogs who earned the CD title in the 60s.

Those were the pioneers. In the seventies, the number of titles more than doubled and already has doubled again in the 80s. It doesn't make the training any easier, nor the time and effort any less, but it is nice to have knowledgeable people with whom to trade techniques and stories.

"YOU GET 10 POINTS FOR JUST GETTING HIM INTO THE RING"

This is not infrequently the attitude of judges and other exhibitors in obedience, but we've some stellar examples of Norwich and Norfolk owners who didn't listen. Nancy Parker (Mrs. Will Parker) whose Triscuit's Tuffet went on to CDX and UD, also trained Wendover Talent UD, Kinsprit Token UD, and currently Terolin's Tara UD & Bermudan and Canadian CDX, and Terolin's Trinket of C.J. CDX, Canadian CD and still working on her higher degrees. Many a novice obedience trainer was inspired by the sight of little Token in the relay team after the Match at Mrs. Baird's, or Token and Talent in their demonstration at Westminster 1973. Mrs. Parker is probably the only one to have trained 4 Norfolk UD's, but Mary Fine is coming along fast with three Norfolk UD's: CH New Garden Bardith UD (Am/Can), CH Castle Point Mint UD, Can CDX, and Tylwyth Just Chelsea UD (Am/Can), and is the only handler/trainer with this combination of Breed and Obedience titles.
Through the early '70s the Norwich representation in the OB ring was equal to the Norfolk, but the stars were not quite so titled. Except for Miss Warren's Puff, the "PBs" settled for the CD, but in 1971 a dedicated obedience trainer, Pam Riker, came out with her Norwich bitch Samantha whose 1974 UD is thought to be only the third one awarded to either breed. Those of us privileged to know Pam will never forget the sight of her second happy little Norwich CH Grassmere Scotch Mist cavorting, but qualifying. O. F. Porch was also an early Norwicher in the OB ring, with King's Prevention Harkaway UD. The Norwich record for titles is held by Sally Culley's CH Gustylea Fancy-Free Flashton UD, CG, bred by Helen Temmel who is no stranger to the obedience ring herself. A recent first is claimed by Patty Fineman and Hedgerow Buster Bear whose stellar scores in Novice qualified them for the 1986 Gaines Eastern Regional Competition where only the "big boys" play!

Monna Travis wrote "I was always encouraged in the ring. Every judge we went under said 'I wish I could get a terrier to work like that for me!'" and a lot of Norwich and Norfolk owners agree, reporting their obedience activities as of May 1986:

# Owners training in Obedience: 59
# Obedience titles earned by them: 28 CDs (not just in 1986) 12 CDXs 7 UDs
# Attending Obedience Matches: 34
# Active in Obedience Trials: 24

Norwich and Norfolk are a wonderful challenge in formal obedience training... well, in any kind of training... but the very specific exercises for the OB Trial must sometimes seem counterproductive to them. Our little dogs can have a very practical turn of mind:

Fran Wilmeth tells that CH Neversink Mollie Brown was trying for her CDX at a Trial in pouring rain. For the "Long Sit" (5 minutes with the owner out of the ring out of sight) this pretty lass noticed a dry spot under the judges' table and, you guessed it, that's where Fran found her at the end of the 5 minutes.

When asked for The Secret of training NTs, almost all active "obedience people" said "Patience," and "Fun. If it isn't fun, the NT won't play... NT blackmail is what it is," "Never anger or yelling. Think your way through problems with logic... dog logic," "Put your dog in a position to be successful by breaking the exercises down into very small parts," "Praise, food, toys, play... whatever your NT will work for," "Patience, and a good instructor."

Norwich and Norfolk obedience people hunt diligently for classes with good instructors, "good" defined as someone who understands that each dog is different, dogs need praise and rewards, that terriers are special, and that harshness and rigidity have no place in training, much less ear-pinchling, chain-jerking, marching in mindless circles. But wonderful instructors do exist; many of our most active trainers are themselves obedience instructors:

"I consider that I'Ve been successful in training any dog when the dog comes to his owner and demands to do his 'homework.' You must train so that the dog is successful, to give him confidence in himself. And if the trainer enjoys the training, then the dog will too."

There is some difference of opinion on frequency of formal "lessons"; some feel that training every day is essential and others say their dog works best on alternate days, but that may be a question of the definition of "training." Most recommend that the obedience commands be used in everyday household situations e.g. the "down" exercise may best be practised while you're making the beds or washing the dishes, the "stay" when you open the car door, the "sit" when company comes. Obedience training was intended to make a dog easier to live with, a "Companion Dog" in fact, not just in title.
Anne Beeler reports that "walking the dogs, the three started to chase a stray across the road; I called and the CD dogs turned back but the pup kept going."

Linda Bell writes "once at a Breed and Obedience Show I went with Tinker on his obedience collar and lead but picked the wrong entrance, by the Breed Rings. I hastened across the huge arena toward the OB rings, pleased at the notice my little dog was getting from other people, trotting along so nicely by my side on a loose lead. One kind lady stopped me; I looked down and saw Tinker right at the Heel position, with the collar and lead dangling loose in front of his nose. What an off-lead heeling pattern!"

On the other hand, one experienced trainer, new to Norwich, admits that whereas most of the obedience commands are not especially helpful in daily living, the "retrieve" has taught her to pick up her clothes and shut the closet door. Ah, yes. And yet when it comes to retrieving the dumbbell...

No question about it, some obedience exercises are more difficult than others, some are easier. Difficult for our friendly terriers is to stand still for the Stand for Examination exercise; they much prefer to meet the judge halfway or to roll over for a tummy rub...it's more effective from their point of view, and the exasperated trainer must figure out what will make standing still more fun, perhaps giving the dog a favorite toy to hold while standing, or putting a goodie in sight to take his mind off the "examination."

The Sitting position is correctly square, with the bottom in touch with the ground. Not for our guys who prefer a hip-sit with one hindleg akimbo or the "terrier crouch," a ready-to-go-and-fast position. Most admit that these are correctable but only for very short people or those with very strong backs, who can place the NT in position time and again until he/she gets the picture.

Gustylea Fancy-Free Flashton, U.D., C.G. retrieving the dumbbell.

It is difficult for many Norwich and Norfolk to accept the fact that a dumbbell is for holding and carrying in the mouth; if it moves, kill it; if it doesn't move it must already be dead? The more experienced trainers start play-retrieving very very early and report that this is a natural instinct and easy to learn; others swear by the "inductive retrieve" method which breaks the exercise down into its smallest components and rewards for the tiniest compliance with each bit before going on. Interests, once they learn, retrieving often becomes their favorite game! Barbara Runquist admits that Swithun once went over the jump and tried to retrieve the judge!

When do you start training? Just as with any other training, almost as soon as the puppy is on all fours, most of our experienced trainers say. You may not even call it "training," to learn to walk on a leash, to sit on command, to follow that person with a cookie, to come when called because it always means a lovely time of play and petting. Formal training comes later, but most of the basic "exercises" have already been learned in a rudimentary form. Ten to fifteen minutes on alternate days with one hour of class instruction per week is plenty. Just don't lose patience, and don't bore your dog; he's a quick study and probably got it the first time.

Nancy Parker (with 4 UD dogs) says "I really believe that anyone with time and love and patience can train any dog."

This will come as news to many non-obedience terrier owners, but the Recall exercise (the one where they come when called) is the easy one for many NT's. The dog sits, stays while the owner walks away, then comes on command, quickly and happily. Believe it? Well, they do, although there may be a little extra in this exercise:
I have to admit my CH Falkirk did this: I left her sitting for the Recall exercise and turned to walk to the other side, hearing much laughter from the ringside; turning around all looked well; I called, she came. Great! but the laughter? It seems the little imp rolled over and had a good back rub in the grass while my back was turned, and popped back into a sit just in time, with the most angelic expression on her face. The humane judge qualified us! Sharon DuBois' Skyscot Angus dashed in on the Recall and sat up and begged, and some come in so fast they have to whirl and twirl a bit before settling. Mary Fine says a judge told her that once a Norwich went to ground in his OB ring. Is the message "make it fun or your NT will make it fun his way?"

The Sit/Stay exercise is one that gives little trouble, but few could claim the steadiness of this Norwich Terrier. Carol Jordan reported during the Long Down, a Newfoundland rolled over on Jem, and he stayed...even after the Stewards came to his rescue and pulled the Newfie off!

Lest anyone think that obedience training is contrary to the terrier personality, or that formal obedience training dampens the terrier spirit, lend an ear: River Bend Tory is reported in The News of Spring 1967 as having completed all the exercises in Open (the CDX level) but during each exercise he stared fiercely at a tiny hole in the ring. When he heard "exercise finished" he dashed across the ring and valiantly tried to dig a beetle out of the hole, stopping only to go back for another exercise. Linda Bell's Troubells recently tried to outdo Tory: he obediently sat-and-stayed right next to a mousehole, then less happily got down-and-stayed in the same spot, but when he heard "exercise finished" he clawed and barked at the hole until he flushed the mouse! He qualified. Judges understand.

This story Olive Hobbs tells. We were competing in Open in a ring with board sides which did not reach clear to the floor, and in the offlead heeling a Golden Retriever's tail slipped under the board into the ring. Pippin pounced.

There are many books on training and obedience training, but many of our obedience members recommend these in particular:

- Carol Benjamin MOTHER KNOWS BEST
- THE PEARSEALL GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL DOG TRAINING
- Karen Pryor DON'T SHOOT THE DOG
- Volhard & Fisher: TRAINING YOUR DOG

and others, urging that you use only that which works for you and your dog.

—Marcella Congdon

Ch. Neversink Molly Brown CDX owned by Frances Wilmeth practices over the Open class jump.
OBEDIENCE TITLES EARNED BY
NORWICH AND NORFOLK TERRIERS 1946 - 1985

YEAR CD EARNED, NAME OF DOG, OWNER, LATER TITLES

1946  Kedron Dappertutto (DE), Mary Curtis. CDX 1948
1947  Puff (PE), Sylvia Warren. CDX 1948
1948  CH Tuff (DE), Sylvia Warren.
1949  Baloo (DE), Elizabeth Copeland
1950  Beau Jem (PE), Carol Hoyler Jordan
1964  River Bend Tory (DE), Mrs. William Dwyer. CDX 1966, UD
1965  CH Fairhopes Butch of Alderley, Dr. C. Elizabeth Mahaffy. CDX
1965  CH Fairhopes Bridgett.
1966  Triscuit's Tuffet (DE), Nancy Parker. CDX 1967, UD 1968
1966  Ginger Peaches of Eddyshare (DE), Betty Anne Stokes. CDX.
1967  Bethway's Triscuit (DE), Terry Leith. CDX 1970
1968  Triscuit's Tom Tom (DE), Nancy Parker. CDX 1970
1968  Norweims Bold Bandit (PE), Carol Hoyler Jordan
1969  Helen T. Hill (PE), E. C. Martin & LeRue Grim
1971  Samantha (PE), Ann J. Riker. CDX 1972, UD 1974
1971  Wendover Talent, (DE), Nancy Parker. CDX 1972, UD 1975
1972  Chidley California Poppy (PE). Clare G. McKenzie
1972  Witchwoods Dinghy (PE), Jean B. Read.
1972  Stewarts Upland Ginger (PE), Edward L. Hamm. CDX 1973
1973  Kinsprit Token (DE), Nancy Parker. CDX 1975, UD 1978
1975  King's Prevention Harkaway (PE), O. F. Porch. CDX 1976, UD 1978
1975  Coriander of Hammhausen (PE), Edward L. Hamm.
1976  CH Grassmere Scotch Mist (PE), Pam Riker. TD 1977, UD 1978
1976  CH New Garden Eadith (DE), Mary Fine. CDX 1977, UD 1978
1977  Damara's Thorin Oakenshield, Olive C. Hobbs. CDX 1981
1977  Nor'Star's Cinnamon Cookie (PE), Susan J. Erkel.
1978  CH Gustyle's Almira of Cobbles CD (Nw), Helen Temmel
1978  Tylwlyth Red Darby (Nf), Mary Fine
1979  CH Gustyle's Carter Chipson (Nw), Helen Temmel. CDX 1985
1979  CH Gustyle's Fancy-Free Flashton (Nw), Sally Cully. CDX 1981, UD 1983
1979  Lactans Abbot's Leigh (Nw), Marcella Congdon
1979  CH Neversink Big Red (Nw), Pam Riker, TD 1981
1979  CH Neversink Esmeralda (Nw), Pam Riker. TD 1979
1979  CH Pomirish Kay Wicken (Nw), William J. Casey, Jr. CDX 1980
1979  Sandy Red Cricket (Nw), Leroy Barfield
1979  CH Sundowns Rings of Saturn (Nw), Leroy Barfield
1979  New Garden Swithun (Nf), Barbara Runquist. CDX 1981
1980  CH Neversink Mollie Brown (Nw), Fran Wilmeth. CDX 1981
1980  Hot Shot (Nf), Eric & Katharine Bjorklund
1980  Sundown's the Bandmaster (Nw), Leroy & Betty Barfield
1980  Danley's Duchess of Clover (Nw), Patricia McGowan
1980  CH Jaybe's Dandy Lion (Nw), Patricia McGowan
1980  CH Jericho Pop Star (Nw), Jolie Piette & Christine Jeffrey
1981  CH Castle Point Mint (Nf), Mary Fine. CDX 1981, UD 1983
1981  Jagersbo Cambridge Lad (Nw), Patricia Kreiling.
1981  Citation's Tinker Bell (Nw), Steven and Linda Bell.
1981  Castle Point Bark (Nf), Barbara Runquist
1981  CH Donnybrook's Samson (Nw), Meredith Dwyer
1982  Anderscroft Red Rum (Nf), Sheila Foran
1982  King's Prevention Harmony (Nw), Loretta Dolan
1982  Li'l Abner's Billy Bear (Nw), Meredith Dwyer, CDX 1983
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1983 Anderscroft Foolish Pleasure (Nf), Shiela Foren
1983 Theodore Bear (Nf), John F. Brown
1983 Terolina's Trinket of CJ (Nf), Nancy Parker. CDX 1985
1983 Turkhill's Black Top (Nf), Joan Eckert
1983 Parcott's New Garden Dunstan (Nf), Anne Beeler
1983 Chestnut Hills Blue Ivy (Nw), Ron and Karen Anderson
1983 Red Oak Calico (Nw), Kathryn Barner. CDX 1985
1983 Moonwyns Goldpenny Guy (Nw), James A. Nisbet. CDX 1983
1983 JW's Jack-D (Nw), Suzanne Williams
1984 Wakerobin Brewster (Nw), Patricia Whittle
1984 CH Laetans Ebenezzer (Nw), Marcella Congdon
1984 Windyhill Miss Daisy (Nw), Meredith Dwyer
1984 CH Dastropen Celestial Sprout (Nw), Sally Culley. CDX 1984, UD 1985
1984 CH Legacy's Raggedy Too Max (Nw), Monna Travis
1984 CH Tylwyth Just Chelsea (Nf), Mary Fine. CDX, UD 1985
1984 CH Trowsnest Kinsprit Corncob (Nf), Marjory Trowbridge
1985 Shonleah Happy of Cornwall (Nw), Russell Graff
1985 King's Prevention Belle Boyd (Nw), Hope Levy
1985 Lord Botchie's Little Angel (Nw), Leroy Barfield
1985 CH Camelot Hills Lord Dalton (Nw), Bobette Volke
1985 Hedgerow Buster Bear (Nw), Patty Fineran
1985 Lynhurst's Here's Troubell (Nw), Linda Bell
1985 Royal Rock Percy (Nw), O. J. Montgomery
1985 Royal Rock Sidney (Nw), Louis and Anna Mae Blum
1985 Sage's Solomon Seal (Nf), Prudence C. Read

photo - Michael Mathiesen
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A local seminar was my introduction to tracking. It promised good outdoor fun and a change of pace from utility obedience training. Because my Border terrier, Thorin was not especially motivated, we used food bits for beginning training to indicate the track. Before many days I found that I was being followed regularly by somebody's Afghan hound who always seemed to know when and where we were training and who managed to eat up all the food before I could get back with Thorin. We quit!

About this time I had acquired another Norwich Terrier, Pippin. We went along to Thorin's course follow-up and the instructor saw in him a lot of potential and urged me to concentrate on him. He passed his first certificate track at about six months but we couldn't enter a test until spring when he was just over a year old. We spent the time doing lots of interesting things which were part of the advanced training. Some were problems set up by our mentor just to see if Pippin could work them out.

Pippin passed his TD and TDX tests in the same calendar year that fall, both of them on the first try! However, one problem we have never solved is his attraction to MICE. We track regularly with a small group which includes the traditional tracking dogs, a bloodhound, a boxer, a German Shephard and a Golden Retriever. Pippin does as well at most everything as the big dogs do. He's better at going through fences and under brambles. We've tracked in all kinds of weather, except thunderstorms, over all kinds of terrain and through all kinds of vegetation. We've tracked by moonlight and flashlight. Some of my friends have been called on to assist law enforcement officers but we've never been asked.

One funny episode occurred at a TDX test in early spring. Pippin had learned during the winter to use his eyes as well as his nose on the snow. The track for this day was laid out on soft, bare ground and made a right hand turn. The area was the site for a new building. Pippin trotted out and made the turn easily. The footprints were quite obvious. Then he spotted a surveyor's stake and after investigating it he marked it and started back. As he circled back toward me he spotted his own footprints and set off briskly to follow his own track around the stake again. The judge behind me commented "that's your own track, dummy." Whether he understood her or not, he came back to the official track and she compared him to Winnie the Pooh who followed HIS own tracks in the snow.

It seems to me that he knows a lot of words, such as "right" and "left." When the tracklayer (who assists the handler) says "hold it," Pippin looks for the turn! (It is against the rules to guide with the leash but not illegal to give verbal guidance.)

Pippin has earned a Canadian TD as well as an American CD. We've tried TDX twice in Canada and failed both times. The late Pam Riker was interested in tracking and put TD's on three of her dogs. Barbara Runquist is tracking with one of her Norfolks. Mary Fine and Fran Wilmeth are enthusiasts too.

—Olive Hobbs
THE WORKING TERRIER

The word terrier, derived from the Latin word "terra" meaning earth, is defined as "earth-dog," a dog whose function is to work underground. As early as 1576, Dr. Caius wrote about "tarrers" (sic), dogs that would creep into the ground to nip and bite the fox and badger. In this chapter, I shall endeavor to give you some of the history of the Norwich and Norfolk as an "earth-dog."

Much has been written, both pro and con, regarding the background of the Norwich and Norfolk as a "hunt" or "working" dog. Captain Jocelyn Lucas, in his book HUNT AND WORKING TERRIERS printed in 1931 devotes an entire chapter to the Norwich or Trumpington Terrier in which he states: "In 1880, a Mr. Nichols, of Wymondham, Norfolk, was breeding a small red dog which he called the Norwich Terrier." He also reports, in 1909 Mr. R. J. Read of Horsted, Norwich, started breeding them and in 1914 Mrs. Fagan of Kingsmead, Windsor also started breeding with a daughter of a bitch bred by "Rough Rider" Jones. Pictures of dogs owned by Mrs. Fagan and Mrs. Mayes of St. Mullion Vicarage, Cornwall, show both prick and drop eared animals which are very similar in type to the dogs of today. These dogs were used to go to fox, rats and rabbits.

D. Brian Plummer's book, THE WORKING TERRIER, published in Great Britain in 1978 by Lowe & Brydone Printers, LTD, has a section on "The Less Common Working Terriers" which refers to the Norwich and Norfolk terrier. He states "Both are varminty little dogs, as yet unspoilt by the show craze, weighing 11 to 12 pounds and measuring a very useful 10 inches at the shoulder." These dogs were to be found almost exclusively in hunt kennels and the homes of hunters until they were noticed by show breeders.

Certainly man has often bred dogs to work for him and it stands to reason a farmer or herdsman would want a dog or two to keep the vermin under control around his barns and fields. The small Jones terriers, acknowledged ancestors of our present dogs, were noted for their ability as good ratters and excellent rabbiter dogs. By the mid 1960's, the breed had become quite popular and several hunt shows had classes for Norwich and Norfolk crosses. According to Plummer, the Norwich terrier was not too popular with hunting men, the theory being a prick ear can be more easily bitten when the dog has gone to ground after fox.

In his summary on the choice of a working terrier, Mr. Plummer noted only a few breeds who worked regularly and a hunter considering a working terrier would do well to stick to Borders, Lakelands and Jack Russells. However, "If the hunter is looking for something a little different, perhaps a Norfolk or a Norwich would suffice. He would do well to stay clear of the other breeds." He also states, the standard as recognized by the K.C. in 1932 is a sensible one in that it seems to establish a type that can and does do the job of a true terrier.

In an effort to maintain the character of the terrier and to test their natural instincts to hunt, the American Working Terrier Association was formed by Patricia Adams Lent on April 21, 1971. Mrs. Lent sent a letter to each terrier parent club. Responses were negligible except for the Border and Norwich clubs which answered almost immediately. The primary objective of the Association is to encourage and preserve the natural instinct of the "working terrier," which is to enter an underground earth and to react in a positive manner when facing the quarry at the end of the earth. To that end, the Association sponsors trials to test the dog's willingness to go to ground and his apparent gameness.

Temperament and intelligence of the Norwich and Norfolk will find a way for two to work the same hole. Lynhurst's Here's Troubell, C.D., C.G. and Ch. Lynhurst's Ami A Bell, C.G.
A Working Terrier Trial is open to any purebred dog in the terrier group small enough to get into a nine inch artificial “earth.” Jack Russell Terriers, Dachshunds and German Jagdterriers are also eligible to enter. However, dogs in the toy group are not eligible. The “earth” is made by digging a trench eighteen inches deep. The earthen bottom of the trench is scented prior to the insertion of a nine inch wooden “liner” which is then covered with earth and made to look as natural as possible. A cage with hooded laboratory rats which constitute the “quarry” which the dog is to work is placed at the end of the “tunnel.” The dogs cannot actually get to the quarry because the end of the liner is closed by several smooth metal bars. There is a trap door just above the end of the tunnel through which the judge can observe the working dog and from which the dog is pulled away from the quarry after he is judged. This is done to discourage any tendency on the part of the dog to cease working and leave the earth. It is always best to keep the dog eager.

In a trial there are three classes: Novice, Open and Certificate. In all classes, the dogs are judged on time and work. Work is defined as barking, whining, growling, biting at the cage or lunging at the cage to get at the quarry. Any definite break in the “work” marks the dog’s time even though he starts up again. A “break” does not mean a natural change from one type of work to another.

In the Novice class, the earth is ten feet long with one ninety degree turn. A fresh scent is applied at the entrance prior to the start and periodically during the trial. Time is started when the dog enters the earth. He has one minute to reach the quarry, and during this time he may come out and re-enter the earth several times. Fifty points are awarded if the dog reaches the quarry within the one minute allotted time, points are deducted if the dog takes more than one minute to reach the quarry and/or is given encouragement by the handler. After reaching the quarry, the dog must then work for a full thirty seconds to score an additional fifty points for a perfect score. A dog must score 100% in the novice class in order to qualify for the open class.

In the Open class, the earth is thirty feet long and has two right angle turns in it. Dogs qualifying from any novice class may enter. The handler may give the dog one command as he is released and then must remain quietly at the release point throughout the test. Time is started when the dog is released and he has thirty seconds to reach the quarry. He may enter the earth and come out providing he does not go all the way to the quarry and then leave. Once the dog has reached the quarry, he must not leave the earth and he must work the quarry for a full sixty seconds in order to receive 100% and a Certificate of Gameiness.

In the Certificate class, the earth is thirty feet long. The class is open to all dogs holding a Certificate of Gameiness and awards are presented to the highest scoring dog of each breed represented (with competition). The rules are the same as those for the Open class.

The first Working Terrier Trial was held held in Pen Yan, New York, on June 5, 1971. It was interesting to note that dogs which hunted regularly usually went straight to the earth and worked immediately. Many dogs from show or pet homes which had never been exposed to an earth or hunting had the inherent instinct to go to ground.

Two more trials were held in 1971. At the second trial, held at the Radnor Hunt in Pennsylvania on July 10, Anne Winston’s Ch. Mt. Paul Nanfan became the first Norfolk (Norwich, D.E.) to earn a certificate. The third trial was held on September 12, 1971, at the home of Mrs. Stevens Baird, Castle Point, in Bernardsville, New Jersey. At that time Mrs. Baird was President of the Norwich Terrier Club.
On July 15, 1972, at a trial at the Radnor Hunt, Mr. James Scharenberg’s Nanfan Newsprint became the second Norfolk (Norwich, D.E.) to receive a certificate.

The working terrier records show a lapse of some seven years before the third and fourth certificates were awarded. At a trial on July 8, 1979, in Robbinsville, N.J., both Ch. Castle Point Indigo and Ch. Mt. Paul Viking (both Norwich, D.E.), owned by Al and Doris McGee respectively earned their certificates.

On July 6, 1980, at the Robbinsville trial in New Jersey, there was a record Norwich/Norfolk entry of 10. The Norwich entry included Bob and Marcy Congdon’s Laetans Captain John Casey and Laetans Abbots Leigh; Lindsay Payn’s King’s Prevention Dandy Bear and King’s Prevention Cherokee; and Robin Bliznick’s Hannikam’s Raggedy Ann; Thomas Goodwin’s Sir Cortland of Norwich; Ed Resovsky’s Ch. Maxwell’s O’Henry; and Al and Doris McGee’s Ch. Castle Point Indigo and Ch. Mt. Paul Viking.

Two more Norfolks also earned Certificates of Gameness in 1980: Annursnac Slipper owned by Roger Galloway and Pat Lent and “Dolly” owned by William Bakewell.

Not to be confused with a Certificate of Gameness, a Working Certificate is also awarded by the Working Terrier Association to those dogs who qualify under AWTA rules for work in a natural earth. The work must be witnessed by a member of the Association. The dog must enter the earth without encouragement, disappear into the earth, work down to the quarry and cause it to bolt or draw it from the den. If the quarry does not bolt or is not drawn, the dog must hold it at bay. There must be no doubt the dog is right up to the quarry and the baying must continue without a single break for 3 minutes.

In March, 1979, Patricia Adams Lent had the first Norfolk: Branchwood’s Autumn Color, (Norwich, D.E.) to earn a working certificate. Later the same year, Branchwood Blackeyed Susan, Ch. Bethway’s Lilac and Ch. Bethway’s Jack owned by Garth Gillan of Illinois also earned Working Certificates.

An introduction is made to the quarry.

The Association recognizes the fact that terriers also hunt above the ground for rabbits, muskrats, rats, opossum, woodchuck, etc. They award a Hunting Certificate to those dogs who qualify doing this work. In order to qualify, one must be a member of the AWTA and the dog must be hunted regularly for at least one year on organized hunts with the specific purpose of game being shot by the hunter or flushed and/or retrieved by the dog or by the dog be-
ing intentionally taken to an area to rid it of rats. The work must be witnessed by another member on at least six hunts.

During this, the 50th anniversary year, The Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club showed our dedication to the heritage of the breeds by sponsoring a "first": an American Kennel Club approved sanctioned American Working Terrier Trial in conjunction with the specialty held at the Huntingdon Valley Kennel Show on May 31. Many current owners of Norwich and Norfolk are active in working terrier events. The list includes Mary Fine, Connecticut; Sally Culley, Florida; Olive Hobbs, Ohio; Joan Read and Reggie Higgins, New York; Elaine Besbekis, Illinois; Neil Hamilton, California; Bonnie and Sally Hohn, Virginia, as well as those previously mentioned. Breeding for the hunting instinct is as important as breeding for confirmation if we intend to keep our Norwich and Norfolk as we know them.

—Doris McGee, former president of the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club
TERRIER TOPICS
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THE HISTORY OF THE NORWICH AND NORFOLK TERRIER NEWS

The minutes of the spring meeting of the Norwich Terrier Club on June 5, 1948 stated that 
"the proposed Bulletin has not yet appeared as we are still searching for an editor. Its begin-
nings will be modest but, if proven a success, may move on to bigger and better." A prophetic 
statement, indeed, as we view the steady publication of this interesting and amusing magazine for 
twenty-six years now.

The minutes of the June 11, 1949 meeting reported that Miss Daphne Bedford (only voted 
in as a member at that very meeting) had agreed "to take over" the Bulletin. The minutes went 
on to state that "the success of this venture depends largely on the response of our members 
with information and news items of interest to the club." The minutes of the October meeting 
in 1949 passed on the discouraging news that "our newly appointed editor left for England in 
August and the write-up on the Specialty show, prepared in July, reached us in September 
having been pushed, through error, in a desk drawer."

Twelve years later in February of 1961, without benefit of any fanfare in the club minutes 
there appeared a two page publication called "Up and Down." Run off on legal size paper 
and stapled in one corner, Up and Down, edited by Joan R. Read, reported on show wins and 
included a half page of dog obituaries. It was marked Volume 1, Issue 1. It is not known if 
Issue 2 ever saw the light of day.

The minutes of February 1962 records that Constance Larrabee "has agreed to publish a 
newsletter twice a year and hopes that material or news about studs, puppies, anccedotes or im-
ports will be sent directly to her." At the fall meeting of the same year it was voted to keep the 
price at $1.00 for three (sic) issues and to give Mrs. Larrabee $300 for working capital.

"I didn’t realize it was going to be such a lot of work when I started it," says Mrs. Larrabee, 
"because we did it for fun. But at the time there was very little communication in our breed, 
so I found it very interesting. We printed one hundred copies of the first issue. It was put 
together here on my farm, and ten miles up the road a friend of mine on another farm typed it 
and then another friend on another farm who had a printing press printed it. So it was done on 
three farms and only one of which had Norwich on it. Then later I took it to a printer in town, 
and even later Ed Levy came to buy a puppy. He and I decided we would do it together and 
Old Dominion Press printed it."

That first issue of the NORWICH TERRIER NEWS, published in May 1962, was eight 
pages long and listed Joan R. Read as associate editor, a position she held until the fall of 
1968. The next two issues for that year were twelve pages long and by the sixth issue at the end 
of 1963 the NORWICH TERRIER NEWS had grown to sixteen pages. In 1964 two issues a 
year were issued as has been the custom ever since. Issues that year grew to twenty-four pages, 
perhaps to compensate for the loss of the third issue.

In 1966 with issue number twelve the long association with Old Dominion Press was started. 
James Fagan Scharnberg designed a new heading for the front page. The NEWS has sported a 
Scharnberg heading ever since. Another by-line was added to the staff for the first time when 
Hope Hanley’s name topped the compilation of show wins for the last six month period.

Back in 1962 the club had requested that the AKC permit the listing of ear carriage on 
registrations. (It was "understood" that one did not cross breed the ear-carriages.) Momentum 
had grown by 1968 for further separation of the two ear carriages and it was evidenced by the 
publication of different editions of the NEWS by ear carriage, drop ear or prick ear. The 
editor of the drop ear edition #15 in the spring of 1968 was James F. Scharnberg. A prick ear 
edition also numbered #15 was edited by Constance Larrabee assisted by Mrs. Philip Hewes 
and Hope Hanley. The fall 1968 issues again were dual with the addition of Mrs. Sylvia War-
ren as co-editor of the drop ear edition.

In the spring of 1969 Mr. Scharnberg was called the co-ordinating editor. Mrs. Elliot 
Wadsworth handled members news of the drop ear edition and Mrs. Philip Hewes for the
prick ear edition. The next issue, #18, had forty pages and the first obedience column was included, written by Mrs. John C. Williams. The next issue had a further change of staff; Mr. Scharnberg was no longer co-ordinating editor and Mrs. Joan Read and Miss Sylvia Warren were now listed on the masthead as co-editors. Mr. Scharnberg and Mrs. Larrabee still contributed articles to THE NEWS and in 1971 the lead article was on the American Working Terrier Association and was written by Mr. Scharnberg with Mrs. Patti Scharnberg handling the members news. Mrs. Maurice Matteson took over this function in 1972. Mrs. Matteson became co-editor with Mrs. Read in 1974 at which time the staff was enlarged to include a Western reporter, Mrs. James Hanning; a Mid-West reporter, Mr. Ric Routledge; Mrs. J. Meder for Veterinary News and Mrs. Will Parker for Obedience. Jim Scharnberg contributed "Notes on the Horn." In 1976 Mrs. Lu Matteson took over as editor and Mr. and Mrs. Gerl took on subscriptions, Mrs. Thomas Yolken, editorials, and Mr. Levy and Dr. Yolken, the photography. Mrs. Philip Hewes did the Kennel and stud dog listings.

In 1978 the NEWS left Richmond and was published briefly in Collingdale, Pennsylvania. The publication acquired a new name in 1979 when it became THE NORWICH & NORFOLK NEWS at the time the breeds officially separated. The founding editor, Mrs. Larrabee, returned to the helm and the publication came back to Old Dominion Press in Richmond. Mrs. Larrabee recruited six new associate editors: Teresa Hill, Hope Levy (formerly Hanley), Doris McGee, Anne Riker, Margaretta Wood and Joan Yolken. In later issues Julie Young and Susan Sikorski (nee Erkel) joined the staff.

Constance Larrabee and Hope Levy co-edited one issue in the fall of 1980 and then in 1981 Hope Levy was editor. Frances Wilmeth took on the obedience section of the NEWS, Doris McGee the working terrier section, and Dr. and Mrs. John Beeler the kennel listings. Joseph Mattison III edited for a year in 1984 and in 1985 Hope Levy returned as editor and is the present incumbent. Dr. Alix Gerry has supervised the clinic section for several years and Mr. and Mrs. Steven Bell have contributed the working terrier section, the successor to "Notes on the Horn." Mrs. Lindsay Payn coordinates the Breeders Update and the kennel and stud dog listings, and Margaretta Wood the show front and champion section.

For a numerically small breed it is remarkable that we have had such a regularly produced and vigorous publication. This is due in part to the talented past editors and to the lack of shyness of its readers. The first editor set the tone of the NEWS using material from the readers as much as possible and the subsequent editors have continued that policy. It has been a forum for the members and subscribers, not a platform for the editor's personal views. If materials is not in bad taste, too long, maudlin or lacking in general interest, it will appear in the NEWS. Like our two breeds, it is a nice sociable little publication.

—Hope Levy
MR. BEST-IN-SHOW HIMSELF—
ENG. & AM. CH. THRUMPTON’S LORD BRADY

“Billy” was bred at the famed Thrumpton Kennels of William and Pauline Ford in Nottinghamshire, England. Sold to Mr. T. Fletcher of Wales as a puppy, he completed his English title in April 1978 as a yearling, winning 4 CCs.

Imported to America and shown by Peter Green for owner Ruth Cooper, Billy became an instant sensation, completing his title undefeated in Group competition. In eight months of showing in 1979, he won 64 BOBs, 44 Group Firsts and 14 Best in Show to become the top-winning Norwich Terrier of all time. The next year saw him named America’s “Dog of the Year,” establishing a new one-year record for terriers with 115 BOBs, 102 Group Firsts and 52 Bests including the Montgomery County Terrier Classic. Before his retirement he had earned the distinction of becoming the top-winning terrier of all time with 80 Bests in Show and over 200 Group wins.

Marjorie Bunting of Ragus fame, summed up his reception as a show dog in her book, Norwich Terrier:

Perhaps Lord Brady’s most outstanding asset is his obvious enjoyment of being on stage. He thrives on pats in the grooming area and responds to the big ring ovations with equal verve. As one old timer remarked, “Without knowing the intricacies of the breed type, anyone watching that dog can tell he’s one hell of a great terrier.”

Billy’s impact on the breed as a producer is equally significant, his descendants all but dominating the Specialties during the 1980s. His most important son, by far, is Ch. Royal Rock Don of Chidley, the record-holding sire of over 40 champions at just 6 years of age. To date, Billy’s champion descendants are nearing the one-hundred mark, and have clearly established a distinctive type in the breed.

Billy has enjoyed his retirement years in La Honda, California as the constant and much loved companion to Dan Kiedrowski, editor of Terrier Type.—Dan Kiedrowski
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“OPEN CLASSROOM” EDUCATION DAY: AUGUST 23, 1986

Fifty-six people came to “Open Classroom” Education Day at Castle Point, Bernardsville, N.J.; they were brought by nearly thirty Norwich and Norfolk Terriers. At the center of the activities, Dean Anne Winston and her assistant, Piper, presided over classes in nutrition, grooming, lead training, tooth-brushing, and obedience. The teachers - Jack Simm, Barbara Miller, Sue Bobley, Marcy Congdon, Mary Fine, and Fran Wilmeth - performed wonders on fuzzy ears, ragged furnishings, reluctant walkers, tartared teeth, and uneducated manners. Everyone learned something about how to maintain and present their dogs, whether house pets or show candidates.

After picnic lunches, everyone reconvened for Doris McGee’s Go-To-Ground Class. Cries of “Get Rat!” and “What you got in there?” had varying effect at the straw-covered mouth of the “earth”; but a number of entries performed enthusiastically in both the long and the short runs. The Costume class attested to

the ingenuity of a number of owners; the ring sprouted with such sights as Paddington Bear, a surfer (complete with “jams!”), and even two Norwiches disguised as a Labrador and a Sealyham!

Graduation ceremonies were conducted by Anne Winston and Piper. All students received a “Certificate of Dogdom.” Mary Baird came down to join us and collect her due praise and thanks for a super day in a charming spot.

—Susan Ely

Surf’s Up!
THE NORFOLK WHO WENT TO HARVARD

Career

River Bend Tory was born March 29, 1962, of Hunston Highflier and River Bend Fleet. Fleet was walking in the woods with Sylvia Warren complaining bitterly about her condition, when suddenly she spied a rabbit and took off, just the day before Tory was born. My son Billy did not blindly decide upon a Norwich. He read all the books, what they said about their spunk and determination, and wrote to Sylvia. The day came to select the puppy and as Bill approached the enclosure, the pups leaped up on the fence, yapping their qualifications—except for Tory, who, three feet away, made a single pleading bark. Tor's intelligence, thus demonstrated as deductive, could also be headed as intuitive. He sensed immediately that making friends with my mother was very important. And that was very wise. Not only did she spoil his appetite with cookies, but she let him curl up on the sofa beside her. But Bill was master and to him Tory gave his deepest devotion. It was Bill who brought him up from the cellar to sleep on his bed, and Tor never forgot that. With Bill, too, he could exercise and develop his hunting instincts—in the woods, over streams, up gorges, through brush and bramble. He could boast of battle wounds, too, as when he countered woodchucks and killed one. In the winter, in deep snow, he jumped into Bill's tracks and slid with him over the ice. I remember Tory arriving home standing immobile on his iced legs until he thawed out.

The Shows

When Tory was nine months old, Billy enrolled him in Dog Obedience School. The first year was certainly not sensational, but Bill patiently lay the groundwork. It was so frustrating, and Liza would sometimes tease him. Bill would say, "Come, Tory," and from the side Liza would say, "Stay, Tory." Courageously, Bill entered him in his first AKC show. His score of 129 out of 200 in obedience was only partially compensated by his perky performance in breed, which earned him a second place, despite an overbite, out of three in his class. After the year, Bill's fifteen year old patience exhausted, I took over Tory's education. Sheer persistence made the CD degree, and we went on to bigger things. I packed a set of second-hand jumps into the trunk of the car and worked him all over Pittsfield, using the indulgence of friends and relatives, in every park, recreational area, and school grounds, until he would work anywhere under any conditions—but not quite.

Tory took a dim view of working in the heat of the sun. In the summer I prayed for clouds. Once when I chastised him for seeking the shade of the judge's table he struck for three weeks. Then again at a qualifying match in Chicopee he displayed matchless humor. Two adjacent rings were set up with jumps. I threw the dumbbell and sent him over. Tor crossed into the ad-
jacent ring, picked up the dumbbell, and returned over the jump to heel. It was allowed. At the specialty match at Riverbend, he was shamelessly cocky. The jumps were set far higher than regulation. I took a couple of cocktails and sent him over. Those who were at that show will remember his dashing performance and his aplomb as like his Aunt Puff he waited for applause.

Not all the trials were triumphs. He could go through all the exercises perfectly, only to down on the stand for examination or blow a second chance to show he could have provoked to break by another dog. He did eventually get his CDX and UD degrees. Some may question that he got them legitimately.

Tory was a family dog and for the first four years of his life was rarely alone. Then I took him to Boston with me when I started working there as a research assistant and left him in the morning with trepidation. I think he must have barked a lot, but my neighbors in the first place I lived never complained. However, Sylvia Warren was concerned about his being alone all day and eventually sent a safari cage to the Fearing Lab. This lab was a sequestered part of the building and had been used in the past for the bringing up of the Drs. Smith’s family and pets. They didn’t mind having Tory and Tory loved it. There was a woodsly knoll at the back where he took up his hobbies seriously. One night when I was working late, he ran on an incline. I knew when I heard his bark. All I had on hand in which to dunk him was some gin, and since he slept on my bed we both spent an intoxicating night.

While he was at the Fearing Lab, Tory never went in the street but he did sometimes sit observing in the small parking area in front. He was sitting at the back of a car when it suddenly backed up, hitting him in the rear. The driver, hearing his cry, stopped and saw him trying to get to the lab door, his left leg dangling behind him. He had a fractured pelvis—cage confinement for two weeks. After the initial shock, I got him from the Angell Memorial Hospital and decided I couldn’t leave him alone. Doctor Olive Smith brought a camp cot to the lab and I stayed there with Tory. The weather was very cold, subzero, and I worried about how he was going to do his duties quickly. I need not have. It was a command performance and I knew each day he was getting better because he raised his leg a little higher.

Tory never ran from anything else, even when his trust was shaken. After he was almost killed by a Lab to whom he had offered his friendship, he became quite vicious and the would-be attacker usually retreated. Like the time they were trying out a TV film on the quadrangle at Harvard Medical School; Tor happened to be a convenient subject. He was seen sniffing in the grass, eventually urinating and rolling in his favorite weed. Two large dogs were noted approaching, Andrew, a goldie, King of the Quadrangle, to the left and a shepherd to the right. Tory’s domain was just behind him, leading up the E building steps. He spied the intruders, bristled, took stock, turned, and planted himself, facing them on the steps, defying them to come further. The TV film, focusing on the two large dogs, shows them stopping this tracks and turning away, tails between their legs.

Tory was not about to resign himself to staying alone again while I supported him. When I changed jobs and couldn’t take him with me, I was outraged. He had a sharp, penetrating bark and my new neighbors, for I had moved, were not as forebearing. Notes were left on my door threatening eviction.

For a while, Tory stayed with my daughter, Liza, while I worked on his admission to Harvard Medical School. Finally he was conditionally accepted. I took the safari crate to the lab and prayed that my little candidate would use his head. He did, playing it slow and cool. People came into the lab to make his acquaintance and subsequently made friends for me. One person in particular came in daily, sometimes with care packages of bacon or some other tidbit, and we became fast friends and a happy threesome. Tor, of course, being eleven or twelve by that time, understood a lot of English. One day I was eating a BLT at the rear of the lab when he came in back door, looked at my sandwich, and asked for a bite. In a monotone, I simply said, “I left a piece of bacon in your cage for you.” He turned abruptly and went to get it. His taste for treats nearly caused his demise. Our expeditions in the car included shop-
ping, parks the Vineyard, and eating out. Whenever we stopped to eat, Tor would expect a compensatory treat, a little hamburger, roast beef, or his favorite bacon. One night, having given him his share of some bacon, we drove on. Tor got down on the floor and was sniffing around under my feet. I tried to get him back and found to my horror that his collar was caught in the gear shift. It was impossible to change gears, but I managed to brake and get to the side of the road. By that time, Tory was struggling violently and gasping for breath. I couldn’t release him and was panicking. Finally, Tory miraculously wriggled his head out of the collar. A few weeks later I turned over the mat on the floor and found a piece of bacon.

Besides being visited, Tor in return did some visiting, going the rounds until one day he happened upon the animal room. Though his hunting instincts superceded all else, he maintained a sense of decorum and never let them run away with him in this situation. When he tired or felt he had worn out his welcome, he would return on his own to his safari crate. The animal room was later moved to a building on the opposite side of the quadrangle. It wasn’t long before Tor picked up the scent and followed. Since he was border trained and never left the quad, it was simply a matter of walking over. On the other side, he had to ask admittance, first at the outside door and then down a corridor at the inside door. An Associate Professor observing Tory doing this said, “Note the full professor” and after that he was so regarded.

I can’t remember exactly when it began, but driving in the car with us, Tory decided that the best view was from the back of the front passenger seat where my mother sat. Once having jumped up there, he turned slightly and rested his rear end on her shoulder. When it was hot, she would complain, “Oh, Tory, it’s too hot for this,” but he would remain there. After Mother died, when I was alone, he jumped on to my shoulder, but anyone sitting in the front seat was likely to get preferential treatment. Liza refused to submit and Tor gave her a hard time. Perched on my shoulder, Tory became a conversation piece at stop lights. I even lost my identity and became known as the woman with the dog on her shoulder. When a continual dark smudge became noticeable on my clothes at the back of my neck, I tossed a huck towel over my shoulder. In fact, it got to be such a habit that I would put it on, as you would an apron, as soon as I got into the car, whether Tory was there or not.

Again, I changed location at HMS and couldn’t immediately have him with me. This time, I was able to procure a parking space so that I could drive him in and then leave him in day care at the Skipton Kennel nearby. At noon, I would go over and take him out. In the summer, we would have a picnic, sometimes with Ruth, and then I would leave him tied in the small court outside the lab. By this time the years were taking their toll. He was losing his sight and hearing, and since the court opened directly on to a parking area, I did not dare trust him his freedom as I had before. Henry Skipton was good to him, but as the weather changed I would slip him in under the table in the hall of our lab. More and more often he would be found there. With increasing age he slept a lot and often just wanted to be left alone. He lived in an ever-darkening and silent world, but his spirit still rallied. Physically he was losing ground. A malignant tumor was found and removed along with his spleen. He made a remarkable recovery and for the nine months longer before he slipped again and was allowed his place under the table and didn’t go back to Henry’s. It was during the deep freeze of the winter that he stopped eating, declaring himself. I got the message and had him put to sleep. Some time later, I was given to understand that I might bring another Norwich into the lab—final tribute to River Bend Tory.
MY BENCHMARK NORWICH

It must have been 1965 when I started to show Amber because I bought her in 1964, one of the famous litter of four who had annual birthday parties together until they all died in their teens. Her registered name was King's Prevention Amber. Not the pick of the litter but certainly not the runt, she was to me perfection, everything that a Norwich should be and could be...and perhaps she was.

One of my first memories of showing her was at a Rock Creek Kennel Club show at the old Gaithersburg, Maryland Fairgrounds. The American Bred class was fairly large and a rare thing for those days, there was a handler with one of the bitches. This particular handler's main business was with Irish Terriers and Scotties. This class must have been one of his first outings with a Norwich. He seemed to have picked Amber as the bitch to beat for he proceeded according to his usual tactics with terriers to crowd my little bitch. Amber just moved over a few steps and set herself up again. I just stood at the other end of the lead as a friendly observer.

He tried bumping her again by sashaying his entry about. Amber moved again and resumed her stance, ears up, tail up with that nice reaching look to her head and neck. The handler had so far not noticed that all the other entries were setting themselves up the same way. When it came time to parade around the ring, the handler strung his dog up with the leash and again crowded Amber to make way for him. We let him go by, Amber with her tail up, her head loose in my hand. The examining table was not in use at this time. The judge examined teeth and coats by bending over. Amber and the rest of the entries just stood there and let the judge do his thing. The handler was down on his knees propping up his exhibit's tail and head. Because his behavior was so unusual for those days I remember it. I also remember the outcome of the judging. The handler had been right about the dog to best as Amber won the class, and his dog came in fourth.

In those days a Norwich entry was non-existent unless one got on the telephone and rallied fellow exhibitors for a particular show. A picnic was always planned for after the judging. Cluster shows had not been invented yet. Single shows stood by themselves on a weekend and of course there were a lot fewer shows then than there are now. Many of the dogs in the Washington D.C. area came from King's Prevention and Constance Larrabee was usually the sparkplug behind the show plans. The phone network would get to work and on show day there would be three or four different families gathered with dogs and picnic and perhaps an illicit shaker of martinis in the car trunk. My specialty for the lunch was deviled eggs and cookies. Constance's was tongue sandwiches and Rosemary Nicholson always had delicious salads using the fresh watercress gathered from the creek on their farm. Sometimes my children were recruited by Constance to take a puppy into the ring or at least to stand by at ringside to hold soon-to-be-shown dogs. We all had our turn at winning though it seems as the years passed that Constance won more and more.

Amber, or "Buggy" as she was known for some strange reason, as quite a trainable dog. This was different for a Norwich as I believe they are usually the trainers. Because she had the habit as a puppy of picking up strange things in her mouth like pieces of LEGO or a doll shoe I taught her to "spit." One summer day she was grazing around the yard as I weeded the rose bed. A little cabbage moth flew by and Buggy jumped into the air and caught it. I said "Spit, Buggy, Spit." And she did. The little moth fluttered out of her mouth and flew away as if nothing unusual had happened at all.
When we lived in Loudoun County we lived next door to a farm with an eighteen acre lake. After dinner in the cool of the evening Buggy and I would walk over to the lake and she would have one of her marathon races with her friend, the kildeer. The kildeer would fly just a few feet over Bug's head in endless circles. Poor Buggy would run and run until she was ready to drop after that bird, and, of course, never caught it. When it began to get dark I would call her and she would head back towards the house directed by me with hand signals because she was too little to see over the tall orchard grass. I would call her name and then wave to the left and she would change direction and head left. We never had any formal training in this, we just worked it out together.

She was the only one of our menagerie (three cats and four dogs) that my Amazon parrot would allow in the kitchen when he was having his morning fly-about. The rest of the animals he would egglize...that is, descend upon them with talons outstretched and shrieking. Now I won't try to kid you that Buggy and Bertie curled up and slept together but they did tolerate each other. Bug would never "go for" Bertie and the courtesy was reciprocated. They would graze the kitchen floor together, Buggy picking up dropped sunflower seeds and Bertie rolling the dog ball around. Occasionally Bertie would forget that he and Bug had an armed truce and he would try a strafing run on her. Buggy would stand her ground, not happily but steadily as Bertie would come screeching down at her and land a few feet away.

Buggy had only one prejudice. She hated brooks. The gurgling really did something to her psyche and she would turn into a raging beast at the sound of one, barking and biting at the white foam and babbling water. New England streams were the worst!

When Buggy was about twelve years old we moved to Richmond and she lived happily ever after with her litter mate, Becky Sharp and her niece, Pooh Bear, until kidney disease, the nemesis of old dogs, brought her down at the age of fifteen.—Hope Levy

---

OUR MOST DISTINCTIVE FEATURE

The American Kennel Club Book contains write-ups on 132 different breeds of dog and 24 of them are terriers. Four of these terrier breeds look rather similar to each other, the Australian Terrier, the Cairn Terrier, the Norwich and the Norfolk Terriers. Some readers, inexperienced in canine classification, can't always tell them apart.

We, as owners and breeders, have no trouble at all identifying our breeds, even at twenty paces. And when we are in doubt, we simply come close enough to speak to the dog and the question is easily settled for the most outstanding feature of our dogs is their personality. It takes no long acquaintance to "get to know" our dogs. They love all people and know no strangers. They cry out to strangers to speak to them and to put a hand down to sniff and lick. They are what this computer age calls a user friendly dog. If the dog in question is super happy and instantly friendly, the canine classifier knows it is either a Norwich or a Norfolk.

This superb disposition IS the Norwich and the Norfolk Terrier. The two breeds are born with this sunny personality the way some other breeds are born with an innate desire to retrieve. This wonderful trait can be stifled if it is not nurtured as soon as the pup's eyes are open. The socialization of Norwich and Norfolk is more important than any food supplement
one can give them. They must be handled daily, talked to, played with and when old enough taken into the big world for small adventures. A pup that is denied this essential treatment will turn out to be a very shy and apathetic animal. No amount of subsequent attention will improve its mental outlook. It is as if proper nutrition were denied it and its growth were stunted. Without love and handling, its personality is stunted.

This disposition or personality trait is fifty percent dog made and other fifty percent breeder made. The public must understand that unless the puppy they are thinking of purchasing is gregarious and playful, they are not getting a Norwich or Norfolk terrier. They are just getting a little red dog. For years our breeds were “KITCHEN” breeders and there seemed to be no problem with shy Norwich and Norfolk. Since the breed has become better known, people who have successfully raised other breeds in a kennel situation have tried to raise our breeds that way. They have learned the hard way: no handling, no personality.

Let us continue to promote the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier as the hands-on terriers, look and touch dogs, never a bite in a carload, and the social butterfly of the dog world.

---

OF JONES AND THE JUBILEE YEAR

What has become of the Jones Terriers? These hardy little bundles of energy, with red, grizzle or black and tan coats, began to appear in the United States from 1914 through the nineteen-twenties and nineteen-thirties, as American horsemen, buying hunters in England, were attracted to the little hunt terriers which they saw about the stables. “Willum Jones” was the first to appear and as more were purchased from his breeder, “Roughrider Jones,” they became known in this country as “Jones Terriers.” Other strains from other breeders were also imported and mingled in the early development of the type.

Recognized by the English Kennel Club in 1932, the Norwich Terrier was recognized as a breed by the American Kennel Club in 1936. Mr. Gordon Massey, an early devotee, registered the first Norwich Terrier, Witherslack Sport. Lovers of the breed rallied to the show ring and in 1947 the Norwich Terrier Club was given official status by the AKC.

Breeders began to recognize the wisdom of selecting “like to like” for drop ear or prick ear carriage, and in 1963 the AKC gave permission for ear carriage designation on registration applications. In 1964 the English Kennel Club recognized the Drop Ear Norwich as the Norfolk
Terrier, with a separate sponsoring breed club, and the Prick Ear retained the name of Norwich Terrier. This separation gave impetus to breeding the two types separately in the USA, with hopes also of future separation into two breeds as in England.

In 1972, Mr. Philip S.P. Fell presented to the Club at its Annual Meeting a motion to request the AKC to separate the two types into two breeds, after the English example, but with the original Club to remain as parent organization for both. The Club voted approval and Mr. Morgan Wing, then our AKC delegate, presented this request to the AKC. At that time the request was refused, on the grounds that the numbers were too few. However, in 1976 the AKC made ear designation mandatory on registration applications.

Following Mr. Wing as our AKC delegate in 1977, Mr. Fell reported to the Club that he would renew our request for division into two separate breeds with representation by one parent club, as voted by the members. Due to his good offices, a meeting was held in May, 1978 at AKC headquarters between officers of the AKC and officers and representatives of the Club. The AKC officials reacted favorably to the proposition of recognizing the two breeds under the aegis of one club, planning official recognition for January, 1979, with the Club's name to become the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club. At the 1978 Annual Meeting the members present voted to continue as one Club. Since our Constitution and By-Laws required amendment for acceptance of the new name and a complete revision was considered timely, as well as revision of the interim standards, these matters were attended to in the years 1978-1981.

A new Constitution was prepared by the Constitution Committee, Mrs. Robert B. Congdon, Chairman and new Standards emerged from the careful work of the Standards Committee, Mrs. John L. Winston, Chairman. Voted upon by the membership and accepted by the AKC, these became effective in 1981.

As agreed with the AKC, the entire membership was polled again in 1983 to determine the Club's wishes in regard to separation into two clubs, one for each breed. By a clear majority of two-thirds for each breed the preference for remaining one club was upheld.

So the roots of the Jones Terrier in the USA remain firmly planted and are still entwined, though the Norwich and the Norfolk flourish as separate breeds, each with its own special charm. Held together in the relationship of historical background and concerted development, both should remain true to the original purposes of the early breed. In our Jubilee Year may Norwich and Norfolk owners continue to strive for the same keen, loyal little terrier with the winning personality exemplified in the Jones of fifty years past.

Vivat Jones! Jubilate Deo!—Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly, former president of the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club.
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NORFOLK TERRIERS
SWEEPSTAKES
Judge: Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

Puppy Dogs 6 to 9 mos.
1 - Kristi's Mr T Bearley. Owner: Christine M. Rogel.
3 - Bear Hill's Mr. Pip. Owner: Dr. Leon Lussier & Patricia A. Lussier.

Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 mos.

Junior Dogs 12 to 18 mos.
1 - Rightly So Right Now. Owner: Mrs. Virginia L. Hedges & Julius F. Rumpf.
2 - Pennywhistle Razzle Dazzle. Owner: Mary B. Rand.
3 - Yarrow's Benchmark. Owner: Beth Sweigart.

Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos.
2 - Chidley Take Aim. Owner: Joan R. Reed.
3 - Pennywhistle Summer Sparkle. Owner: Mary B. Rand.

Puppy Bitches 9 to 12 mos.
1 - Surrey Frigate. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark.
2 - Rightly So Henbit. Owner: Julius Rumpf.
4 - Neverdone Pound Foolish. Owner: M. D. & P. A. Regula.

Junior Bitches 12 to 18 mos.
1 - Yarrow's Top O The Mark. Owner: Richard & Mary Lussier.

Best in Sweepstakes - Surrey Frigate. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark.
Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes - Rightly So Right Now. Owner: Mrs. Virginia Hedges & Julius Rumpf.

NORWICH TERRIERS
SWEEPSTAKES
Judge: Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

Puppy Dogs 6 to 9 mos.
1 - Long Valley Weaver Homespun. Owner: Susan L. White.

Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 mos.

Junior Dogs 12 to 18 mos.
1 - Long Valley Buster Jackson. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. O. J. Montgomery.
2 - Terrapin Tappan Zee. Owner: Margareta D. Wood.
3 - Paddington's Duke of Weston. Owner: Reggie Higgins & Dana Stewart & Mr. & Mrs. Tom Macy.
Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos.
1 - Norweim's Kristy Kay. Owner: Carol A. Jordan.
2 - Paddington Duchess of Henley. Owner: Ruth Lebo & Reggie Higgins.
4 - Chidley Tumbleweed. Owner: Mrs. Igor Presnikoff & Mrs. Curtis S. Read.

Puppy Bitches 9 to 12 mos.

Junior Bitches 12 to 18 mos.
1 - Lynhurst's Lucky Gambell. Owner: Linda M. & Steven G. Bell.
2 - Karilynn's Threepenny Bit. Owner: Mrs. William T. Middleberg.
3 - Etcher Kahlu'a Of Ad Lib. Owner: Nancy Steensson.
4 - Windsong Dinah. Owner: Miss Helen Brann.

Best in Sweepstakes - Norweim's Kristy Kay. Owner: Carol A. Jordan.
Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes - Long Valley Buster Jackson. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. O. J. Montgomery.

NORFOLK TERRIERS
Judge: Mrs. Joy Taylor

Puppy Dogs 6 to 9 mos.
1 - Bear Hills Mr. Pip. Owner: Dr. Leon Lussier & Patricia A. Lussier.
2 - Kristi's Mr. T Bearsley. Owner: Christine M. Rogel.
3 - Tickatee Catchascatchcan. Owner: James Dickson.

Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 mos.

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1 - Rightly So Right Now. Owner: Mrs. Virginia L. Hedges & Julius F. Rumpf.
3 - Yarrow's Benchmark. Owner: Beth Sweigart.
4 - Pennywhistle Razzle Dazzle. Owner: Mary B. Rand.

Open Dogs
1 - All Right Magic Lamp. Owner: Joan R. Read.
2 - Chidley Dandelion. Owner: Barbara Ege.
3 - Timothy Tuppence. Owner: Mr. Robert Dash.
4 - Heathjul Christmas Robin. Owner: Judith Felton.

Winner's Dog - All Right Magic Lamp Bred by Frauke Hinsch By All Right Huckleberry Finn x Chidley Magic Carpet Owned by Joan R. Read.
Reserve - Rightly So Right Now Bred by Julius Rumpf By Ch. Nanfan Crunch x Ch. Norvik Rightly So Owned by Mrs. Virginia Hedges & Julius Rumpf.

Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos.
2 - Pennywhistle Summer Sparkle. Owner: Mary B. Rand.
3 - Wintonbury's Miss Victoria. Owner: Carol N. Schroeder.

Puppy Bitches 9 to 12 mos.
1 - Surrey Gig. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark.

Novice Bitches
1 - Chidley Take Aim. Owner: Joan R. Reed.
Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1 - Rightly So Henbit. Owner: Julius F. Rumpf.
2 - Surrey Frigate. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark.
4 - Barwoods Lady Anne. Owner: Barbara A. Runquist.

American-Bred Bitches
1 - Surrey Binnacle. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark.
2 - King's Prevention Constance. Owner: Sara Dombroski.
3 - Chidley Lark Of Wenwagon. Owner: Linda Plummer.
4 - Barwoods Lady April. Owner: Barbara A. Runquist.

Open Bitches
2 - Surrey Dory. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark.
3 - Surrey Scrimshaw. Owner: Mrs. James Edward Clark.
4 - Yarrow's Top O The Mark. Owner: Richard & Mary Lussier.

Winners Bitch - Surrey Binnacle  Breeders/Owners: Mr. & Mrs. James Edward Clark
By Ch. Surrey Sink Or Swim x Surrey Dory
Reserve - Rightly So What Now  Bred by Julius F. Rumpf  By Ragus Bantam Cock x Right-
ily So Argue Not  Owned by Richard & Kay McKinstry

Veteran Dogs
1 - Ch Abbedale's American Gigolo. Owner: Joan Eckert & John W. Wood, Jr.
2 - Ch Hatchwoods Creme De Menthe-Cracknor. Owner: Mrs. Mary Stevens Baird.
3 - New Garden Swithun CDX. Owner: Miss Barbara Ann Runquist.

Veteran Bitches
1 - Ch Raggedge Are You Ready. Owner: Beth Sweigart.
2 - Ch New Garden Eadith UD. Owner: Mary D. Fine.

Best of Breed - Ch Abbedale’s Six Gun  Breeder/Owners: N. Marsman & J. Eckert & J. Wood  By Ch Daffran Dusty x Ch Abbedale’s Abbegall Ray
Best of Winners - All Right Magic Lamp  Bred By Frauie Hinsch  By All Right Huckleberry
Finn x Chidley Magic Carpet  Owned by Joan R. Reed
Best of Opposite Sex - Ch Max-Well’s Winter Wind  Bred by Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley  By Ch. Nanfan Crunch x White Star Alice Max-Well  Owned by Janet & Charles Leavitt, III

Stud Dog
1 - Ch Surrey Sink Or Swim. Owner: Mrs. James Edward Clark.

Brood Bitch
1 - Ch Wonderwood Wensday Addams. Owner: Jessica Jurich James.
2 - Ch King's Prevention Ahoy. Owner: Mrs. James E. Clark.
3 - Neverdone's Muppet. Owner: Marilyn C. Regula & Patricia A. Regula

Brace
1 - Ch Wonderwood Low Commotion Lu and Ch Wonderwood Wensday Addams. Owner: Jessica Jurich James.
2 - Surrey Dory and Ch Surrey Sta’Board. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. James E. Clark.

NORWICH TERRIERS
Judge: Mrs. Pauline Ford

Puppy Dogs 6 to 9 mos.
1 - Long Valley Weaver Homespun. Owner: Susan L. White.
Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 mos.
1 - Varmit's Ewok. Owner: Ronald M. Dob.

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1 - Terrapin Tappan Zee. Owner: Margareta D. Wood.

Open Dogs
1 - Baybreeze Bootlegger. Owner: Leslie M. Becker.
2 - Paddington's Duke of Weston. Owner: Reggie Higgins & Dana Stewart & Mr. & Mrs. Tom Macy.
3 - Coventry Downs Tristan. Owner: John Ryan.
4 - High Pines Marten. Owner: Tara & Deborah Simoldoni.

Winners Dog - Terrapin Tappan Zee Breeder/Owner Margareta D. Wood By Ch Windsong's Lord Copperfield x Ch Terrapin Tea Rose.
Reserve - Baybreeze Bootlegger Bred by Peggy A. Schmidt By Ch Skyscot's Sidekick x Echodale Windsong Owner: Leslie M. Becker

Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos.
1 - Paddington Duchess Of Henley. Owner: Ruth Lebo & Reggie Higgins.
2 - Norweim's Kristy Kay. Owner: Carol A. Jordan.

Puppy Bitches 9 to 12 mos.

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1 - Scarlet Runner. Owner: Mr. & Mrs. M. B. Mathiesen.
2 - Lynhurst's Lucky Gambell. Owner: Linda M. & Steven G. Bell.

American-Bred Bitches
1 - Seaforth's Mischievous Megan. Owner: Christopher & William deVilleneuve.
2 - Windsong Dinah. Owner: Miss Helen Brann.
3 - Chidley Posey. Owner: Ann Conolly & Joan Read.
4 - Pomirish Ben's Muffy. Owner: Sally Baugniet.

Open Bitches
1 - Snuggers Little Woolly Bear. Owner: Alice Frampton & Anna Bellenger.
3 - Karilynn's Threepenny Bit. Owner: Mrs. William T. Middleberg.
4 - Cedarisles Mrs. Miniver. Owner: Joseph R. Carroll & Alberta C. Carroll.

Winners Bitch - High Pines Topaz Breeder/Owner: Susan E. Sikorski By Ch Redash Tarquin x High Pines Glowing Ember
Reserve - Snuggers Little Woolly Bear Breeder: Cindy Chrisos & Peggy-Jo Selk By Ch Skyscot's Sandpiper x Honeytree's Cinnamon Bear Owner: Alice Frampton & Anna Bellenger

Veteran Dogs
1 - Ch Hannikam's Sweet William. Owner: Margaretta Wood & O. A. Bliznick.
2 - Ch Thrumpston's Lord Timberson. Owner: Johan Ostrow & Margaretta Wood.
3 - Ch Seaforth's Tuffy Travis. Owner: David M. Powers & Edwin A. Flesh, Jr.

Best of Breed - High Pines Topaz Breeder/Owner: Susan E. Sikorski By Ch Redash Tarquin x Ch High Pines Glowing Ember
Best of Winners - High Pines Topaz Breeder/Owner: Susan E. Sikorski By Ch Redash Tarquin x Ch High Pines Glowing Ember
Best of Opposite Sex - Ch Royal Rock Don of Chidley  Breeder: V. M. Allen & L. M. Canavan  By Ch Thrumpton Lord Brady x Willowview Chidley Winks  Owner: Joan R. Reed

Stud Dog
1 - Ch Royal Rock Don of Chidley. Owner: Joan R. Reed.
2 - Ch Chidley Bib’N’Tucker. Owner: Joan Eckert.
3 - Ch Devondale’s Master Miles. Owner: Anna Bellenger.

Brood Bitch
1 - Ch Windyhill Miss Doris W. Owner: Reggie Higgins.
2 - Ch High Pines Glowing Ember. Owner: Susan Erkel Sikorski.
3 - Ch Chidley Petal. Owner: Mrs. Igor Presnikoff & Mrs. Curtis S. Read.
4 - Ch Lynhurst’s Ami A Bell. Owner: Steven G. Bell & Linda M. Bell.

Brace
1 - Ch Terrapin Trellis and Terrapin Tappan Zee. Owner: Margarettta D. Wood.
2 - Ch High Pines Glowing Ember and Ch High Pines Sparkling Star. Owner: Susan Erkel Sikorski.
3 - Lynhurst’s Lucky Gambell and Ch Lynhurst’s Ami A Bell. Owner: Steven G. & Linda M. Bell.

Team Class
Terrapin Tappan Zee
Ch. Hannikam’s Sweet William
Ch. Terrapin Trellis  Owned by Margarettta Wood.
and Ch. Thrumpton’s Lord Timberson owned by Johan Ostrow and Margarettta Wood.

---

photo - Constance Lorrabee
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CHAIN O'LAKE KENNEL CLUB
Grayslake, Illinois
June 15, 1986

**Sweepstakes**
Sweepstakes judge - Mrs. Sally Baugniet

Best in Sweepstakes Norfolk Terrier - Rightly So Right Now owned by Virginia Hedges and Julius Rumpf
Best of Opposite Sex Norfolk Terrier - Rightly So Henbit owned by Julius F. Rumpf
Best in Sweepstakes Norwich Terrier - Barnstable Grizzle Gopher owned by E. Robert & Marianne Scott
Best of Opposite Sex Norwich Terrier - Piccadilly Golly Miss Molly owned by Elaine & George Besbekis

**Norfolk Terriers**
Judge - Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell

Puppy Dogs 6 mos. and under 9 mos.
   1 - Bear Hills Mr. Pip owned by Dr. & Mrs. Leon Lussier
   2 - Kristi's Mr. T. Bearley owned by Christine M. Rogel

Puppy Dogs 9 mos. and under 12 mos.
   1 - Neverdone's Prime Time owned by Kathy & Hugh Murdoch

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
   1 - Rightly So Right Now owned by Virginia Hedges & Julius F. Rumpf

Open Dogs
   1 - Surrey Two If By Sea owned by Ralph & Mary Sutcliffe

Winner's Dog - Surrey Two If By Sea
Reserve - Bear Hills Mr. Pip

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches
   1 - Max-Well's Winter Chill owned by Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley
   2 - Rightly So Henbit owned by Julius Rumpf

American-Bred Bitches
   1 - Rightly So What Now owned by Richard & Kay M. McKinstrey

Open Bitches
   1 - Yarrow's Top O the Mark owned by Richard & Mary Lussier

Winner's Bitch - Max-Well's Winter Chill
Reserve -

Best of Breed - Ch. Max-Well's Winter Wind bred by Barbara Miller and Suzann Bobley
By Ch. Nanfan Crunch x White Star Alice Max-Well. Owned by Janet & Charles Leavitt III

Best of Winners - Max-Well's Winter Chill Breeders/owners Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley 
By Ch. Nanfan Crunch x White Star Alice Max-Well

Best of Opposite Sex - Ch. Habbedale's Six Gun bred by Joan Eckert & John W. Wood, Jr
By Ch. Dafran Dusty x Ch. Habbedale's Abbegail Ray Owned by Nancy Marsman & Joan Eckert & John W. Wood, Jr.

**Norwich Terriers**
Judge - Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell

Puppy Dogs 6 mos. and under 9 mos.
Piccadilly Digger O'Dell owned by Elaine & George Besbekis

Puppy Dogs 9 mos. and under 12 mos.
Skyscot Devil May Care owned by Cindy Chrios
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Open Dogs
1 - Chidley Buccaneer of Hunton owned by F. Houghton Phillips
2 - Barnstable Grizzly Gopher owned by E. Robert & Marianne Scott
3 - Piccadilly Fuzz Buster Brown owned by Elaine Besbekis

Winner’s Dog - Chidley Buccaneer of Hunton
Reserve - Barnstable Grizzly Gopher

Puppy Bitches 6 mos. and under 9 mos.
1 - Rolling Ridge’s Lazy Susan owned by Alison Freehling
2 - Piccadilly Golly Miss Molly owned by Elaine & George Besbekis
3 - Paddington Duchess of Henley owned by Ruth Lebo & Reggie Higgins

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches
1 - Barnstable Brass Button owned by Sandra H. Stemmler

Open Bitches
1 - CedarIsles Mrs. Miniver owned by Joseph R. & Alberta C. Carroll
2 - Piccadilly Penny Farthing owned by Elaine Besbekis
3 - Royal Rock Busy Striker owned by Sandra H. Stemmler

Winner’s Bitch - CedarIsles Mrs. Miniver
Reserve - Rolling Ridge’s Lazy Susan

Veteran Class Bitches
1 - Ch. Amity Lane Cocoa Bear owned by Cynthia Chrisos

Best of Breed - Pomirish Prescott The Mascot bred by Jacqueline M. Mihm & Sally Baugniet
By Ch. Pomirish Horatio x Ch. Pomirish Misty Mutual  Owned by Charles R. Liddle, Jr.

Best of Winner’s - Chidley Buccaneer of Hunton bred by Mrs. Igor Presnikoff & Mrs. Curtis R. Read
By Ch. Royal Rock Don of Chidley x Chidley Forget Me Not  Owned by F. Houghton Phillips

Best of Opposite Sex - Ch. Paddington Duchess of Halsey  Owner/Breeder Reggie Higgins
By Ch. Royal Rock Don of Chidley x Ch. Windy Hill Miss Doris

Chicago Match - Norwich Best Adult:
Barnstable Brass Buttons
owned by Sandra Stemmler

Chicago Match - Norfolk Best Adult:
Rightly So Right Now
owned by Julius F. Rumpf
Norfolk Terriers
*Best Puppy* - Rightly So Henbit owned by Julius F. Rumpf
*Best Adult* - Rightly So Right Now owned by Mrs. Virginia L. Hedges and Julius F. Rumpf

*Parade of Champions*
Ch. Rightly So What owned by Richard and Kay McKinstry
Ch. Paprika of Whitehall owned by Dr. and Mrs. Leon Lussier
Am/Can Ch. Abbedale's Six Gun owned by Nancy Marsman and Joan Eckert and John Wood

Eight dogs in competition
Three dogs in Parade of Champions

Norfolk Terriers
*Best Puppy* - Piccadilly Golly Miss Molly owned by George & Elaine Besbekis
*Best Adult* - Barnstable Brass Button owned by Sandra Stemmler

*Parade of Champions*
Am/Bah Ch. Camelot Hills Lord Dalton Am/Can/Ber CD owned by Bobbette Volke
Ch. Piety Hill Spring Peeper owned by Eleanor Steele
Ch. Skyscots Sandpiper owned by Edith Steging
Ch. Chidley Bib N' Tucker owned by Joan Eckert Wood
Ch. Waterloo's Misty Morn owned by Eleanor Steele
Ch. Amity Lane's Cocoa Bear owned by Cindy Chrisos
Ch. Pomirish Toasted Crisp O' Joy-O owned by Bud and Bobbette Volke

Twelve dogs in competition
Seven dogs in Parade of Champions
The Jubilee Match Show of the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club on September 27, 1986 Washington College Campus Chestertown, Maryland

photos: Edwin Levy & Constance S. Larrabee

Long Valley Hardie Scott, Best Norwich Puppy

Skyline's Max-Well Sundae, Best Norfolk Puppy

High Pines Marten, Best Adult Norwich

Rightly So Sherlock, Best Adult Norfolk Puppy

The long down and one up.
A MATCH TO REMEMBER
September 27, 1986

Picture a broad green lawn and gently rising hill framed by old brick college buildings. Perched on the lawn, picture a yellow and white tent with an adjacent pair of dog show rings accented by tubs of bright mums and numbered pumpkins for show placements. This was the setting of the Norwich and Norfolk Jubilee Match on 27 September 1986 on the campus of the Washington College in Chestertown, Maryland.

Though it was a cloudy and overcast day, it was a lovely day. Our hostess, Constance Stuart Larrabee, and her co-chairman, Anna Bellenger, made sure of that. Every detail was taken care of, coffee for early arrivals, more chairs than we could ever use, shade trees for puppy pens, and a box lunch that would have charmed Michelin inspectors. The Norwich and Norfolk Notions table was brimming with tempting new things to buy and from the day's receipts evidently people did. A practical touch was a pair of trash cans with silhouettes of Norwich and Norfolk thereon and attached to the silhouettes were packs of small plastic bags for scooping. At lunchtime, it actually dared to rain for a minute. Like magic, the show ring moved mums, pumpkins and all under the tent with all hands, even the judge, helping to carry something. Our chairmen and their committee should be considered national treasures and should be so honored!

Our kind and courtly judge, Mr. Joseph Tacker, had a rough day's work. The puppies presented for his opinion were of a high and uniform quality. His gentle handling of the puppies (and encouraging way with the junior showmen) was noticed by all.

The Fine Arts Building where Constance Larrabee's African photographs were hung (recently shown at the African Museum of the Smithsonian Institution) was the scene of a very pleasant cocktail hour. From there the party moved up the hill to an elegant dining hall for an excellent buffet dinner—crab imperial and roast prime beef—served by students at the college who claim that they eat food as delicious all the time.

The total entry was ninety-nine dogs, sixty Norwich and eighteen Norfolk. There was a fine showing of fifteen dogs entered in obedience. Mr. Tacker chose SKYLINE'S MAX-WELL SUNDAY from the Norfolk puppy nine to twelve months class as his Best Norfolk Terrier puppy. She is by Ch. Max-Well's Winter Sport out of Skyline's Tigerlily, was bred by Margaret Reuther and is owned by Barbara Miller and Suzann Bobley. His Best Norwich Terrier puppy was from the three to six months class and was LONG VALLEY HARDIE SCOTT. This little fellow is by Ch. Thrumpton's Lord Mothkin out of Windyhill Lily Langtry. The breeder is Carelle Van Horn and the owner is Georgia Rose.

The Best Adult Norfolk Terrier came from the eighteen months and older class. Mr. Tacker selected RIGHTLY SO SHERLOCK by Ch. Nanfan Crunch and out of Ch. Norvik Rightly So. He was bred by Julius F. Rumf and is owned by Chip Conrad. The Best Norwich Adult Dog was from the junior dog class, twelve to eighteen months, here the judge liked HIGH PINES MARTEN by Ch. Devondale's Master Miles out of Ch. High Pines Twinkling Star. He was bred by Susan Sikorski and is owned by Tara and Deborah Simoldoni. Marten and his young handler Tara won the junior showmanship class too!

Only two dogs qualified under judge Meredith Dwyer. They were from the Novice class. JW's TRAPPER JOHN received a score of 190. His proud owner is Suzanne Williams. Jennifer Taylor's DEVONDALE'S MASTER MONTAGUE earned a score of 180. A nice class of sub-novice dogs was present and all did well.

Sunday morning about thirty people attended the first annual breeder's seminar held by the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club. Its inaugural site was the long veranda of Constance Larrabee's new home overlooking the Chester River. The "star" of the seminar was our judge from the day before, Mr. Tacker, who was heard to say that he thought so highly of the Norwich and Norfolk Terriers and their owners that he was willing to stay and discuss the standards without feeling he was putting "his head in a noose." The subject was the standard and the discussion ranged over such topics as top lines and temperament. There was much discussion on proportion of dogs and whether backs are getting too short in regard to Norwich. Rear
Highest Score in Trial winner JW's Trapper John, trainer Suzanne Williams and Judge Meredith Dwyer

Judge Tacker and Junior Showmanship winner Tara Simoldoni

Pat Fineran's Buster practicing

Jon Barton and Rolling Ridge Christmas Holly

The Judge, Mr. Joseph Tacker, Ms. Helen Brann and Spencer
angulation, mouths and missing teeth were the focus of attention with the Norfolk people. Those who attended felt that the seminar rounded off a lovely weekend very nicely and sent all home with food for thought.

Norfolk

Norfolk Terrier puppies - 3 to 6 months
1 Abbedale's Road to Destiny owned by Joan Eckert Wood

Norfolk Terrier puppies - 6 to 9 months
1 Hartleigh Royal Regatta owned by Phyllis Hart
2 Rightly So Right owned by Julius F. Rumpf
3 Rightly So Rare owned by Julius F. Rumpf

Norfolk Terrier puppies - 9 to 12 months
1 SKYLINES MAX WELL SUNDAE owned by Barbara Miller and Suzanne Bobley

Best Norfolk Puppy - Skyline's Max-Well Sundae

Norfolk Terrier Senior Dogs - 18 months and older
1 RIGHTLY SO SHERLOCK owned by Julius F. Rumpf
2 Knollwoods Hans Sachs owned by Mrs. Alfred Cohan

Norfolk Terrier - Junior Bitches 12 to 18 months
1 Max-Well's April First owned by Barbara Miller and Suzann Bobley

Norfolk Terrier Senior Bitches - 18 months and older
1 Barwood's Lady April owned by Barbara Runquist
2 Norvik Rush Affair owned by Joyce Hammer
3 New Garden Ermenhilda owned by Anne C. Beeler

Best Adult Norfolk Terrier - Rightly So Sherlock

Norfolk Terrier Veteran Bitches
Ch. Max-Well's Scarlet Letter owned by Valerie Hill Beckwith and Barbara Miller

Norwich

Norwich Terrier puppies - 3 to 6 months
1 LONG VALLEY HARDIE SCOTT owned by Georgia Rose
2 Devondale's Mistress Mercy owned by Anna Bellenger
3 Quaestus Star in the East owned by Charles J. Kaleta
4 Danellen's C. Amberlyn owned by Deborah Simoldoni

Norwich Terrier puppies - 6 to 9 months
1 Fairway's Scarlet Fox owned by Jean Bryant
2 Laetan's Kyrie owned by Mrs. Robert B. Congdon
3 Echodale's Nutmeg of Shandee owned by Andrea Sheffield

Norwich Terrier puppies - 9 to 12 months
1 Paddington Duchess of Henley owned by Reggie Higgins
2 Rolling Ridge's Christmas Holly owned by Alison and Bill Freehling
3 Rolling Ridge's Big Bertha owned by Alison and Bill Freehling
4 Rolling Ridge's Solo Joe owned by Alison and Bill Freehling

Best Norwich Terrier Puppy - Long Valley Hardie Scott
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Junior Showmanship
1 Tara Simoldoni with High Pines Marten
2 Jennifer Taylor with Devondale's Master Montague
3 Heather Wallace with Ch. Norweim's Squire Cubbington
4 Emily Guss with Berks Highwood

Norwich Terrier Junior Dogs - 12 to 18 months
1 HIGH PINES MARTEN owned by Tara and Deborah Simoldoni
2 King's Prevention Appleby owned by Mrs. Marie Ley

Norwich Terrier Senior Dogs - 18 months and older
1 King's Prevention Royal Robin owned by Constance S. Larrabee
2 Birmingham Dunlop owned by Caroline S. Brown
3 Devondale's Master Montague owned by Jennifer Taylor
4 Fletcher D of Red Oak owned by Robin Siegel

Norwich Terrier Bitches - 18 months and older
King's Prevention Tawny owned by Constance S. Larrabee

Best Adult Norwich Terrier - High Pines Marten

Norwich Terrier Veteran dogs/bitches
1 King's Prevention Hot Shot owned by Betty Taft

Norwich Terrier Stud Dogs
1 Ch. Devondale's Master Miles owned by Constance S. Larrabee and Anna Bellenger
2 Ch. Windsong's Lord Copperfield owned by Helen Brann

Norwich Terrier Brood Bitches
1 King's Prevention Tawny owned by Constance S. Larrabee

Norwich Terrier Brace
1 Quaetus Star in the East and Quaetus Gift of the Magi owned by Charles J. Kaleta
2 King's Prevention Royal Robin owned by Constance S. Larrabee and Ch. Wellcome of King's Prevention

Parade of Champions
Hedgerow Buster Bear, CD owned by Patricia Fineran
Ch. Laetans Falkirk owned by Mrs. Robert B. Congdon
Ch. Tylwyth Just Chelsea, Am/Can UD, CG owned by Mary D. Fine
Chidley Peregrin Took, CD, TDX owned by Olive C. Hobbs
Ch. Terrapin Tappan Zee owned by Margaretta Wood
Ch. Norweim's Squire Cubbington owned by Carol A. Jordan
Paracott's New Garden Dunstan, CD owned by Anne C. Beeler
Ch. Max-Well's Scarlet Letter owned by Valeria Hill Beckwith and Barbara Miller
Ch. High Pines Mighty Missy owned by Louise Elliott
Ch. Rory Bean owned by Dana and Michael Mathiesen
Ch. Devondale's Master Miles owned by Anna Bellenger
Ch. King's Prevention Devondale owned by Anna Bellenger
Ch. Welcome of King's Prevention owned by Constance S. Larrabee
Windhului Miss Daisy, CD owned by Kimberly Dwyer
Li'l Abner's Billy Bear, CDX, TD owned by Meredith W. Dwyer
Ch. Windsong's Lord Copperfield owned by Helen Brann
Ch. Thrumpton's Lady Greta owned by Margaretta Wood and Betty Taft
Ch. Turkhill's Brown Nectar owned by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mattison, III
Ch. Cybele's Sir Turner owned by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mattison, III
Ch. Barwoods Lord Darby owned by Barbara A. Runquist
Ch. Rolling Ridge's Prima Donna owned by Alison and Bill Freehling
Ch. King's Prevention Stormy owned by Dr. and Mrs. Peter Rodman
THROUGH THE YEARS
THE GRAND FINALE SHOW
Montgomery County Kennel Club

The third and final specialty of the Jubilee Year took place at the Show of Shows for terriers...the Montgomery County Kennel Club show at the Ambler Campus of Temple University in Ambler, Pennsylvania on Sunday, October 5th, 1986. There were over 2500 dogs entered in the show of which 114 were Norwich or Norfolk Terriers. Norwich accounted for 60 of that number and Norfolk 54.

Miss Margareta Wood had a cool and bright day to judge the Norwich and Norfolk Sweepstakes. FLATFORD HENLEY HORBROOK was her choice for Best in Sweepstakes in Norfolks. He came from the twelve to eighteen months Junior Dog class and is owned and bred by Suzanne J. Powell and Ragus Bantum Cock out of Greenfields Rosey I.ea. The Best of Opposite Sex went to Match winner SKYLINE’S MAX-WELL SUNDAE owned by Barbara Miller and bred by Margaret Reuther. She is by Ch. Max-Well’s Winter Sport out of Skyline’s Tiger Lily.

VARMINT’S WOODY WOODCHUCK from the Junior Dog class in Norwich was the judge’s choice for Best in Sweepstakes in Norwich. He is owned by Kathryln Mines and was bred by Suzanne Rayner out of Ch. Paddington’s Duke of Brighton out of Windy Hill Miss Loretta Young.

Miss Gilean White of the Vic-Brita prefix in England was our Norfolk judge and a gentle and efficient judge she was too. Her choice for Best of Breed was CH. NANFAN CRUNCH owned by Barbara Miller and bred by Mrs. Joy Taylor, our judge at the Huntingdon Valley Specialty in late May. Crunch is by Ch. Nanfan Sweet Potatoe out of Ch. Nanfan Copy Cat. Best of Winners and Best of Opposite Sex went to another Nanfan dog, NANFAN SANDPIPER. She is owned by Mrs. Taylor but was bred by S. R. Egerton by Nanfan Catmint out of Nanfan Sunbeam, Winner’s Dog was the Sweepstakes winner, FLATFORD HENLEY HORBROOK.

Mrs. Johan Ostrow did the honors for the Norwich and chose CH. RONNELL’S APPLAUSE APPLAUSE as Best of Breed. He was bred by Sue R. Weaver and Norma Aprahamian and is owned by Sue R. Weaver. He is by White Oaks Ruff N Reddie out of Chaos Amy. Best of Winners was VARMINTS WOODY WOODCHUCK and Best of Opposite Sex was CH. KING’S PREVENTION DEVONDALE bred by Constance Larrabee and owned by Anna Bellenger. He is by Ch. Royal Rock Don of Chidley out of King’s Prevention Tawny. Winner’s Bitch in Norwich was CHIDLEY TUMBLEWEED owned and bred by Mrs. Igor Presnikoff and Mrs. Curtis Read. She is by Ch. Redash Tarquin out of Ch. Chidley Petal.

At the Hatboro Dog Club Show two days before the Montgomery Specialty 33 Norwich and 32 Norfolk were entered. CH. NANFAN CRUNCH was picked as Best of Breed by Judge Jerry L. Roszman with CH. MAX-WELL’S WINTER WIND as Best of Opposite Sex. Bred by Barbara Miller and Suzann Bobley, she is owned by Janet and Charles Leavitt III. NORVIK THE WARLOCK was Best of Winners, he was bred by Jean Bryan and is owned by Diana Boss. Winner’s Bitch on that day was WHITE ROSE ALLSPICE, owned and bred by Roberta C. Brennan. Hatboro Norwich results are: BOB CH RONNELL’S APPLAUSE APPLAUSE; BW was the Winners Dog BERKS HIGHWOOD SERENDIPITY by CH Shawnees Wicket Keep out of Berks Highwood Cuddles, bred by Charles L. Guss and Emily B. Guss and owned by Gail M. Liss; BOS was CH TONKA KL SUNRISE by CH Royal Rock Don of Chidley out of CH Tonka Ki September Mora bred by Pauline Kidwell and Claudia Rasza and owned by Phelan and Wade. Winners Bitch was HEDGEROW KATYDID by Royal Rock Don of Chidley out of CH Hilary Honeybee, bred by Bonnie and Sally Hohn and owned by Patricia McGowan.

The next day’s show was the Devon Dog Show Association’s show with an entry of 47 Norwich and 40 Norfolk. They were judged by Dr. Giuseppe Benelli, an international judge. He found CH GREENFIELD’S KIBBLES N’BITIS his Norfolk Best of Breed, he was bred by Mrs. Ruth Cooper and Mrs. Gaynor Green and is owned by Susan and Ruth Ptacek. Best of Opposite Sex went to CH NANFAN CRUNCH. Best of Winners went to WHITE ROSE.
ALLSPICE and Winner’s Dog to NORVIK THE WARLOCK. Dr. Benelli picked CH
SKYSCOT’S PROTOTYPE as his Best of Breed in Norwich. He is owner bred by Sharon
Cook and Janet Bird. Best of Opposite Sex was CHIDLEY TUMBLEWEED who was also
Best of Winners. BERKS HIGHWOOD SERENDIPITY bred by Charles L. Guss and Jeanné
E. Guss and Emily B. Guss was the Winner’s Dog. He is owned by Gail M. Liss. And so ends
our Special Year of Specialties and supported entries.

The Montgomery County Kennel Club Show
October 5, 1986
Judge by Miss Margareta Wood

Norfolk Sweepstakes

Junior Dogs - 12 to 18 months
1 Flatford Henley Hornbrook owned by Suzanne J. Powell

Puppy Bitches - 6 to 9 months
1 Rightly So Right owned by Julius F. Rumpf

Puppy Bitches - 9 to 12 months
1 Skyline’s Max-Well Sundae owned by Barbara Miller
2 Skyline’s Sunrise of Max-Well owned by Janet & Charles Leavitt III

Junior Bitches - 12 to 18 months
1 White Rose Allspice owned by Roberta C. Brennan

Best of Sweepstakes - Flatford Henley Hornbrook
Best of Opposite Sex - Skyline’s Max-Well Sundae

Norwich Sweepstakes

Puppy Dogs - 6 to 9 months
1 Ronnells More Applause owned by Sue R. Weaver

Puppy Dogs - 9 to 12 months
1 Jerusalem Mugwump owned by Phyllis K. Pullen MD

Junior Dogs - 12 to 18 months
1 Varmints Woody Woodchuck owned by Kathryn Mines
2 Varmit’s Ewok owned by Ronald M. Dob
3 Villevieux Better Mousetrap owned by Erline M. Sheltrone and Anne Major Rappaport

Puppy Bitches - 6 to 9 months
1 Sandspur Bearly Beary Special owned by Patricia McGowan
2 Echodale Nutmeg of Shandee owned by Andrea Sheffield

Puppy Bitches - 9 to 12 months
1 Rolling Ridge’s Lazy Susan owned by Eleanor Steele
2 Davendan’s Leather N’ Lace owned by Larry & Darlene Nichols

Junior Bitches - 12 to 18 months
1 Temblor Best Bette owned by David Powers and Ed Flesh
2 Nykker’s HRH Lady Hastings owned by Pauline H. Nickerson
3 Varmit’s Muskrat Luv owned by Ronald M. Dob

Best in Sweepstakes - Varmint’s Woody Woodchuck
Best of Opposite Sex - Temblor Best Bette
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Norfolk Regular Classes

Puppy Dogs - 6 to 9 months
1 Tamerlanes Garnet Solitaire owned by Shirley P. Seaman

Puppy Dogs - 9 to 12 months
1 Bear Hills Mr. Pip owned by Dr. and Mrs. Leon Lussier

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1 Rightly So Rare owned by Sandra Stemmler & Julius F. Rumpf

Open Dogs
1 Flatford Henley Hornbrook owned by Suzanne J. Powell
2 Rightly So Sherlock owned by Chip Conrad
3 Greenfield’s Jovial Jasper owned by Evelyn B. MacDonnell
4 Tickatee Cathcascatchcan owned by James R. Dickson

Winner’s Dog - Flatford Henley Hornbrook
Reserve - Rightly So Sherlock

Puppy Bitches - 6 to 9 months
1 Chidley Flair owned by Joan R. Read
2 Domby’s Miss Nell Trent owned by Anthony Gabrielli & Wayne W. Palmer
3 Yarrow’s English Muffin owned by Mr. & Mrs. Orville A. Petty
4 Bear Hill’s Miss Crisparkle owned by Dr. & Mrs. Leon Lussier

Puppy Bitches - 9 to 12 months
1 Skyline’s Max-Well Sundae owned by Barbara Miller
2 Skyline’s Sunrise of Max-Well owned by Janet & Charles Leavitt

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1 Rightly So Right owned by Julius F. Rumpf
2 Chidley Aim Straight owned by Joan Read

American-bred Bitches
1 King’s Prevention Constance owned by Sara Dombrowski

Open Bitches
1 Nanfan Sandpiper owned by Joy Taylor
2 Rightly So What Now owned by Richard & Kay McKinstrey
3 White Rose Allspice owned by Roberta C. Brennan

Winners Bitch - Nanfan Sandpiper
Reserve - Rightly So What Now

Veteran Dogs
1 Ch. Hatchwoods Creme de Menthe of Cracknor owned by Mary Stevens Baird

Veteran Bitches
1 Ch. Raggedge Are You Ready owned by Beth Sweigart
2 Ch. Raggedge Best Bet owned by Ruth L. Cooper and Gaynor E. Green

Best of Breed - Ch. Nanfan Crunch owned by Barbara Miller
Best of Winners - Nanfan Sandpiper owned by Joy Taylor
Best of Opposite Sex - Nanfan Sandpiper

Stud Dog
1 Ch. Nanfan Crunch
2 Ch. Max-Well’s Winter Sport owned by Jack & Janet Simm

Norfolk Brood Bitch
1 Ch. Norvik Rightly So owned by Julius F. Rumpf
Norwich Regular Classes

Puppy Dogs - 6 to 9 months
1. Ronnell's More Applause owned by Sue R. Weaver
2. Gnome Hill's Weed Wacker owned by Sharon K. DuBois

Puppy Dogs - 9 to 12 months
1. Jerusalem Mugwump owned by Phyllis K. Pullen MD
2. Miller's Here's McCharlie owned by Elaine Miller & Susan McConnell

American-Bred Dogs
1. Villevileux Better Mousetrap owned by Erline M. Sheltrone & Anne Major Rappaport

Open Dogs
1. Varmint's Woody Woodchuck owned by Kathryn A. Mines
2. Berka Highwoods Serendipity owned by Gail M. Liss
3. Devondale's Master Montague owned by Jennifer Taylor & Diane Norton
4. Toddwil's Bill Bailey owned by Ted & Patricia Kelly

Winner's Dog - Varmint's Woody Woodchuck
Reserve - Berks Highwoods Serendipity

Puppy Bitches - 6 to 9 months
1. Gnome Hill's Ragtime Rhythm owned by Stephanie J. K. Flinker
2. Echodale Nutmeg of Shandee owned by Andrea Sheffield

Puppy Bitches - 9 to 12 months
1. Chidley Tumbleweed owned by Mrs. Igor Presnikoff and Joan Read
2. Rolling Ridge's Lazy Susan owned by Eleanor Steele
3. KRP Daisee owned by Thomas R. Keith & Karen C. Keith

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1. Temblor Best Bette owned by David Powers & Ed Flesh
2. Sandspur Bearly Beary Special owned by Patricia McGowan
3. Barnstable Brass Button owned by Sandra Stemmler

American-Bred Bitches
1. Varmit's Muskrat Luv owned by Ronald M. Dob

Open Bitches
1. Windsong's Dinah owned by Helen Brann
2. Etcher Kahlua of Ad Lib owned by Nancy Steenson
3. Nykker's HRH Lady Hastings owned by Pauline H. Nickerson
4. Snugger's Little Wooly Bear owned by Alice Frampton & Anna Bellenger

Winner's Bitch - Chidley Tumbleweed
Reserve - Temblor Best Bette

Veteran Dogs
1. Ch. Seafort's Tuffy Travis owned by David Powers & Ed Flesh

Best of Breed - Ch. Ronnell's Applause Applause owned by Sue R. Weaver
Best of Winner's Varmint's Woody Woodchuck owned by Kathryn A. Mines
Best of Opposite Sex - Ch. King's Prevention Devondale owned by Anna Bellenger

Brood Bitch
1. Ch. King's Prevention Paddington owned by Reggie Higgins
NORWICH AND NORFOLK TERRIER CLUB
MONTGOMERY COUNTY KENNEL CLUB
SPECIALTY
Sunday, October 5, 1986
Ambler, Pennsylvania

Photos: Nonie Reenders
       Edwin Levy
       Richard Schiller

Best of Winners and Best of Opposite Sex Norfolk - Nanfan Sandpiper

Best in Sweepstakes Norfolk and Winner's Dog, Flatford Henley Hornbrook
Best of Breed Norfolk - Ch. Nanfan Crunch
Best in Sweepstakes Norwich and Best of Winner’s, Varmint’s Woody Woodchuck. Best of Opposite Sex Sweepstakes Norwich, Temblor Best Bette

Best of Breed Norwich - Ch. Ronnell’s Applause
Best of Opposite Sex Norwich - Ch. King’s Prevention Devondale

Winner’s Dog Norwich - Chidley Tumbleweed
Bitch Best in Sweepstakes and Best of Winners - Varmint’s Woody Woodchuck
MONTGOMERY
Candids by
Nonie Reynders

Reserve Winners - Temblor Best Bette

Woodchuck struts for his big wins.

Some Norfolk Best of Breed entries
Judge Gilean White at work

Reserve Winners - Rightly So Sherlock

Our steward and past president Edward Resovsky

Judge Johan Ostrow at work

Some Norwich Best of Breed entries
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CLUB TROPHIES

MAPLEHURST CUP - For the Norfolk with most championship points from the Bred by Exhibitor class

1966 - 1967  Ch. Nanfan Hoppocket  Mrs. Stevens Baird
1967 - 1968  Ch. Bethway's Mr. Cricket  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1968 - 1969  Bethway's Little Girl  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1969 - 1970  Bethway's Penny Kenny  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1970 - 1971  Bethway's Miss Chops  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1971 - 1972  Ch. Bethway's Willow  Mrs. Doerk
Eng. Am. Ch. Nanfan Nogbad the Bad  Mrs. Alice Ladd
1972 - 1973  Ch. Badgewood Blakeney  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1974 - 1975  Red Fox Briar Patch  Mrs. Markham
1975 - 1976  Ch. Badgewood Windmill Girl  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1976 - 1977  Ch. Badgewood Woodpecker Tail  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1977 - 1978  No Award  Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley
1978 - 1979  Ch. Max-Well's Liberty Bell  John H. Beeler
1979 - 1980  Ch. New Garden Godiva  Pliny Jewell III
1980 - 1981  Annursnac Major Yeats  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1981 - 1982  Ch. Badgewood Hunters Moon  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1982 - 1983  Badgewood Good Hunting  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1983 - 1984  Badgewood Trophy  Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley
1984 - 1985  Ch. Max-Well's Christmas Cracker  Doris & Jerry Gerl
1985 - 1986  Lyndors Tag Along

PARTREE TROPHY - For Norfolk Puppy with the most points from the puppy class

1966 - 1967  Bethway's Mr. Cricket  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1967 - 1968  Bethway's Aramis  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1968 - 1969  Bethway's Robin  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1969 - 1970  Bethway's Sally Girl  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1970 - 1971  Castle Point Iguana  Mrs. Stevens Baird
1971 - 1972  Ch. Castle Point Indigo  Mrs. John Winston
1972 - 1973  Ch. Mt. Paul Terracotta  Mrs. Priscilla Mallory
1973 - 1974  Willow's Whisper of Bethway  Mrs. Doerk
1974 - 1975  Lyndor's Ring O Round  Mrs. Jerome Gerl
1975 - 1976  Mt. Paul Vesper  Mrs. John Winston
1976 - 1977  Ch. Bethway's Hush Hush  Mrs. Barbara Fournier
1977 - 1978  Ch. Badgewood Basil  Mr. & Mrs. S.P. Fell
1978 - 1979  Ch. Max-Well's O'Henry  Frank Rogers & Ed Resovsky
1979 - 1980  Gustylea's Farrah of Devon  Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
1981 - 1982  King's Prevention Exeter  Mrs. Stevens Baird
1982 - 1983  Todwil's Pac Man of Whitehall  Mr. & Mrs. F. Dean & G. E. Wills
1983 - 1984  Todwil's Six Pack  Glenn E. Will
Wonderwood Low Commotion Lu  Jessica Jurich James
1984 - 1985  Greenfields The Hustler  Gaynor Green & Ruth Cooper
1985 - 1986  Max-Wells Wintersport  Jack & Janet Simm
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HIGH RISING TROPHY - For Norwich with most championship points from the puppy class. In memory of Mrs. Grant D. Green

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966-67</td>
<td>King's Prevention Beaver Bear</td>
<td>Mrs. Sterling Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967-68</td>
<td>King's Prevention MacMillan</td>
<td>Mrs. Sterling Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-69</td>
<td>King's Prevention Tawny Wheat</td>
<td>Mrs. Sterling Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-70</td>
<td>Shawnee's Gingerbread Boy</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-71</td>
<td>No Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-72</td>
<td>Ch. Badgewood Knightsbridge</td>
<td>Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-73</td>
<td>Ch. Badgewood Bramble</td>
<td>Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>Ch. Shawnee's Blazer</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974-75</td>
<td>King's Prevention Badger Bear</td>
<td>Mrs. H. Thomas Yolken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-76</td>
<td>Hunter of King's Prevention</td>
<td>Mrs. Sterling Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-77</td>
<td>Pominirsh Black Rasberry</td>
<td>Mrs. Sally Baugniet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>Ch. Badgewood Bracken</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-79</td>
<td>Ch. Pominirsh Horatio</td>
<td>Mrs. Sally Baugniet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-79</td>
<td>Ch. Todwils Coffee Tea or Me</td>
<td>Glen E. Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>Ch. Pominirsh Sweet P'Tater</td>
<td>Mrs. Sally Baugniet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-81</td>
<td>Ch. Vimy Ridge Figgy Hobbin</td>
<td>Mrs. Enid Hallmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>Ch. Todwils Cloud Nine</td>
<td>Glen E. Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-81</td>
<td>Ch. Windyhill Miss Angel</td>
<td>Mrs. Johari Ostrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-82</td>
<td>Ch. Todwils’s Hundred Proof</td>
<td>Glen E. Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-82</td>
<td>Ch. Laetans Ebenezer</td>
<td>Mrs. Robert B. Congdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-83</td>
<td>Ch. Half A Bob’s Mousetrap</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Robert P. Suggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-83</td>
<td>Ch. Carmelot Hills Lady Abigail</td>
<td>Mrs. Edith Steging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983-84</td>
<td>Ch. Todwil’s Get Down and Boogie</td>
<td>Glen E. Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983-84</td>
<td>Shonleh Harlot</td>
<td>Miss Sharon Currey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983-84</td>
<td>Shonleh Heckler</td>
<td>Miss Sharon Curry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983-84</td>
<td>Todwil’s Pal Joey</td>
<td>Glenn E. Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984-85</td>
<td>High Pines Forest Ranger</td>
<td>Mrs. Susan E. Sikorski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-86</td>
<td>Pominirsh Toasted Crisp O Joys</td>
<td>Mrs. Bobette Volke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JOHN PAUL JONES TROPHY - For Norwich with most points from Bred by Exhibitor class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966-67</td>
<td>Ch. Nod Hill’s Biscuit</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967-68</td>
<td>Ch. Longway’s Quintius</td>
<td>Mrs. Emory Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-69</td>
<td>Quartzhill College Clothilde</td>
<td>Mrs. Sylvia Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-70</td>
<td>Ch. Barbary Bonnie Belle</td>
<td>Mrs. Emory Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-71</td>
<td>Ch. Shawnee’s Triscuit</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-72</td>
<td>Grange Popover</td>
<td>Mrs. Helen Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-73</td>
<td>Ch. Interfield’s Haig</td>
<td>Mrs. Deborah Pritchard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>Ch. Shawnee’s Blazer</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974-75</td>
<td>Jaybee’s Bilbo Baggins</td>
<td>Mrs. Crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-76</td>
<td>Ch. Shawnee’s Folly</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-77</td>
<td>Ch. Gustylea’s Bettina Brooks</td>
<td>Mrs. Helen Temmel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>Ch. Hannikam’s Pretty Penny</td>
<td>Mrs. Robin Biznack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>Ch. Shawnee’s Cover Point</td>
<td>Mrs. Annette Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-79</td>
<td>Ch. Windyhill Oliver</td>
<td>Mrs. Johan Ostrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>Ch. Windyhill Tiffany</td>
<td>Mrs. Johan Ostrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-81</td>
<td>Ch. Mountain Brook Lord Jeffrey</td>
<td>Mrs. Shirley Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-82</td>
<td>Ch. Melba The Toast of Half A Bob</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Robert P. Suggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-82</td>
<td>Ch. Calabras Honey Bear</td>
<td>B &amp; C Weber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1982 - 1983  Skycots Sidekick
  Tonka Ki September Morn
1984 - 1985  Rolling Ridges Prima Donna
1985 - 1986  Laetans Falkirk

Mrs. Leslie M. Becker
Mrs. Pauline Kidwell
Mrs. Lindsay Payn
Mr. & Mrs. William Freehling
Mrs. Robert B. Congdon

NEVERSINK TRACKING AWARD

1977  Ch. Grassmere Scotch Mist  Pam Riker
1978  Ch. Neversink Esmeralda CD TD  Pam Riker
Since 1982 presented in memory of Pam Riker

RIVER BEND OBEDIENCE TROPHY - Most Points in Obedience Norfolk/Norwich

1966
1967  Triscuit's Tuffet (DE)
1968  Triscuit's Tom Tom (DE)
1969
1970  Triscuit's Tom Tom (DE)
1971  Wendover Talent (DE)
1972  Wendover Talent CDX (DE)
1973  Kinspirt Token (DE)
1974  Samantha (PE)
1975  Wendover Talent UD (DE)
1976  Ch. Grassmere Scotch Mist (PE)
1977  No Award
1978  Tylwyth Red Darby (DE)
1979  Ch. Grassmere Scotch Mist CDX TD (PE)
1980  Ch. New Garden Eadith UD
1981  Ch. Neversink Molly Brown CDX
1982  No Award
1983  Terolin's Trinket of C.J.
1984  Ch. Dastopen Celestial Sprout
1985  Ch. Tylwyth Just Chelsea UD

Mrs. Will Parker
Mrs. Will Parker
Mrs. Will Parker
Mrs. Will Parker
Mrs. Will Parker
Miss Anne J. Riker
Mrs. Will Parker
Anne Riker
Mrs. Will Parker
Mary Fine
Pam Riker
Mary Fine (Norfolk)
Fran Wilmeth (Norwich)
Nancy Parker (Norfolk)
Sally Cully (Norwich)
Mary Fine (Norfolk)

OTHER CLUB AWARDS

ALDEN BLODGETT JULEP CUP - Members Dog Winning Best of Breed at Westminster
After 1979 Norwich Members Dog Winning Best of Breed at Westminster

1966  Ch. Bethway's Miss Itch
1967  Ch. Jericho Portia
1968  Ch. Bethway's Mr. Cricket
1969  Ch. Shawnee's Cricket
1970  King's Prevention Serena
1971  Ch Bethway's Ringo
1972  No Award
1973  No Award
1974  Ch. Interfields Haig
1975  Ch. Badgewood Monty Collins
1976  Ch. Culswood Comedy of Weatherside
1977  Ch. Culswood Comedy of Weatherside
1978
1979  Ch. Gustylea's Cutty Bark Chipson
1980 - 1986  No Record
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WENDOVER THREE GENERATION TROPHY

1968 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

HIGH RISING HARDY PERENNIAL TROPHY - Veterans Class

1970 Ch. Wendover Cobbler
1971 Ch. Newry's Miss McThing of Badgewood (DE)
1972 Ch. Newry's Miss McThing of Badgewood (DE)
1973 Chidley Little Nell
1974 Ch. Nod Hill's Biscuit
1975 Ch. Quartzhill Golden Thyme
1976 No Award

UPLAND SPRING BREEDERS' CHALLENGE TROPHY

1968 King's Prevention
1969 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
1970 Constance Larrabee
TROPHY RETIRED

MATCH TROPHIES
Norwich Terriers

WHINLATTER TROPHY - Breeder of Best Puppy in Match
After 1979 Breeder of Best Norwich Puppy in Match presented by Mrs. Muriel Fisher-May

1975 Mrs. W. P. Wear 1981 Mr. & Mrs. Robert Congdon
1976 Dr. & Mrs. H. Thomas Yolken 1982 Constance Larrabee
1977 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee 1983 Reggie Higgins & Dana Stewart
1978 Mr. & Mrs. W. S. Ford 1984 Sandra Stemmler
1979 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee 1985 Margaretta Wood
1980 Mrs. Johan Ostrow 1986 Carelle Van Horn

THE TERRAPIN BOWL - Sire of Best Norwich Puppy in Match presented by Miss Margaretta Wood

1979 Ch. King's Prevention Stormy 1983 Thrumpton's Lord Garry
1980 Ch. Windyhill Harry 1984 Ch. Royal Rock Don of Chidley
1981 Ch. Thrumpton's Lord Timberson 1985 Ch. Windsongs Lord Copperfield
1982 Ch. Red Oak Mischief Maker 1986 Ch. Thrumpton's Lord Mothkin

BLU-FROST TROPHY - Best Prick Ear in Match

1967 Quartzhill Golden Thyme 1972 Randlee Gabriel
1968 Bill Sykes 1973 King's Prevention Tempest
1969 Chidley Tiger Lily 1974 Shawnee's Folly
1970 King's Prevention Fun Fagan 1975 Grassmere Heather
1971 Grange Peppercorn 1976 Discontinued
CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON BOWL - Breeder of Best Adult in Match
After 1979 Breeder of Best Norwich Adult in Match presented by Mrs. Curtis R. Read

1966 Mrs. E. H. Hardy
1967 Mrs. E. H. Hardy
1968 Mrs. P. Fagan
1969 Mrs. N. J. Taylor
1970 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
1971 Mrs. Stevens Baird
1972 Mrs. Stevens Baird
1973 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
1974 Mr. & Mrs. William G. Roberts
1975 Mrs. Potter Wear
1976 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

1977 Hildegarde R. Slocum
1978 Mrs. John Dombroski
1979 Mrs. Curtis Read
1980 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
1981 Mr. & Mrs. William Ford
1982 Jerry Roszman & Donn La Vigne
1983 Lindsay Payn
1984 Susan Mong & Blanche Glaser
1985 Dana Mathiesen
1986 Susan E. Sikorski

KING'S PREVENTION JOHN BULL BOWL - Breeder of Best Puppy in Match
After 1979 Breeder of Norwich Best Puppy in Match presented by Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

1966 Maj. Bradshaw & Mrs. Finney
1967 Bethway Kennel
1968 Mrs. S. Hurline
1969 Mrs. C. S. Read
1970 Mrs. S. Mallory
1971 Mrs. H. Glass
1972 Mrs. S. Odell
1973 Mr. & Mrs. Ruch
1974 Mrs. S. P. Griffitts
1975 Ann Conolly
1976 Dr. & Mrs. H. Thomas Yoken

1977 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
1978 Mr. & Mrs. W. S. Ford
1979 Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
1980 Mrs. Johan Ostrow
1981 Mrs. Robert Congdon
1982 Constance Larrabee
1983 Reggie Higgins & Dana Stewart
1984 Sandra Stemmler
1985 Margaretta Wood
1986 Carelle Van Horn

KILDOON ARMADA PLATE - Best Adult in Match
After 1979 Norwich Best Adult in Match presented by Mrs. Freda Goss

1972 Castle Point Impatience
1973 King's Prevention Gay Vixen
1974 Red Clay Max
1975 Stony Meadows Devon
1976 Kings Prevention Buttercup
1977 Turkhills Brown Nectar
1978 Queens Gate Bliss
1979 Chidley Tom Terrific

1980 King's Prevention Cherokee
1981 Thrumptons Lady Kandy
1982 Seaforth's Darlin Darcy
1983 Hunt's End First Edition
1984 Celestial Dastropene Delelah
1985 Penn Oak Tenley
1986 High Pines Marten

JERICHO HILL VIXEN SALVER - Best Puppy in Match
After 1979 Norwich Best Puppy in Match presented by Mrs. Reginald Monckton

1966 Withalder Black Arrow
1967 Bethway's Miss Nancy Dee
1968 King's Prevention Tawny Wheat
1969 Chidley Tiger Lily
1970 Wendover Token
1971 Grange Peppercorn

1972 Randlee Gabriel
1973 King's Prevention Tempest
1974 Shawnee's Folly
1975 Grassmere Heather
1976 Red Oak Ramsey
1977 Kings Prevention Ahoy
CLUB STATISTICS

Compiled by Barbara Runquist and
assisted by Marcella Congdon and Alison Freehling
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CLUB OFFICERS 1966 to 1986

OFFICERS—1966
President: Mrs. Curtis Read
Vice President: Mr. Dean Bedford
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John Winston
Treasurer: Gerard Thompson

OFFICERS—1967
President: Mrs. Curtis Read
Vice President: Mr. Dean Bedford
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford Mallory

OFFICERS—1969 & 1968
President: Miss Sylvia Warren
Vice President: Mr. Dean Bedford
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford Mallory

OFFICERS—1970 (1st half)
President: Miss Sylvia Warren
Vice President: Mrs. Curtis Read
Honorary Vice President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1970 (2nd half)
President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Vice President: Mrs. Curtis Read
Honorary Vice President: Miss Sylvia Warren
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1971 (1st half)
President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Vice President: Mrs. Curtis Read
Honorary Vice President: Miss Sylvia Warren
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1971 (2nd half)
President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Vice President: Mr. James B. Hanning
Honorary Vice President: Miss Sylvia Warren
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1972
President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Vice President: Mr. James B. Hanning
Honorary Vice President: Miss Sylvia Warren
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1973
President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Vice President: Mr. James B. Hanning
Honorary Vice President: Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1974 (1st half)
President: Mrs. John L. Winston
Vice President: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
AKC Delegate: Mr. Morgan Wing, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory

OFFICERS—1974 (2nd half)
President: Mrs. John L. Winston
Vice President: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee
AKC Delegate: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Secretary: Mrs. John L. Winston
Treasurer: Mr. Stanford C. Mallory
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OFFICERS—1975 (1st half)

President: Mrs. John L. Winston
Vice President: Mr. Ulysses D.E. Walden
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1976-1975 (2nd half)

President: Mrs. John L. Winston
Vice President: Mr. Ulysses D.E. Walden
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1977

President: Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly
Vice President: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Honorary Vice President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1978

President: Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly
Vice President: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Honorary Vice President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1979

President: Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly
Vice President: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Honorary Vice President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1980

President: Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly
Vice President: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Honorary Vice President: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1981

President: Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly
Vice President: Mr. William G. Roberts
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1982

President: Mrs. Alvin W. McGee
Vice President: Mr. William G. Roberts
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1983

President: Mrs. Alvin W. McGee
1st Vice President: Mr. John Simm
2nd Vice President: Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1984

President: Mr. Edward M. Resovsky
1st Vice President: Mr. John Simm
2nd Vice President: Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird,
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

OFFICERS—1985

President: Edward M. Resovsky
1st Vice President: Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly
2nd Vice President: Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
Honorary Vice Presidents: Mrs. Stevens Baird,
Mrs. Sterling Larrabee

AKC Delegate: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Secretary: Mrs. S. Powel Griffitts
Treasurer: Mr. Alvin W. McGee

AKC Delegate: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Secretary: Mrs. S. Powel Griffitts
Treasurer: Mr. Alvin W. McGee

AKC Delegate: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Secretary: Mrs. Robert B. Congdon
Treasurer: Mr. Alvin W. McGee

AKC Delegate: Mr. Philip S.P. Fell
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Maurice J. Matteson, Jr.
Treasurer: Mr. Alvin W. McGee

AKC Delegate: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. Robert B. Congdon
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Hugo Nykamp
Treasurer: Mrs. Robert B. Congdon

AKC Delegate: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Secretary: Mrs. James Theodore Seaman
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Hugo Nykamp
Treasurer: Mrs. Robert B. Congdon

AKC Delegate: Mr. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Corresponding Secretary: Miss Betty Taft
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Michael Mathiesen
Treasurer: Mrs. Robert B. Congdon

AKC Delegate: Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Corresponding Secretary: Miss Betty Taft
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Michael Mathiesen
Treasurer: Ms. Helen Brann
NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1978
BADGEWOOD ROWDY DUKE (D) CH MT. PAUL ROWDY X CH BADGEWOOD DUCHESS OF NORFOLK
BETHWAY'S JOSHUA (D) CH BETHWAY'S ARAMIS X CH BETHWAY'S THE DUTCHESS
BETHWAY'S LIMEY OF CALABRA (D) CH NANFAN NINEPIN X BETHWAY'S VIXEN
ELVE PURE MAGIC (D) RAGUS BITTERMAN X RAGUS BROWN CIDER
KING'S PREVENTION AHoy (B) CH WENDOVER TORRENT X CH NANFAN CORRICLE
LENCLARE'S LADYBUG (B) REDFOX HALLELUJAH X LIME TREE TRIFLE
MAX-WELL'S LADY CHATTERLY (B) CHICKWORTH NIMROD X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL (B) CH BADGEWOOD MORESTON X MAX-WELL'S RUM RAISON
MAX-WELL'S WILLIAM PENN (D) CH BADGEWOOD MORESTON X MAX-WELL'S RUM RAISON
TODWIL'S GENTLE ON MY MIND (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TURKHELL'S BROWN NECTAR (B) CHICKWORTH NIMROD X RAGUS BROWN SMUDGE

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1979
BADGEWOOD QUEEN OF HEARTS (B) CH BADGEWOOD BLAKENEY X CH BADGEWOOD LOOKING GLASS
GLORI'S J & B OF BETHWAY (D) CH BETHWAY'S JOHN BOY X BETHWAY'S LEXA
LYNDORS PIPPIN (D) CH CASTLE POINT IGUANA X CH LYNDORS PAPER MOON
MAX-WELL'S O'HENRY (D) CHICKWORTH NIMROD X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
NANFAN CORNFLOWER (B) NANFAN SUGAR LUMP X NANFAN CORNDOLLY
NEW GARDEN GODIVA (B) WYMBUR CANTATA X CASTLE POINT ELY
TAMBERLANE'S BUTTER CRUNCH (B) CH CASTLE POINT IGUANA X MAX-WELL'S BUNKER HILL

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1980
ANNURSNAC MAJOR YEATS (D) CH CASTLE POINT IGUANA X ANNURSNAC'S SCHNITZEL
BADGEWOOD LOOKING GLASS (B) CH NANFAN NOGBAD THE BAD X CH BADGEWOOD MISS ALICE
GUSTYLA'S FARRAH OF DEVON (B) CHICKWORTH NIMROD X MAX-WELL'S BELKMAN PLACE
HARTLEIGH CHIPPING NORTON (D) CH EL CID OF TINKINSWOOD X HARTLEIGH BUBLYN BROWN SUGAR

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1981
ABBEDALE'S AMERICAN GIGOLO (D) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X ABBEDALE'S TEA AND CRUMPETS
BADGEWOOD HUNTER'S MOON (B) CH MAX-WELL'S O'HENRY X CH BADGEWOOD THE HUNTRESS
GLENELG TUFF TOO (D) CH CASTLE POINT IGUANA X GLENELG THIMBLE
HARTLEIGH BOVEY TRACEY (B) CH EL CID OF TINKINSWOOD X HARTLEIGH BUBLYN BROWN SUGAR
HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR (D) CRACKNOR CAPRICORN X HATCHWOODS PEPPERMINT
LYNDORS MEZ-A-MEZ (B) CH LYNDORS MISTER X CH LYNDORS CRICKET
LYNDORS PIPPA (B) CH LYNDORS MISTER X LYNDORS PAPYA
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MAX-WELL'S LONE RANGER (D) CH LICKWORTH NIMROD X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
MAX-WELL'S SCARLET LETTER (B) CH LICKWORTH NIMROD X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
MAX-WELL'S THE BUCKEYE STING (D) CH BADGWOOD ROWDY DUKE X MAX-WELL'S RUM RAISON
RAGGEDGE ARE YOU READY (B) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X MT. PAUL VESPER
RAGGEDGE BEST BET (B) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X MT. PAUL VESPER
TURKHILL'S BROWN BUCCANEER (D) CH ICKWORTH PETER'S PENCE X CH RAGUS BROWN SMUDGE

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1982
ABBEDALE'S ABBEGAIL RAY (B) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X ABBEDALE'S TEA AND CRUMPETS
ANDERSCROFT TULLY WYTH TROLLOP (B) CH WENDOVER TORRENT X CH NEW GARDEN EADITH UD
BADGWOOD GOOD HUNTING (D) CH BADGWOOD MIGHTY HUNTER X CH ICKWORTH PRETTY PIECE
BETHWAY'S CUP CAKE (B) CH TURKHILL'S BROWN BUCCANEER X BETHWAY'S SCARLET O' FISTY
BETHWAY'S JUST MY BILL (D) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X BETHWAY'S SCARLET O' FISTY
CHIDLEY JINX (B) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X SHENANIGANS OF CHIDLEY
ICKWORTH PRETTY PIECE (B) ICKWORTH KYTHE OF RYSILIP X ICKWORTH PENNY PIECE
MAX-WELL'S SIMON SAYS (D) CH ICKWORTH NIMROD X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
MAX-WELL'S TINKER TOY (B) CH ICKWORTH NIMROD X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
NEVERDONES JAZZ (B) CH LYNDORS MISTER X NEVERDONES' ECHO
SURREY SKIFF (B) KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER X LYNDORS KIZZY
SURREY STAB BOARD (D) KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER X LYNDORS KIZZY
TODWIL'S R TO D TO OF WHITEHALL (D) CH BETHWAY'S JACK X CH TODWIL'S GENTLE ON MY MIND
WONDERWOOD WENSDAY ADDAMS (B) LEDDINGTON CAPTAIN COOK X LEDDINGTON FOLLY

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1983
ABBEDALE'S EGOTIST (D) CASTLE POINT NUGGET X CH ABBEDALE'S ABBEGAIL RAY
BADGWOOD MIRROR ON THE WALL (B) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X CH BADGWOOD LOOKING GLASS
BADGWOOD SIR SCUFF (B) ICKWORTH PATH FINNER X CH GUSTYLEA'S FARAH OF DEVON
BADGWOOD TROPHY (B) BADGWOOD MIGHTY HUNTER X CH ICKWORTH PRETTY PIECE
CASTLE POINT MINT UD (B) CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X WICKET OF CASTLE POINT
CYBELE'S SIR TURNER (D) ICKWORTH PENNYWISE X CH TURKHILL'S BROWN Nectar
DAFFRAN DUSTY (D) ICKWORTH BACARDI X DAFFRAN DALLUS
GREENFIELD'S ABIGAIL (B) CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH RAGGEDGE BEST BET
GREENFIELD'S TEA AND CRUMPETS (B) CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH RAGGEDGE BEST BET
HARTLEIGH PEPPERMINT PATTY (B) CH MAX-WELL'S LONE RANGER X CH HARTLEIGH BOVEY TRACEY
KNOLLWOOD'S PRINCE IGOR (D) CH LYNDORS PIPPIN X FIDDLE DEE DEE OF KNOLLWOOD
LYNDORS MEIKO (B) LYNDORS PENCE X CH LYNDORS PAPER MOON
MAX-WELL'S SATURDAY NITE FEVER (D) CH BADGWOOD MONTY COLLINS X CH MAX-WELL'S SCARLET LETTER
NANFAN SUMMER SWEET (B) NANFAN SUMMER STORM X NANFAN SWEET APPLE
SURREY PORT (D) KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER X LYNDORS KIZZY
SURREY SAILOR'S DELIGHT (B) KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER X CH KING'S PREVENTION AHoy
SURREY SINK OR SWIM (D) KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER X CH KING'S PREVENTION AHoy
TODWIL'S BLUEGRASS BELLE (B) CH BETHWAY'S JACK X CH TODWIL'S GENTLE ON MY MIND
TODWIL'S JET OF WHITEHALL (B) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X CH TODWIL'S GENTLE ON MY MIND
TODWIL'S PAC MAN OF WHITEHALL (D) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X CH TODWIL'S GENTLE ON MY MIND
TROWNEST'S KINSPIRT CORNCOB (D) CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X CH NANFAN CORNFLOWER
TURKHILL'S CREME OF ABBEDALE (B) CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X TURKHILL'S PATTY

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1984
ABBEDALE'S TWO POTATOE (D) NANFAN SWEET POTATO X DAFFRAN DONATELLA
BARWOODS LORD DARBY (D) CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X CASTLE POINT BARK CD
CHIDLEY MAGIC MARKER (D) CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CHIDLEY POOKA
CHIDLEY MUMBO JUMBO (D) CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X SHENANIGANS OF CHIDLEY
HARTLEIGH BUTTER TOPFEE (B) CH MAX-WELL'S LONE RANGER X CH HARTLEIGH BOVEY TRACEY
HASTINGS LORD ROBERT (D) CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH MAX-WELL'S TINKER TOY
LYNDORS BEWITCHED (B) CH LYNDORS PIPPIN X CH LYNDORS MEZ-A-MEZ
MAX-WELL’S CHRISTMAS CRACKER (D)  CH MAX-WELL'S LONE RANGER X WHITE STAR ALICE MAX-WELL
NORVIK RIGHTLY SO (B)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH SURREY SKIFF
NORVIK THE WITCH (B)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH SURREY SKIFF
SURREY SPINNAKER (D)  KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER X SURREY DOREY
THEADORE BEAR CD (D)  CH LYNDORS MISTER X LYNDORS DAISY MAY
TODWIL’S SIX PACK (D)  CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X CH TODWIL’S GENTLE ON MY MIND
YARROW’S RUFF AND READY (B)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH RAGGEDGE ARE YOU READY

NORFOLK CHAMPIONS YEAR 1985
ABBEDALE’S SIX GUN (D)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH ABBEDALE’S ABREGAIL RAY
ANDERSCROFT P S OF CHIDLEY (B)  CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X BETHWAY’S SHORT CAKE
CHIDLEY BOLD DUST (D)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH CHIDLEY JINX
CHIDLEY CHARM (B)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH CHIDLEY JINX
CHIDLEY DAPHNE (B)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH CHIDLEY JINX
CHIDLEY FLIP (B)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X SHENANIGANS OF CHIDLEY
ELVE BLACK SHADOW (D)  RAGUS BROWNED OFF X ELVE BELLADONNA
GREENFIELD’S CINNAMON BEAR (B)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH RAGGEDGE BEST BET
GREENFIELD’S THE GAMBLER (D)  CH DAFFRAN DUSTY X CH RAGGEDGE BEST BET
GREENFIELD’S THE HUSTLER (D)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH RAGGEDGE BEST BET
LYNDORS TAG ALONG (D)  CH BETHWAY’S JUST MY BILL X LYNDORS SABRINA FAIR
MAX-WELL’S WINTER WIND (B)  CH NANFAN CRUNCH X WHITE STAR ALICE MAX-WELL
MAX-WELL’S WINTERSPORT (D)  CH NANFAN CRUNCH X WHITE STAR ALICE MAX-WELL
NANFAN CRUNCH (D)  NANFAN SWEET POTATO X NANFAN COPYCAT
NANFAN SUNSHADE OF HOHET (B)  NANFAN SUGAR LUMP X NANFAN SOLAR
PAPRIKA OF WHITEHALL (D)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH TODWIL’S E T OF WHITEHALL
POOLE’S IDE MAYFLOWER MADAM (B)  KILWINNING COPPERHEAD X CHIDLEY TABOO
RIGHTLY SO WHAT (D)  CH MAX-WELL’S LONE RANGER X CH NORVIK RIGHTLY SO
SURREY SHIP TO SHORE (D)  CH SURREY PORT X KING’S PREVENTION COTSWOLD
TODWIL’S DAPPER DAN (D)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH TODWIL’S GENTLE ON MY MIND
TODWIL’S ELLEN LEE (B)  CH ELVE PURE MAGIC X CH TODWIL’S GENTLE ON MY MIND
TODWIL’S JAMIE (B)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH TODWIL’S GENTLE ON MY MIND
TURKILL’S PISTOL (B)  CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X TURKILL’S PATTY
WONDERWOOD BARNBURNER (D)  CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH WONDERWOOD WENSDAY ADDAMS
WONDERWOOD MICROCHIP (B)  CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X CH WONDERWOOD WEDNDAY ADDAMS
WONDERWOOD THE ROSE (B)  LEDDINGTON CAPTAIN COOK X LEDDINGTON FOLLY
WONDERWOOD WATCH HER STRUT (B)  CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X CH WONDERWOOD WENSDAY ADDAMS
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NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1986
CHIDLEY DANDELION (D) CH CHIDLEY MUMBO JUMBO X CH CHIDLEY DAPHNE
EVERREADY (D) CH CHIDLEY MAGIC MARKER X CH RAGGEDY ARE YOU READY
LYNDORS SABRINA FAIR (B) CH LYNDORS PIPPIN X CH LYNDORS MEZ-A-MEZ
MAX-WELL'S RUBY TUESDAY (B) ICKWORTH PATHFINDER X CH MAX-WELL'S SCARLET LETTER
MAX-WELL'S SANDPIPER (D) CH MAX-WELL'S SATURDAY NITE FEVER X CH MAX-WELL'S LIBERTY BELL
WONDERWOOD LOW COMMOTION LU (D) CH SURREY SINK OR SWIM X CH WONDERWOOD WENSDAY ADDAMS
WONDERWOOD MOTOR SCOOTER (D) CH HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR X CH WONDERWOOD WENSDAY ADDAMS
YARROW'S RE-MARKABLE (B) CH CHIDLEY MAGIC MARKER X CH RAGGEDY ARE YOU READY

NORWICH CHAMPIONS

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1966
JERICHO PORTIA (B) JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP X JERICHO PICKLE
KING'S PREVENTION TIGER BEAR (B) CH KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR X CH UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
QUEEN OF SHEBA (B) SANDANONA VAGABOND X TALLY HO
RED RAVEN (D) CH RAGUS GOODFELLOW X CH UPLAND SPRING HAZEL FLY

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1967
AUGIE (D) CH RAGUS GOODFELLOW X CH UPLAND SPRING HAZEL FLY
KING'S PREVENTION BARNABY (D) HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION X CH UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY RAGUS (D) CH RAGUS RAIN MAKER X RAGUS RAG BAG
LONGWAY'S NOBBY (B) CH LONGWAY'S FELIX X HAY GIRL BLOSSOM
LONGWAY'S QUINTUS (D) CH LONGWAY'S LABEO X CH LONGWAY'S GENIUS
NEWRY'S HOW ABOUT THAT (B) CH RAGUS GOODFELLOW X CH UPLAND SPRING WITCHGOLD
NOD HILL'S BISCUIT (B) BRAMBLEWYCK GRAHAM X BLU-FROST KATHIE

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1968
KING'S PREVENTION BOUBON TOR (B) CH LONGWAY'S FELIX X BRADASH GAY GIRL
KING'S PREVENTION MACMILLAN (D) CH KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR X KING'S PREVENTION GINGERSNAP
NOD HILL'S MELODY (B) CH LONGWAY'S HECTOR X BLU-FROST KRISSE
QUARTZHILL OXEYE DAISY (B) INTERFIELDS HAMLET X QUARTZHILL MILLET
RAGUS RAIN MAKER (D) INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB X RAGUS ROSE HONEY
SPICER JONES (D) CH UPLAND SPRING TURKEY X SPICER PEMBROKE OF MERIDEN

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1969
BARBARY BONNIE BELLE (B) CH WHINLATTER ALLERCOME HIKER X CH QUARTZHILL OXEYE DAISY
QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CLOTHILDE (B) QUARTZHILL BARTONIA X FOXYBROOK EMONA
QUARTZHILL GOLDEN THYME (B) JERICHO TACKLE X QUARTZHILL MILLET
SHANEWEE'S CRICKET (D) CH LONGWAY'S FELIX X WHINLATTER HESTA
SPICER'S JONES (D) CH UPLAND SPRING TURKEY X SPICER PEMBROKE OF MERIDEN
SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN (D) BLU-FROST PETER PIPER X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1970
GRANGE CURRANT BUN (D) CH SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN X HIGHTOR'S GRANGE GAMBIT
KING'S PREVENTION SERENA (B) CH RAGUS RAIN MAKER X KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA
KING'S PREVENTION SUNSHINE (B) CH RAGUS RAIN MAKER X RAGUS RAG BAG
KING'S PREVENTION TAWNY WHEAT (B) CH RAGUS RAIN MAKER X OUR LITTLE MUDPIE
SHANEWEE'S TRISCUIT (B) CH SHANEWEE'S CRICKET X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
WITHALDER RED ARROW (D) RAGUS RAVEN'S WING X FOXYBROOK BELLA

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1971
BADGEWOOD KNIGHTSBridge (D) BILL SYKES X BADGEWOOD PENNY A PICKLE
KING'S PREVENTION TRISCUIT (D) KING'S PREVENTION FRODO X KING'S PREVENTION GAY RAGUS
PERMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS (D) BILL SYKES X ELIZA DOOLITTLE
SHAWNEE'S SUNSHINE BISCUIT (B)  CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
WHINLATTER CORN FLOWER (B)  WHINLATTER HERALD X WHINLATTER CARRIE

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1972
BADGWOOD BRAMBLE (D)  JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGWOOD X RED CLAY GINGER MUFFIN
CULSWOOD CRUNCH (D)  RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP X CULSWOOD FAIRY KING
GRANGE POPOVER (D)  CH GRANGE CURRANT BUN X PEPPERMINT PATTY OF GRANGE
INTERFIELDS HAIG (D)  RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP X INTERFIELDS HAUNTING MELODY
INTERFIELDS HANNI (B)  RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP X INTERFIELDS HAUNTING MELODY
JERICHO HOPEFUL (B)  JERICHO GOLDEN SOVEREIGN X JERICHO GOLDEN HONEY
JOCK SCOTT'S KAMBERLEE (B)  UPLAND SPRING JOCK SCOT TINKER-BELL TRAVELER
KING'S PREVENTION BRIDGE IT (B)  CH RAGUS RAINFOX MAKER X KING'S PREVENTION BRITINA
KING'S PREVENTION FUN FAGAN (B)  BILL SYKES X CH UPLAND SPRING MAPPY
KING'S PREVENTION STORMY (D)  CH RAGUS RAINFOX MAKER X KING'S PREVENTION FUN FAGAN
KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND WHIM (B)  KING'S PREVENTION FRODO X CH UPLAND SPRING MAPPY
MONTELIMAR HANDSOME (D)  RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP X MONTELIMAR INTERFIELDS HAPPY
QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN (D)  QUARTZHILL BARTONIA X FOXYBROOK EMONA
SHAWNEE'S OPENING BATMAN (D)  CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
SHAWNEE'S REBEL (B)  CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
WHINLATTER CANDLEWICK (B)  WHINLATTER JORGE X WHINLATTER CHATTA

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1973
BARGRANGE RANDOLPH (D)  BARGRANGE PETER X BARGRANGE GAIETY
CRUACHAN WORTH WAITING FOR (B)  CH SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN X HIGH TOR'S GRANY GAMB
CULSWOOD COPPER PLATE (D)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X RAGUS GYPSY BREW
CULSWOOD CRISP (B)  RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP X CULSWOOD FAIRY KING
MONTELIMAR PRINCE (D)  WALLERIC STRONG BOW X BLUECEDAR'S MADELIA
MOUNTAIN BROOK MELODY (B)  RIVERBEND SIMON X K. P. UPLAND JAZZ
PATRICIA'S KOALA BEAR (D)  CH QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN X PATRICIA'S HAWAIIAN DREAM
SHAWNEE'S BLAZER (D)  CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
SHAWNEE'S NOD HILL CRACKER (B)  CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
VINCENT OF CULSWOOD (D)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE X CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE
WHINLATTER CHERRY BRANDY (D)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE X WHINLATTER CHATT A
WITCHWOODS PABLO (D)  CH QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN X CHIDLEY TWIGGY

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1974
BADGWOOD SIX PENCE (B)  JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGWOOD X RED CLAY GINGER MUFFIN
BOWEN'S BARNSTORMER (D)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X CH CULSWOOD COMEDY
COEHILL EMILY CARR (B)  WHINLATTER JAVELIN X NORWESTIA DOTTI D OF COE HILL
CULSWOOD CLASSIC (D)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X CULSWOOD CANDY
DAFFRAN JOEY THREPENCE (D)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X JERICHO TUPPENNY
DAFFRAN PRIDE OF MARCH (D)  BLUECEDAR TRAMPS X DAFFRAN JERICHO PATTI
EDMAR'S TWIST OF PEPPERMINT (D)  CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X STEWARTS UPLAND GINGER
GRANGE TALLY HO (B)  STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X GRANGE PINAFOR E
HARESTON PEGGY FLINN (B)  CH CULSWOOD COPPER PLATE X CH HARESTON TINKER BELL
HARESTON TINKER BELL (B)  PEMBERTON TOMBOY X PEMBERTON MANDY
JAYBE'S BEOWULF THE BOLD (D)  CH PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS X CH JERICHO HOPEFUL
JAYBE'S BILBO BAGGINS (D)  CH PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS X CH JERICHO HOPEFUL
KIMBERLY'S KING'S PREVENTION (D)  KING'S PREVENTION NEVIL LARCH X CHAGRIN'S HONEY BEAR GINGER
KING'S PREVENTION AMITY (B)  KING'S PREVENTION BEATTIE X KING'S PREVENTION AMY
KING'S PREVENTION KATE (B)  CH SHAWNEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN X CH KING'S PREVENTION SERENA
MARYTEE MR. RUSTY (D)  JERICHO GOLDEN SOVEREIGN X COLYCROFT SIXPENNY SERIPTO
MOUNTAIN BROOK MAZURKA (B)  BLU-FROST PETER PIPER X KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ
MOUNTAIN BROOK Rhapsody (B)  BLU-FROST PETER PIPER X KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ
MOUNTAINBROOK POLONAISE (B)  BLU-FROST PETER PIPER X KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ
SOMERSET JIMMY CRACKCORN (D)  BLU-FROST POACHER'S PRIDE X SOMERSET GINGERSPICE
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THORNVILLE TREASURE (B)  PEMBERTON TOMBOY X PEMBERTON MANDY
VICTORIA OF CULSWOOD (B)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE
WHINLATTER COPPER COIN (D)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X WHINLATTER CHATTA
WILLOWVIEW'S FUZZY BUTTON (B)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X CHIDLEY IMPATIENCE

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1975
BADGWOOD WATLING STREET (D)  JERICHO THURPENCE OF BADGWOOD X WHINLATTER CORN FLOWER
BOWENS BEAT-THE-BAND (B)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X CH CULSWOOD COMEDY
BOWENS BERRY-GO-ROUND (B)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X CH CULSWOOD COMEDY
CHEVIOT GUTYA OF TONKA (B)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X CH WHINLATTER CANDLEWICK
CHIDLEY SMART ALECK (D)  CH QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN X CHIDLEY FIONA
CULSWOOD ALICE (B)  BARGRANGE ADAM X FARNVUE FANTASY
CULSWOOD CAESHAM (B)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X CULSWOOD CIDER
CULSWOOD CAPERS (D)  RAGUS FAIR DINKHUM X VERBENA OF CULSWOOD
CULSWOOD COMEDY (B)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X CULSWOOD CANDY
CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE (D)  RAGUS FAIR DINKHUM X VERBENA OF CULSWOOD
GALMERE SCOTCH MIST (B)  CH QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN X CHIDLEY FIONA
GUSTYLEA'S ELMYRA OF COBBLES (B)  CH VINCENT OF CULSWOOD X ORANGE HIGH HOPES

HARESTON MRS. WILLETTE (B)  CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE X CH THORNVILLE TREASURE
HARTLINE TABITHA TWITCHET (B)  CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X GOA YOM ZAUMGARTEN
ISCOYD GRAND SLAM (D)  JERICHO TREBLE CHANCE X GESSBUR JOYFUL
JAYBE'S BUBBLY BABETTE (B)  CH PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS X CH JERICHO HOPEFUL
JAYBE'S COLONEL CHUM (D)  CH PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS X CH JERICHO HOPEFUL
JAYBE'S COUNTESS CHATTERLEY (B)  CH PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS X CH JERICHO HOPEFUL
JERICHO POP STAR (B)  HONEST JOHN OF JERICHO X JERICHO PLAYFUL
KAMBERLEE'S GOLDEN TAFFY (B)  CH INTERFIELDS HAIG X CH JOCK SCOT'S KAMBERLEE
KING'S PREVENTION BADGER BEAR (B)  BARTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR X KING'S PREVENTION SMUGGLER
KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL (D)  KING'S PREVENTION MACMILLAN X CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT
KING'S PREVENTION RED RASCAL (B)  BARTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR X KING'S PREVENTION SMUGGLER
MONTELIMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT (B)  THRUMPTON'S LORD REDWOOD X BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
NOR'S STAR'S BLAZING GLORY (B)  BARTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR X NOR'S STAR'S MISS MOLLY BROWN
NOR'S STAR'S CINNAMON CANDY (B)  KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL X KING'S PREVENTION NORTH STAR
RAGUS LEPRECHANN (D)  WALERIC STRONGBOW X RAGUS LEMON DROP
RED CLAY GINGERSNAP (D)  JERICHO THURPENCE OF BADGWOOD X RED CLAY GINGER MUFFIN
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SHAWNEE'S FOLLY (B) CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH SHAWNEE'S REBEL
SIMON OF CULSWOOD (D) CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X BARGRANGE BILLIANT
SIR HEATHROW OF HERODANE (D) STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X CH INTERFIELDS HANNI
SIR ROMEIO OF COBBLES (D) CH VINCENT OF CULSWOOD X ORANGE HIGH HOPES
THORNVILLE SMUDGE (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X THORNVILLE TREASURE
THURMONT'S LORD TIMBERSON (D) THURMONT'S LORD REDWOOD X THURMONT'S WHINLATTER CAPRICE
NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1976
AMITY LANE'S FOLLY (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH KING'S PREVENTION AMITY
AMITY LANE'S FORTUNE COOKIE (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH KING'S PREVENTION AMITY
BADGEWOOD GREAT WEST ROAD (D) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X BADGEWOOD TUPPENCE
BOWEN'S CINNABAR CAPRICE (B) CH CULSWOOD CAPERS X PRINCESS PAPOULE
BOWEN'S MR. PINKERTON (D) CH CULSWOOD CAPERS X BOWEN'S BOUNCE-A-BOUT
CHARMAINE OF DAFFRAN (B) DAFFRAN DARKIE OCTEM X JERICHO CHIT CHAT
CHIDLEY CLOVER (B) CH QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN X CHIDLEY FIONA
CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD (D) THURMONT'S LORD REDWOOD X CULSWOOD CHIPS GIRL
DAFFRAN DARKIE OCTEM (D) CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X JERICHO TUPPENNY
DAFFRAN MERRY (B) DAFFRAN DARKIE OCTEM X DAFFRAN WISTFUL
GUSTYLEA'S BETITNA BROOKS (B) CH BEECHBROOK BIG BEN X CH GUSTYLEA'S ELMYRA OF COBBLES
GUSTYLEA'S BRUNHILD BROOKS (B) CH BEECHBROOK BIG BEN X CH GUSTYLEA'S ELMYRA OF COBBLES
HANNIKAM'S PRETTY PENNY (B) STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X CH INTERFIELDS HANNI
KARATIA ALLEGRO (B) STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X JERICHO PLAYFAIS
KATRYN OF KING'S PREVENTION (B) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X KING'S PREVENTION BONFIRE
KING'S PREVENTION FIRECRACKA (B) CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH KING'S PREVENTION FUN FAGAN
KNOLLAND MISS HORESTON (B) STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X CH INTERFIELDS HANNI
LONGWAYS FAIRWORTH TRUMPETER (B) CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X CH BARBARY BONNIE BELLE
MUSOKA A ANTHEMIS (D) CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X JERICHO GAY BEAUTY
NOR'S STAR'S CITATION (D) KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL X KING'S PREVENTION NORTH STAR
NOR'S STAR'S DYNAMITE (B) KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL X KING'S PREVENTION NORTH STAR
NOR'S STAR'S FIRECHIEF (D) KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL X KING'S PREVENTION NORTH STAR
PEPPER POT'S BARLEY SUGAR (B) WHINLATTER JAVELIN X TOBERMORY CAMP
PINE NEEDLES COPPER BEAR (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X COEILL DRUSCILLA
RED OAK MISCHIEF MAKER (D) BARTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR X KING'S PREVENTION SMUGGLER
THORNVILLE KNOW IT ALL (D) CH CHIDLEY SMART ALECK X CH THORNVILLE SMUDGE
THURMONT'S LADY REGINAWOOD (B) THURMONT'S LORD REDWOOD X LITTLE PRINCESS OF THURMONT
TODWIL'S BURNT CORK (B) CH CULSWOOD CLASSIC X CH MOUNTAIN BROOK RHAPSODY
WAYBROKE ARABELLA (B) CH MONTELMAR PRINCE X CH MONTELMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
WINDYHILL ALICE (B) CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X CULSWOOD CRIP
WINDYHILL CLOWN (D) CH WHINLATTER CHERRY BRANDY X THURMONT'S LADY JEAN
WINDYHILL DAVID BENSON (D) CH BEECHBROOK BIG BEN X CH HARESTON MRS. WILLETT
WINDYHILL EDWARD (D) CH BEECHBROOK BIG BEN X WINDYHILL ANNE
NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1977
AMITY LANE'S BUSTER BROWN (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE X CH KING'S PREVENTION AMITY
AMITY LANE'S COCOA BEAR (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH KING'S PREVENTION AMITY
AMITY LANE'S CRICKET (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH KING'S PREVENTION AMITY
BADGEWOOD BRACKEN (D) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X BADGEWOOD PENNY A PICKLE
BADGEWOOD THE OLD KENT ROAD (D) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X BADGEWOOD PENNY A PICKLE
BOWEN'S CARAMEL CANDY (B) CH CULSWOOD CAPERS X PRINCESS PAPOULE
CULSWOOD CRUMPET (B) THURMONT'S LORD TARDEN X CULSWOOD CANDY
HANNIKAM'S GENTLEMEN JIM (D) CH SIR HEATHROW OF HERODANE X CH KAMBERLEE'S GOLDEN TAFFY
HARESTON MS. WIGGENS O'DOWELL (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH VICTORIA OF CULSWOOD
HARESTON PICKWICKS BRIDGETT (B) CH CHIDLEY SMART ALECK X CH HARESTON PEGGY PLAIN
HARESTON RIVETS OF PARADE (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH HARESTON TINKER BELL
KING'S PREVENTION TRIXIE (B) CH SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN X KING'S PREVENTION AMY
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MOUNTAIN BROOK HIGHWAYMAN (D) CH JAYBE'S BOWOW THE BOLD X CH MOUNTAIN BROOK POLONAISE
MOUNTAIN BROOK SOHO SUZY (B) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ
NOR'STAR'S CINNAMON SUGAR (B) NOR'STAR'S CITATION X NOR'STAR'S MISS MOLLY BROWN
NOR'STAR'S TALLY HO (B) NOR'STAR'S CITATION X NOR'STAR'S MISS MOLLY BROWN
PEPPER POT'S GOLDENROD (D) PEPPER POT'S RUFUS X EDGEWATER GOTOGROUND
PICKWICK'S COPPER BLAZE (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH NOR'STAR'S BLAZING GLORY
PINE NEEDLES FLASH GORDON (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X COEHIIL DRUSCILLA
POMIRISH BLACK RASPBERRY (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
PUNKIN'S PICK-ME-UP (B) CH WITCHWOOD'S PABLO X WITCHWOOD'S FIDDLE FADDLE
RAGUS LOTHARIO (D) RAGUS FAIR DINKUM X FOXYBROOK ELITE
RED OAK RAMSEY (D) CH QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN X CH KING'S PREVENTION RED RASCAL
SALLY OF KING'S PREVENTION (B) KING'S PREVENTION CRISPIN X KING'S PREVENTION TRUSCUT II
SHAWNEE'S COVER POINT (D) CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X WHINLATTER CHERRY TIPS
SHAWNEE'S WICKET KEEP (D) CH SHAWNEE'S CRICKET X WHINLATTER CHERRY TIPS
THORNVILLE HAPPY DAYS (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH THORNVILLE SMUDGE
THRUPTON'S LORD MELFORD (D) THRUPTON'S LORD RICKIE X THRUPTON'S RAGUS TEALEAF
TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT (B) CH JAYBE'S BOWOW THE BOLD X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER (D) CH JAYBE'S BOWOW THE BOLD X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
WAYBROKE NEIMAN (D) CH MONTELIMAR PRINCE X CH MONTELIMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
WINDYHILL FLORENCE (B) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH HARESTON MRS. WILLETT
WINDYHILL FREDERICK (D) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH HARESTON MRS. WILLETT
WINDYHILL GAIL (B) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL ANNE
WINDYHILL GLORIA (B) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL ANNE
WINDYHILL HARRY (D) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X THRUPTON'S LADY JEAN
WINDYHILL HONEY (B) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X THRUPTON'S LADY JEAN
WINDYHILL JUNE (B) CH WINDYHILL DAVID BENSON X CH THRUPTON'S LADY REGINAWOOD
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NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1978

AMITY LANE'S PANDORA (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH AMITY LANE'S FORTUNE COOKIE
BRACKENBRIAR CAVIAR (D) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X CHIDLEY TRUFFLE
CULSWOOD CARBON COPY (B) CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CULSWOOD CHEVELEY
DAFFRAN SUNBEAM (B) RAGUS GAYMER X DAFFRAN WISTFUL
DONNYBROOK'S SHERLOCK (D) CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE X WINDYHILL ANNE
DUNKIRK'S PITTER PATTER (B) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X DUNKIRK'S TAFFY
DUNKIRK'S SHENANIGANS (B) CH THRUPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X DUNKIRK'S TAFFY
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ELE L GIMBLE (D) INTERFIELDS H A L F A ROB X FOXYBROOK GYPSY
GUSTY LEA’S CARTER CHIPSON (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH GUSTY LEA’S ELMYRA OF COBBLES
GUSTY LEA’S CUTTY BARK CHIPSON (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH GUSTY LEA’S ELMYRA OF COBBLES
HARESTON PICKSLEY OF WINTREE (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH VICTORIA OF CULSWOOD
HUNTER OF KING’S PREVENTION (D) BARTON’S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR X KING’S PREVENTION BUNTY BELL
JAYBE’S DANDY LION (D) CH PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS X CH JERICHO HOPEFUL
KING’S PREVENTION HARKAWAY UD (D) STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X GRANGE PINAFORE
KING’S PREVENTION NORTH STAR (B) STONEY MEADOWS DEVON X GRANGE PINAFORE
LLANFAIR GINGIBER (F) BLU FROST PETER PIPER X CHEVIOT GUYTA OF TONKA
MOUNTAIN BROOK PICADILLY PETE (D) CH BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET X KING’S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ
NEVERSINK BIG RED (D) CH KING’S PREVENTION STORMY X CH GRASSMERE SCOTCH MIST CDX TD
NEVERSINK ESPEARLDA (B) CH KING’S PREVENTION STORMY X CH GRASSMERE SCOTCH MIST CDX TD
NOR’STAR’S COPPERPLATE EDITION (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH NOR’STAR’S BLAZING GLORY
NORWELSTON MR. CHAN (D) THRUMPTON’S LORD TREVOR X THRUMPTON’S LADY KATRINE
NYKKERS ABIGAIL (B) CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WETHERSIDE X CH WINDYHILL GAIL
PARADE THEDA BARA (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH HARESTON PEGGY FLINN
PICKWICK’S KING LOUIE (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH NOR’STAR’S BLAZING GLORY
POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL (D) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
POMIRISH CHIP DIP (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
POMIRISH CHIPWOOD’S SPLINTER (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH CULSWOOD CRUMPET
POMIRISH CORN CHIP (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
POMIRISH HORMATIO (D) CH RAGUS LOTARIO X CH CULSWOOD CRUMPET
POMIRISH KAY WICKEN (B) CH RAGUS LOTARIO X CH CULSWOOD CRUMPET
POMIRISH PUMPKIN PIE (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
POMIRISH TATER CHIP (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
SHARON’S PHILLIP MORRIS (D) THORNVILLE SIR WINSTON X HARESTON TODWILL HAPPY HEART
SHAWNEE’S CUP OF TEA (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH SHAWNEE’S REBEL
TODWILL’S BOUNTY HUNTER (D) CH RAGUS LOTARIO X CH TODWILL’S BURNT CORK
TODWILL’S COFFEE TEA OR ME (B) CH NORWELSTON MR., CHAN X CH TODWILL’S BURNT CORK
TODWILL’S RED WOODCHIP (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH TODWILL’S BURNT CORK
TODWILL’S RUSTY RUFFIAN (B) CH JAYBE’S BEOWULF THE BOLD X CH TODWILL’S BURNT CORK
TODWILL’S SOMETHING SPECIAL (B) CH RAGUS LOTARIO X CH TODWILL’S BURNT CORK
VIMY RIDGE POPPY (B) CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WETHERSIDE X SOLO OF CULSWOOD
WHITE OAKS DEMERARA POMIRISH (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH CULSWOOD CRUMPET
WHITE OAKS PRETTY PETULA (B) CH RAGUS LOTARIO X CH CULSWOOD CAESHAM
WINDYHILL GEORGE (D) CH THRUMPTON’S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL ANNE
WINDYHILL IRENE (B) CH THRUMPTON’S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL DOROTHY
WINDYHILL LISA (B) CH THRUMPTON’S LORD TIMBERSON X CH HARESTON MRS. WILLETT
WINDYHILL NATHAN (D) CH THRUMPTON’S LORD TIMBERSON X CH THRUMPTON’S LADY REGINA WOOD
WINDYHILL OLIVER (D) CH THRUMPTON’S LORD TIMBERSON X THRUMPTON’S LADY JEAN
NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1979
AMITY LANE’S ROSETTE (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH KING’S PREVENTION AMITY
BADGEWOOD WHITE STAR ANDREW (D) WHINLATTER TERRY X CH BADGEWOOD SIX PENCE
BARGRANGE PIP (D) CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X BARGRANGE ROSIE
CULSWOOD CHICKABIDDY (B) CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CULSWOOD CHEVELEY
HANNIKAM’S SWEET WILLIAM (D) CH THRUMPTON’S LORD TIMBERSON X CH INTERFIELDS HANNA
HARESTON SPLINTER (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH HARESTON PEGGY FLINN
JUBILEE OF KING’S PREVENTION (B) CH WHINLATTER CHERRY BRANDY X TILFORD OF DUDWICK
KENMAR DUST DEVIL (D) CH CULSWOOD CRUNCH X RUMBA V ZALMAGarten
KING’S PREVENTION BARLEY MOW (B) KING’S PREVENTION FEARLESS X GRASSMERE HEATHER
KING’S PREVENTION BLACKSHEEP (D) KING’S PREVENTION FEARLESS X KING’S PREVENTION HOLLY
KING’S PREVENTION JUNGLIO TOD (D) WITCHWOODS BINGO X ACHATES OF KING’S PREVENTION
KING’S PREVENTION MACKAY (D) CH KING’S PREVENTION STORMY X SOMES BRIGHT BEAR
LAETANS BEECHER (B) CH KING'S PREVENTION STORMY X KING'S PREVENTION BONFIRE
NEVERSINK MOLLIE BROWN (B) CH KING'S PREVENTION STORMY X CH GRASSMERE SCOTCH MIST CDX TD
NINA OSA PAPRIKA DEL RINCON (B) BLU-FROST PETER PIPER X CH CHEVIOT GUTYA OF TONKA
NINO OSO BAJITO DEL RINCON (D) CH RAGUS LEPECHAU X NINA OSA PAPRIKA DEL RINCON
NYKKERS AMITY (B) CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEAVERSIDE X CH WINDYHILL GAIL
POMIRISH BAKED P'TATER (D) CH POMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH POMIRISH BURNT TOAST
POMIRISH BURNT TOAST (B) CH RAGUS LOTHARIO X CH CULSWOOD CRUMPET
POMIRISH MISTY MUTUAL (B) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH PEPPER POT'S BARLEY SUGAR
POMIRISH SWEET P'TATER (B) CH POMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH POMIRISH BURNT TOAST
POMIRISH TATER DUMPLIN' (B) CH POMIRISH TATER CHIP X POMIRISH CHIPWOOD'S SPLINTER
REDASH TARQUIN (D) RAGUS GOLDFINGER X TAWNY WHEAT OF REDASH
SUNDOWNS RINGS OF SATURN CD (B) CH NOR'STAR'S CITATION X CH BOWENS BEAT-THE-BAND
TERRAPIN TEAPOT (B) CH SHAWNEE'S WICKET KEEP X OAKLEYS VIRGINIA MISS
THURMPTON'S LORD BRADY (D) THURMPTON'S LORD TREVOR X THURMPTON'S LADY TIMBERSON
TODWIL'S ACE IN THE HOLE (D) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TOWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S CINDERS AND CINNAMON (B) CH RAGUS LOTHARIO X CH TOWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S COLLECTOR'S ITEM (D) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TOWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S JACKS OR BETTER (D) CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH TOWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA (B) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TOWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S SLOW POKE (D) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TOWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S WINSOME WAYS (B) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TOWIL'S BURNT CORK
TOOMAX CLOUT (D) JERICHO RED DUSTER X TOOMAX AUTUMN GLOW
VIMY RIDGE FIGGY HOBBIN (B) CH MUSKOKA ANTHEMIS X SOLO OF CULSWOOD
WAYBROKE MARCUS (D) CH MONTELIMAR PRINCE X CH MONTELIMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
WAYBROKE TANGERINE (B) CH MONTELIMAR PRINCE X CH MONTELIMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
WHITE OAKS BUCKWHEAT (D) CH THURMPTON'S LORD MILFORD X CH JERICHO POP STAR CD
WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT (B) CH THURMPTON'S LORD MILFORD X CH JERICHO POP STAR CD
WINDYHILL MOLLY (B) CH WINDYHILL HARRY X CH WINDYHILL FLORENCE
WINDYHILL PATRICK (D) CH WINDYHILL HARRY X WINDYHILL JANE
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WINDYHILL PENNY (B)  CH WINDYHILL HARRY X CH WINDYHILL LISA
WINDYHILL TIFFANY (B)  CH WINDYHILL HARRY X CH WINDYHILL LISA
WINTREE'S ENGLISH IVY (B)  CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH VICTORIA OF CULSWOOD
NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1980
BARGRANGE ROSEBUD (B)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X BARGRANGE ROSE
BILLMAR'S LORD DICKENS (D)  CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X TODWIL'S GLENDORA OF BILLMAR
BOWEN'S CHIDLEY FLASH (D)  CH THORNVILLE KNOW IT ALL X CHIDLEY JUMPING BEAN
COPPERMINE GIMBLE MOTHER LODE (D)  CH ELEL GIMBLE X CH DAFFRAN SUNBEAM
CULSWOOD CHOCOLATE RIPPLE (B)  CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE X CULSWOOD CHERRY
DANLEY'S DUKE OF PERCYVALE (D)  CH JAYBE'S DANDY LION CD X CH CULSWOOD CARBON COPY
DONNYBROOK'S PANDORA (B)  CH WINDYHILL HARRY X WINDYHILL ANNE
DONNYBROOK'S SANSON (D)  CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE X WINDYHILL ANNE
HARKAWAY'S BONNIE BLANCHE (B)  CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X VICTORIA OF CULSWOOD
HIGH PINE'S THUNDER STORM (D)  CH KING'S PREVENTION STORMY X NORSTAR'S CINNAMON COOKIE CD
KING'S PREVENTION TAMARISK (B)  CH KING'S PREVENTION STORMY X CH DUNKIRK'S SHENANIGANS
LONGWAYS GUCCI (D)  CH THRUMPON'S LORD BRADY X LONGWAYS ELISSA
LORD ROCKFORD O WYCHWOOD (D)  CH JAYBE'S COLONEL CHUM X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
MEADOWAIR ABBYGALE (B)  CH INTERFIELDS HAIG X CH WINDYHILL HONEY
MOUNTAIN BROOK LORD JEFFREY (D)  CH MOUNTAIN BROOK PICADILLY PETE X MOUNTAIN BROOK NELL GWYN
PATAFOOT'S DR. DANDYLION (D)  CH SIR ROMEO OF COBBLES X CH MOUNTAINBROOK SOHO SUZY
PICKWICK'S MEG OF MY HEART (B)  CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH NORSTAR'S BLAZING GLORY
PLAYSTEAD DESIREE (B)  CH KENMAR DUST DEMON X COEHLI CAMBRIA
PLAYSTEAD HUBBA-HUBBA (D)  CH KENMAR DUST DEVIL X CH PLAYSTEAD DESIREE
PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE (B)  CH KENMAR DUST DEMON X COEHLI CAMBRIA
POMIRISH CORN MUFFIN (B)  CH POMIRISH HORTATIO X CH POMIRISH CORNCHIP
POMIRISH CORN POPPER (B)  CH POMIRISH HORTATIO X CH POMIRISH CORNCHIP
POMIRISH JUNGOld's BEST BET (B)  CH SIMON OF CULSWOOD X CH PEPPER POT'S BARLEY SUGAR
POMIRISH TATER PATTY (B)  CH POMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH POMIRISH CHIPWOOD'S SPLINTER
POMIRISH TATER'S HASH BROWN (D)  CH POMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH PEPPER POT'S BARLEY SUGAR
ROYAL ROCK NUGGET (B)  CH INTERFIELDS HAIG X BADGEWOOD CHEYNE WALK
SEAFORTH'S JOLLY JOEL (D)  CH WINDYHILL NATHAN X CH WHITE OAKS PRETTY PETULA
SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS (D)  CH WINDYHILL NATHAN X CH WHITE OAKS PRETTY PETULA
SHONLEH HIJACKER (D)  CH DAFFRAN JOEY THREPENCE X TOOMAX LEGACY
SKYSCOT'S HOT TICKET (B)  CH CUSTYLEA'S CUTTY BARK CHIPSON X WINDYHILL AFEHIA
SUMMERCREST LADY JOSEPHINE (B)  CH THRUMPON'S LORD TIMBERSON X SUMMERCREST GOLDEN ARISAEMA
TERRASONG TAM O WYCHWOOD (B)  CH JAYBE'S COLONEL CHUM X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
TODWIL'S BOLD VENTURE (D)  CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S CLOUD NINE (D)  CH THRUMPON'S LORD BRADY X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S JOHNNY REB (D)  CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH MOUNTAIN BROOK POLONAISE
TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE (B)  CH TODWIL'S COLLECTOR'S ITEM X CH MOUNTAIN BROOK POLONAISE
WAYBROKE LITTLE RED MACHINE (D)  WAYBROKE BILLY HIPPOCKETS X CH MONTIELMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
WAYBROKE SUPER TOY (B)  CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH WAYBROKE ARABELLA
WINDYHILL MISS ANGEL (B)  CH WINDYHILL HARRY X CH WINDYHILL JUNE
WINDYHILL NANCY (B)  CH THRUMPON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH THRUMPON'S LADY REGINAWOOD
NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1981
BILLMAR'S PANDORA BOX (B)  CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X TODWIL'S GLENDORA OF BILLMAR
BOOMERANG O WYCHWOOD (D)  CH SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS X CEE AND VEE'S PAMELA
CALABRA'S HONEY BEAR (B)  CH THRUMPON'S LORD BRADY X CH WINDYHILL IRENE
CAMELOT HILLS LADY ABEGAIL (B)  CH POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL X WHITE OAKS CINDY OF CAMELOT
CAMELOT HILLS LORD ARRON (D)  CH POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL X WHITE OAKS CINDY OF CAMELOT
CASTLEFORD SALEM SIR CHARLES (D)  WEMAKARO TOUCHWOOD X PINE NEEDLES HALF PENNY
CHIDLEY RYE (D)  CHIDLEY BRANDI X CH CHIDLEY CLOVER
COPPERMINE GIMBLE'S GILLES (D)  CH ELEL GIMBLE X CH DAFFRAN SUNBEAM
DEL RINCON BOSLEY (D)  CH JAYBE'S COLONEL CHUM X CH NINA OSA PAPRIKA DEL RINCON
DONNYBROOK'S SEYMOUR (D)  CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE X WINDY HILL ANNE
GUSTYLEA'S FANCY FREE FLASHTON, UD, CG (B)  CH BOWEN'S CHIDLEY FLASH X CH GUSTYLEA'S BRUNHILDA BROOKS
HALF A BOB'S MOUSETRAP (D)  CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S CINDERS AND CINNAMON
HALFWAY THE EARL OF MARCH (D)  CH THRUMPTON'S LORD BRADY X CH SUMMERCREST LADY JOSEPHINE
HANNIKAM'S JERRY COOPER (B)  HANNIKAM'S HARLEM MAGIC X CH HANNIKAM'S PRETTY PENNY
HARESTON GINGER FLOWER (B)  CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X WILLOWGLEN CANDY FLOSS
HARKAWAY'S HUSTLING HARRIET (B)  CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH HARKAWAY'S BONNIE BLANCHE
HERETODAY HILLARY HOYDEN (B)  CH WINDYHILL GEORGE X HILLARY'S HUNKY DORY OF OAKLEY
HIGH PINE'S NUTMEG COOKIE (B)  CH KING'S PREVENTION STORMY X NOR'STAR'S CINNAMON COOKIE CD
JAMS WAYBROKE PIGINA POKE (D)  CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH WAYBROKE TANGERINE
JUNGOLD'S WOOFMAN JACK (D)  CH KING'S PREVENTION JUNGOLOD TOD X CH PMIRISH JUNGOLOD'S BEST BET
KING'S PREVENTION CHIPPA (B)  CH RED OAK RAMSEY X KING'S PREVENTION HOLLY
KING'S PREVENTION POCO (D)  CH KING'S PREVENTION STORMY X CH SALLY OF KING'S PREVENTION
LYNHURST'S AMI A BELL (B)  CH REDASH TARQUIN X BOWEN'S 'DORA BELL
MELBA TOAST OF HALF A BOB (B)  CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S CINDERS AND CINNAMON
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PENN OAK WINTHROP (D)  CH HANNIKAM'S SWEET WILLIAM X PENN OAK PANDORA
PILGRAMS MERRY MITCH (D)  CH DAFFRAN JOEY THREPENCE X CH DAFFRAN MERRY
PLAYSTEAD ZORRO O'WYCHWOOD (D)  CH JAYBE'S COLONEL CHUM X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
RAMPART BAH HUMBUG (B)  CH PMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH TODWIL'S TANGERINE
RAMPART'S SUPERMAN O'DUNBAR (D)  CH PMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH TODWIL'S TANGERINE
ROYAL ROCK TUXEDO (B)  PATRICIA'S MEXICO X BADGEWOOD CHEYNE WALK
SEAFORTH'S LOVELY LAUREN (B)  CH WINDYHILL NATHAN X CH WHITE OAKS PRETTY PETULA
SHONLEH HAVOC (B)  CH SHONLEH HJACKER X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
SHONLEH HENCHMAN (D)  CH DAFFRAN JOEY THREPENCE X TOOMAX LEGACY
SHONLEH HOLLIGAN (D)  CH SHONLEH HENCHMAN X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
SHONLEH HONCHO (D)  CH DAFFRAN JOEY THREPENCE X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
SHONLEH HOSTAGE (B)  CH DAFFRAN JOEY THREPENCE X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
STONEY MEADOWS FORD FIESTA (B)  CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X KING'S PREVENTION DAISY
T'N'T ACRES LUCKY MS. ABBA-CHAN (B)  CH NORWELSTON MRS. CHAN X TODWIL'S WAG-A-TAIL ABAIGAIL
TERRAPIN TEA ROSE (B)  CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH TERRAPIN TEAPOT
THRUMPTON'S LADY KANDY (B)  THRUMPTON'S LORD BEVIS X THRUMPTON'S LADY PENNY RED
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TODWIL'S BARNSTABLE TWO BITS (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA
TODWIL'S BOLD JEFFCO (D) CH JAYBE'S BOWWUF THE BOLD X CH MOUNTAIN BROOK POLONAISE
TODWIL'S ELIZABETH (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA
TODWIL'S HIGH VOLTAGE (D) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S HUNDRED PROOF (D) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S PICCADILLY LILLY (B) CH THURMONT'S LORD BRADY X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S TANGERINE (B) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH MOUNTAIN BROOK RHAPSODY
TODWIL'S STAR BABY (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD BRADY X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TONTINE'S LIMELIGHT CHAPPY (D) CH ISCOYD GRAND SLAM X CH WHINLATTER CANDLEWICK
VIMY RIDGE AIN'T MISBEHAVING' (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD BRADY X CH VIMY RIDGE POPPY
WAYBROKE PETUNIA (B) CH WAYBROKE LITTLE RED MACHINE X CH WAYBROKE ARABELLA
WELCOME SWEET LETTICE (B) CH KIMBERLEY KINGS' PREVENTION X CH KINGS' PREVENTION BARLEY MOU
WINDYHILL MISS CONNIE (B) CH THURMONT'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH WINDYHILL JUNE

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1982

AH SO LUV LEE'S N Jet (B) CH NOR'S TARS' CITATION X CH CULSWOOD COMEDY
BLAIR-NA-PARK CANDYTUTT (B) WEMAKARO'S ACE OF SPADES X DAFTRAN GILDA
CHIDLEY JOHN BARLEY CORN (D) CHIDLEY BRANDI X CH CHIDLEY CLOVER
CHIDLEY STILLMAN (D) CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH CHIDLEY LEAP FROG
DANLEY'S DUCHESS OF CLOVER CD (B) CH JAYBE'S DANDY LION CD X CH CULSWOOD CARBON COPY
DASTROPEN CELESTIAL LEAF (D) CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH BARCRANGE ROSEBUR
DEL RINCON APRIL (B) CH KENMAR DUST DEVIL X CH CHEVIOT GUTYA OF TONKA
HIGHL PINE'S MOON PENNY OF WIN-K (B) CH HIGH PINE'S THUNDER STORM X NOR'S TARS' CINNAMON
COOKIE CD
HILLARY HONEYBEE (B) KING'S PREVENTION SKIP IT X HILLARY'S PLUM RATTLE
JAMIS BARNEY (D) CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH WAYBROKE TANGERINE
KING'S PREVENTION BURNT TOAST (D) BAGRAVE OF KING'S PREVENTION X GRASSMERE HEATHER
KING'S PREVENTION MELISSA SUE (B) CH RED OAK MISCHIEF MAKER X CH SALLY OF KING'S PREVENTION
LAETANS DUKE STREET (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH LAETANS BEECHER
LAETANS EBENEZER (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH LAETANS BEECHER
LAETANS EMPRESS EMILIE (B) CH THURMONT'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH LAETANS BEECHER
MILLER'S RICKIE OF WINDYHILL (D) CH WINDYHILL HARRY X HANNIKI'S PINK CHAMPAGNE
PARADIGM MACAROON (D) CH WINDYHILL GEORGE X CH JUBILEE OF KING'S PREVENTION
POMIRISH BERRY'S CAPT MIDNITE (D) CH POMIRISH BLACK RASBERRY X CH WINDYHILL ALICE
POMIRISH COQUINA OF WEST WIND (B) CH POMIRISH BLACK RASPBERRY X CH POMIRISH BURNT TOAST
POMIRISH CRISP 'TATER (D) CH POMIRISH TATER CHIP X CH PEPPER POT'S BARLEY SUGAR
POMIRISH SPLINTER'S GOLD N ASH (B) CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH POMIRISH CHIPWOOD'S SPLINTER
QUEENUS PENNYPLAIN (B) CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE X CH CULSWOOD CHOCOLATE RIPPLE
RAMPART ROBERT REDFURRED (D) CH SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH RAMPART BAH HUMBUG
ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD BRADY X WILLOVIEW'S CHIDLEY WINKS
SIR ARTHUR (D) CH THORNVILLE KNOW IT ALL X WINDYHILL MARY
SKYSCOT'S FAIR 'N SQUARE (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD MELFORD X THURMONT'S LADY JOHAN
SKYSCOT'S SIDEBICK (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD MELFORD X SKYSCOT'S WILD HONEY
SKYSCOT'S SUNNYSIDE UP (B) CH THURMONT'S LORD MELFORD X SKYSCOT'S WILD HONEY
THURMONT'S LADY ORETA (B) THURMONT'S LORD CARRY X THURMONT'S LADY BARBARA
TODWIL'S ALABAMA QUEEN (B) CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE
TODWIL'S GET DOWN AND BOOGIE (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA
TODWIL'S POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S QUEEN OF SHEBA (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S SAMPLE O' MISCHIEF (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S SPEED TRAP (D) CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE
TODWIL'S STATION BREAK (B) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S TAR BABY
TODWIL'S STICKY WICKET (D) CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE
WAYBROKE RED WINIFRED (B) CH WAYBROKE LITTLE RED MACHINE X CH WAYBROKE ARABELLA
WAYBROKE TROUBADOUR (D) WAYBROKE BILLY HIPPOCKETS X CH MONTELIMAR BARGRANGE PENNYWEIGHT
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WICKED WIDGET O WYCHWOOD (B)  CH JAYBE'S COLONEL CHUM X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
WINDYHILL MISS DORIS W (B)  CH THURMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL SARAH
WINDYHILL MR. HERBIE (D)  CH THURMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH WINDYHILL MOLLY

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1983
AIRESOT MACK THE KNIFE (D)  EBORRES DODDO X AIRESOT DRUSILLA
BILLMAR'S LITTLE DEBBIE OF ALA (B)  CH TOWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH BILLMAR'S PANDORA BOX
BILLMAR'S THE PINK LADY OF ALA (B)  CH TOWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH BILLMAR'S PANDORA BOX
CHIDLEY LILY OF HEDGEROW (B)  CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CHIDLEY LEAP FROG
CHIDLEY NANCY ROCK (B)  CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CHIDLEY LEAP FROG
CHIDLEY ROSE OF HEDGEROW (B)  CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CHIDLEY FORGET ME NOT
CHIDLEY THISTLE OF HEDGEROW (D)  CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CHIDLEY FORGET ME NOT
DASTROPEN CELESTIAL NOSEGAY (B)  CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH BARGRANGE ROSEBUD
DASTROPEN CELESTIAL SPROUT (D)  CH THURMPTON'S LORD BRADY X CH BARGRANGE ROSEBUD
DAWN OF MOORCROFT (B)  CH CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD X CH KING'S PREVENTION FIRECRACKER
DEL RINCON FICKLE FOX (B)  CH SHONLEH HENCHMAN X DEL RINCON BUFE
ECHODALE COBBLESTONE (D)  CH THURMPTON'S LORD GARRY X CH THURMPTON'S LADY REGINAWOOD
ECHODALE GERSCHWIN (D)  DUNKIRK'S BAD DUDE X ECHODALE BUSYBOD
HUNTS END FIRST EDITION (D)  CH KING'S PREVENTION CHEROKEE X CH KING'S PREVENTION DANDY BEAR
JAM'S WAYBROKE POKI DOT (B)  CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH WAYBROKE TANGERINE
JUNGLYD'S HIT THE JACK POT (D)  CH KING'S PREVENTION JUNGLYD TOD X CH POMIRISH JUNGLYD'S BEST BET
JUNGLYD'S HIT THE ROAD JACK (D)  CH KING'S PREVENTION JUNGLYD TOD X CH POMIRISH JUNGLYD'S BEST BET
LEGACY'S RAGGEDY TOO MAX (D)  CH NINO OSO BAJITO DEL RINCON X TOOMAX LEGACY
LORD BOTCHIE'S LITTLE ANGEL (B)  CH KING'S PREVENTION JUNGLYD TOD X CH SUNDOWNS RINGS OF SATURN CDX
PARADIGM MANHATTAN (D)  CH WINDYHILL GEORGE X CH JUBILEE OF KING'S PREVENTION
POMIRISH HORATIO'S MOONSHINE (B)  CH POMIRISH HORATIO X CH POMIRISH MISTY MUTUAL
QUABSTUS SOLO (B)  CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE X CH CULSWOOD CHOCOLATE RIPPLE
RONNELL'S APPLAUSE APPLAUSE (D)  WHITE OAKS RUFF N REDDEE X CHAOS AMY
ROYAL ROCK REDCOAT (B)  CH REDASH TARQUIN X WILLLOW VIEW'S CHIDLEY WINKS
SANDSPUR FISHERMAN NICHOLAS (D)  CH THURMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH WAYBROKE RED WINIFRED
SANDSPUR LUCILLE (B)  CH THURMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH WAYBROKE RED WINIFRED
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SEAFORTH'S DAIRY IN DARCY (B) CH WINDYHILL NATHAN X CH WHITE OAKS PRETTY PETULA
SHONLEH HARLOT (B) CH SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH SHONLEH HOSTAGE
SHONLEH HECKLER (D) CH SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH SHONLEH HOSTAGE
SHONLEH HOLOCUST (B) CH SHONLEH HIJACKER X CH AH SO LUV LEE'S NJOET
SHONLEH MAGGIE (B) CH SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
SILVERDALE SUGAR N' SPICE (B) CH REDASH TARQUIN X CYNGAR'S BURNT SUGAR
SKYSCOT'S FOREVER AMBER (B) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD MELFORD X THRUMPTON'S LADY JOHAN
STONEY MEADOWS BETSY ROSS (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X KING'S PREVENTION DAISY
THRUMPTON'S LORD BATE (D) THRUMPTON'S LORD BARE X THRUMPTON'S LADY SUE
TODWIL'S EASY COME EASY GO (B) CH TODWIL'S BOLD VENTURE X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TODWIL'S PAL JOEY (D) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (B) CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S TANGERINE
TODWIL'S TENNESSEE PRIDE (D) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA
TONKA KI SEPTEMBER MORN (B) CH CHIDLEY SMART ALEC X CH DEL RINCON APRIL
TOOMAX CORY OF LLANFAIR (B) CH NINO OSO BAJITO DEL RINCON X TOOMAX LEGACY
WATERLOO'S MISTY MORN (B) CH REDASH TARQUIN X CH STONEY MEADOWS FORD FIESTA
WAYBROKE LAMAR (D) WAYBROKE BILLY HIOCKETS X CH MONTREAL MARIGOLD PENNYWEIGHT
WINDSONGS LORD COPPERFIELD (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD BRADY X WINDYHILL MISS BONNIE
WINDYHILL JACQUES (D) CULSWOOD CLIPPER X CH WINDYHILL MISS CONNIE

NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 2019
BARNSTABLE REFLECTION (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TODWIL'S BARNSTABLE TWO BITS
BARNSTABLE SUPERSTITIF (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TODWIL'S BARNSTABLE TWO BITS
BLAIR-NA-PARK FEELSPAR (D) WEMARARO'S ACE OF SPADES X DAFFRAN GILDA
BLAIR-NA-PARK HARLEQUIN (B) BLAIR-NA-PARK BRODIE X DAFFRAN GILDA
BLAIR-NA-PARK ISHIEL (B) DAFFRAN WILLICRESS X BLAIR-NA-PARK COQUETTE
CAMELOT HILLS LORD DALTON (D) CH POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL X WHITE OAKS CINDY OF CAMELOT
CELESTIAL DASTROP TWIG (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD BRADY X CH BARGRANGE ROSEBUD
CHIDLEY BIB'N TUCKER (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH CHIDLEY CLOVER
CHIDLEY PETAL (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH CHIDLEY FORGET ME NOT
CORYS PEPPER ECHO (B) CH ECHO DALE COBBLESTONE X CH TOOMAX CORY OF LLANFAIR
FISHERMAN BIGELOW (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH WAYBROKE RED WINIFRED
HAPENNY ROCK STAR OF HILLOCK (B) CH CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE CD X CH JERICHO POP STAR CD
HEGEDOW CRICKET (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH HILLARY HONEYBEE
HIGH PINE'S COPPER NUGGET (D) CH JERICHO RICKY TUCKY TAVY X NOR'S STAR'S CINNAMON COOKIE CD
HIGH PINE'S FOREST RANGER (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH HIGH PINE'S GLOWING EMBER
HIGH PINE'S GLOWING EMBER (B) CH JERICHO RICKY TUCKY TAVY X NOR'S STAR'S CINNAMON COOKIE CD
JAMS LORD TIMBER ROLL (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH WAYBROKE TANGERINE
JERICHO RICKY TUCKY TAVY (D) JERICHO PURE RED X JERICHO RAG TRADE
JUNGOLD'S FUR JACK-ET (D) CH KING'S PREVENTION JUNGOLD TOD X CH POMIRISH JUNGOLD'S BEST BET
KING'S PREVENTION DEVONDALE (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X KING'S PREVENTION TAWNY
KING'S PREVENTION PADDINGTON (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X KING'S PREVENTION TAWNY
KING'S PREVENTION TARA (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X KING'S PREVENTION TAWNY
KING'S PREVENTION VERITY (B) KING'S PREVENTION SKIPPER X CH KATRYN OF KING'S PREVENTION
LAETANS EUDORA (B) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X CH LAETANS BEECHER
LILIPUNA'S SIR MIDAS (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD BATE X BLAIR-NA-PARK LILIPUNA
LONG VALLEY POLLY ROCK (B) CH AIRESCOT MACK THE KNIFE X LONGWAYS GRATIAE
NYKERS ROYAL ACCOLADE (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD MELFORD X CH NYKERS ABIGAIL
PADDINGTON'S DUKE OF BRIGHTON (D) THRUMPTON'S LORD GARRY X CH WINDYHILL MISS DORIS
PARADIGM MARBLECAKE (D) CH WINDYHILL GEORGE X CH JUBILEE OF KING'S PREVENTION
PATAFOOT'S SIERRA SASSAFRASS (B) CH SIR ROMEO OF COBBLES X CH MOUNTAINBROOK SOHO SUZY
PICKWICK'S CINNAMON STICK (B) CH POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL X CH PICKWICK'S MEG OF MY HEART
PRINCE CHARLIE OF WYCHWOOD (D) CH BOOMERANG O WYCHWOOD X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
ROLLING RIDGE'S PRIMA DONNA (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X GRASSMERE HEATHER
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ROLLING RIDGES SIR GEORGE (D) CH HANNIKAM'S SWEET WILLIAM X GRASSMERE HEATHER
ROYAL ROCK LORD SAKES (B) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD BRADY X WILLOWVIEW'S CHIDLEY WINKS
ROYAL ROCK PEBBLE (B) CH AIRESCOT MACK THE KNIFE X CH ROYAL ROCK LORD SAKES
ROYAL ROCK TIDDLY WINKS (D) CH REDASH TARQUIN X WILLOWVIEW'S CHIDLEY WINKS
SKYSCOT'S SANDPIPER (D) THRUMPTON'S LORD BEVMOR X CH SKYSCOT'S FOREVER AMBER
SKYSCOT'S SUGARPLUM (B) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD MELFORD X CH THRUMPTON'S LADY KANDY
STONEY MEADOWS BEN FRANKLIN (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X KING'S PREVENTION DAISY
TERRAPIN TURK'S CAP (D) CH HANNIKAM'S SWEET WILLIAM X CH THRUMPTON'S LADY GRETA
TODFIELD TEACAKE (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD BRADY X DANCAWAY'S SUPER FLEA
TODWIL'S BECK AND CALL (B) CH NORWESTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S TAR BABY
TODWIL'S CENTERFOLD (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S HUGGY BEAR (D) CH NORWESTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE
TODWIL'S MACHO MAN (D) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S NAUGHTY BUT NICE (B) CH NORWESTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S BURNT CORK
TOOMAX ONESELF (D) CH ECHELDOLE COBBLESTONE X CH TOOMAX CORY OF LLANFAIR
WESTWIND TRITON OF BAYBREEZ (D) CH POMIRISH TATER'S HASH BROWN X CH POMIRISH COQUINA OF WESTWIND
WESTWIND TRIVIA (B) CH POMIRISH TATER'S HASH BROWN X CH POMIRISH COQUINA OF WESTWIND
WINDYHILL MISS KATRINA (B) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL SARAH
WINDYHILL MISTER KEVIN (D) CH THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON X WINDYHILL SARAH
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NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1985
BARNSTABLE CHIP OF THE ROCK (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TODWIL'S BARNSTABLE TWO BITS
BILLMAR'S WEBSTER OF ALA (D) CH TODWIL'S SPEED TRAP X CH TODWIL'S QUEEN OF SHEBA
CH OF COTLAND (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X MUKSOKA BOUNTY BRACKEN
CAMELOT HILLS LADY BETH (B) CH POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL X WHITE OAKS CINDY OF CAMELOT
CASTLE-BAR BRIDAL BOUQUET (B) CH TODWIL'S PAL JOEY X CH ROYAL ROCK REDCOAT
CASTLE-BAR THE TOWN CRIER (D) CH TODWIL'S PAL JOEY X CH ROYAL ROCK REDCOAT
CEDARIDES MILDRED PIERCE (B) CH HIGH PINES COPPER NUGGET X CH CAMELOT HILLS LADY BETH
CELESTIAL DASTROVEN DAPHNE (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH DASTROVEN CELESTIAL NOSEGAY
CELESTIAL DASTROVEN DELILAH (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH DASTROVEN CELESTIAL NOSEGAY
CHIDLEY LOVEY DOVEY (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH CHIDLEY CLOVER
CULSWOOD COMET (D) THRUMPTON'S LORD MORKY X CULSWOOD CHERRY
DANLEN'S BEA BOPPER (B) CH HANNIKAM'S SWEET WILLIAM X BAFTANS BELGRAVE
DASTROVEN CELESTIAL REVELRY (D) CH RAMPART ROBERT REDPURRED X CH BARGRANGE ROSEBUD
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DEVONDALE’S MASTER MILES (D) CH LAETANS EBENEZER CD X CH KING’S PREVENTION MELISSA SUE
ECHODALE BROWN N° SERVE (B) CH LAETANS EBENEZER CD X CH DONNYBROOK’S PANDORA
ECHODALE WIZARD OF OZ (D) ECHODALE BUCKWHEAT X ECHODALE DUCK SOUP
GONER THE EARL O WYCHWOOD (D) CH CULSWOOD COMEDY OF WEATHERSIDE X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
GUSTYLEA’S BOWEN ARROW (D) CH GUSTYLEA’S CARTER CHIPSON CD X TAG ALONG CHA CHA
HALF A BOB’S GOLDDIGGER (B) CH TODWIL’S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL’S CINDERS AND CINNAMON
HALF A BOB’S GOOBY PICADILLY (D) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH MELBA TOAST OF HALF A BOB
HALF A BOB’S SHEENAN E GANS (D) CH TODWIL’S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL’S CINDERS AND CINNAMON
HIGH PINE’S CARAMEL CUTIE (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH HIGH PINE’S GLOWING EMBER
HIGH PINE’S SPARKLING STAR (B) CH CHIDLEY BB’N TUCKER X CH HIGH PINE’S GLOWING EMBER
HIGH PINE’S TWINKLING STAR (B) CH CHIDLEY BB’N TUCKER X CH HIGH PINE’S GLOWING EMBER
HIGH PINE’S VIOLET (B) CH HIGH PINE’S COPPER NUGGET X CH CAMELOT HILLS LADY BETH
JI-RO’S NEW SPIRIT O WYCHWOOD (D) CH BOOMERANGE O WYCHWOOD X CH PLAYSTEAD PEPPERMINT PATE
KING’S PREVENTION REBECCA (B) CH RED OAK MISCHIEF MAKER X CH SALLY OF KING’S PREVENTION
KING’S PREVENTION TOBY TYLER (D) KING’S PREVENTION SKIP IT X HILLARY’S PLUM RATTLE
LAETANS FALKIRK (B) KING’S PREVENTION SKIP IT X CH LAETANS DUKE STREET
LONG VALLEY PERCY ROCK (B) CH CHIDLEY STILLMAN X CH CHIDLEY NANCY ROCK
NORMAC MARTAE MEGAN (B) CH BARGRANGE PIP X NORMAC’S VICTORIA DRAYTON
NORMAC’S ENGLISH IVY (B) CH TODWIL’S LOW POKE X CH TODWIL’S PIQUANT PETULA
NORMAC’S LITTLE DAISY (B) CH TODWIL’S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL’S PIQUANT PETULA
NORWEIM’S SQUIRE CUBBINGTON (D) CH SHAWNEE’S WICKET KEEP X BERK’S HIGHWOODS CUDDLES
O’HENRY’S LEO O WYCHWOOD (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TERRASONG TAM O WYCHWOOD
PADDINGTON DUCHESS OF HALSEY (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH WINDYHILL MISS DORIS
PICADILLY SUGAR N SPICE (B) CH HALF A BOB’S MOUSETRAP X PLAYSTEAD GIGI
PIETY HILL SPRING PEEPER (D) CH CHIDLEY STILLMAN X FAIRFIELD SOPHIA
POKER ALICE O WYCHWOOD (D) CH BOOMERANG OF WYCHWOOD X TULANS ANGELO WYCHWOOD
POMIRISH PRESCOTT THE MASCOT (D) CH POMIRISH HORATIO X CH POMIRISH MISTY MUTUAL
POMIRISH TOASTED CRISP O’ JOYO (B) CH POMIRISH CORN POPPER X CH POMIRISH TATER DUMPLIN’
RAMSHORN OF NORCOT (D) CH HALF A BOB’S MOUSETRAP X SKYSCOT’S PEACHES AND CREAM
RED GOLD’S LADY NILES (B) COBBY’S PICKLED ORANGE X THURMOP’S LADY WYN
RORY BEAN (B) CH RED OAK MISCHIEF MAKER X WHITE STAR LIME DOODLES
SANDSPUR CACTUS FLOWER (B) CH SANDSPUR FISHERMAN NICHOLAS X CH DANLEY’S DUCHESS OF CLOVER CD
SANDSPUR RODRICK (D) WINDYHILL JAMES X CH SANDSPUR LUCILLE
SHONLEH HANKY PANKY (D) NOR’STAR’S CINNAMON CHIP X CH SHONLEH HOSTAGE
SHONLEH HAZARD (B) CH THURMOP’S LORD BRADY X CH SHONLEH HARLOT
SHONLEH MANDRAKE (D) CH SEAFOATH’S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
SHONLEH MISCHIEF MAKER (D) CH SEAFOATH’S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
SKYSCOT’S AUGUSTUS WINSTON (D) CH GUSTYLEA’S CUTTY BARK CHIPSON X WINDYHILL OPHELIA
SKYSCOT’S PROTOTYPE (D) THURMOP’S LORD BEV MOR X SKYSCOT’S HEAVENS TO BETSY
SNUGGERS THANK HEAVEN (B) CH HALF A BOB’S MOUSETRAP X SNUGGERS HEAVENS TO BETSY
TEMBOIR PRESS YOUR LUCK (D) CH SEAFOATH’S TUFFY TRAVIS X KING’S PREVENTION REBECCA
TERRAPIN TRELLIS (B) CH HANNIKAM’S SWEET WILLIAM X CH THURMOP’S LADY GERTA
TODWIL’S CABBAGE PATCH DOLL (B) CH TODWIL’S SPEED TRAP X CH TODWIL’S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL’S CANTAB SCARLET (B) CH TODWIL’S CLOUD NINE X CH TODWIL’S SWEET GEORGIA BROWN
TODWIL’S HOT WHEELS TO CAMIO (B) CH TODWIL’S SPEED TRAP X CH TODWIL’S TAR BABY
TODWIL’S PARTY FAVOR (B) CH TODWIL’S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL’S PIQUANT PETULA
TODWIL’S SHOW AND TELL (B) CH TODWIL’S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL’S PIQUANT PETULA
TONKA KI SONRISA (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TONKA KI SEPTEMBER MORN
TUPPENCE TOTALLY AWESOME (B) SKYSCOT’S NOBODY’S PERFECT X CH SKYSCOT’S SUNNYSIDE UP
VILLEVIEUX PLUS JEUNE (D) CH HALF A BOB’S MOUSETRAP X HONEYTREE’S HOLLYBERRY
WELCOME OF KING’S PREVENTION (B) CH RED OAK MISCHIEF MAKER X CH WELCOME SWEET LETTICE
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YARROW'S CROWN JEWEL (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH SUMMERCREST LADY JOSEPHINE
YARROW'S MERRY MONARCH (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH SUMMERCREST LADY JOSEPHINE
NORWICH CHAMPIONS YEAR 1986
ANBAR'S RED MAN GATES (D) B CH ECHODALE COBBLESTONE X TOOAMAX'S MAJIC MOMENT
AVEN-PORT ANANDARA (B) CH TODWIL'S PAL JOEY X CH WESTWIND TRIVIA
BARNSTABLE MARKS A LOT (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TODWIL'S BARNSTABLE TWO BITS
BARNUM B UNDERFOOT (D) CH LAETANS EBENEZER CD X ROYAL ROCK THISTLE DEW NICELY
BEASTIE BUSTER O'WYCHWOOD (D) CH DON JUAN O'WYCHWOOD X TULANES ANGEL O'WYCHWOOD
BLACK MAGIC O'WYCHWOOD (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X TULANES ANGEL O'WYCHWOOD
BLAIRE-NA-PARK HUNTSMAN (D) CH BLAIRE-NA-PARK BROSIE X DAFFRAN GILDA
BLUECEDARS ROCK CRYSTAL (B) CH AGAMEMNON LARK X WILD ROSE OF BLUECEDAR
BOYS AND IVY (B) CH LAETANS EBENEZER CD X ROYAL ROCK THISTLE DEW NICELY
CAMELOT HILLS LORD BRIGHTON (D) CH POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL X WHITE OAKS CINDY OF CAMELOT
CASTLE-BAR THE FIRESTARTER (D) CH TODWIL'S PAL JOEY X CH ROYAL ROCK REDCOAT
CASTLE-BAR CORSAGE (B) CH TODWIL'S PAL JOEY X CH ROYAL ROCK REDCOAT
CELESTIAL DASTROPEN SPRIG (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD BRADY X CH BARGRANGE ROSEBUD
CHIDLEY MIGNONETTE ABBEDEALE (B) CH CHIDLEY BIBB TUCKER X CH CHIDLEY PETAL
CHIDLEY MISS PUDIN AND PIE (B) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CHIDLEY FORGET ME NOT
DEL RINCON TUFFY'S HOOLIGA (B) CH SEAFORTH'S TUFFY TRAVIS X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
DIAMONDS RUFF N REDD (D) CH CHIDLEY RYE X PINE NEEDLES LILLY CHAPEL
DON JUAN O'WYCHWOOD (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X CH TERRASONG TAM O'WYCHWOOD
HEDGEROW BLUEBELL (B) CH HALFWAY THE EARL OF MARCH X CH CHIDLEY LILY OF HEDGEROW
HIGH PINES TOPAZ (B) CH RADASH TARQUIN X CH HIGH PINES GLOWING EMERALD
HIGHWOOD'S GREAT GATSBY (D) CH SHAWNEE'S WICKET KEEP X GOLDRESS GET READY
KARILYNN'S THREEPENNIES BIT (B) CH HALF-A-BOB'S GOODBY PICADELLY X CH TODWIL'S SHOW AND TELL
KRP KAREE (B) CH TODWIL'S KORKEE X CH TODWIL'S SWEET GEORGIA BROWN
NORMAC'S PETULA ROSE (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA
PADDINGTON DUKE OF WESTON (D) CH PADDINGTONS DUKE OF BRIGHTON X CH KING'S PREVENTION PADDINGTON
ROYAL ROCK PERCY CD (B) CH AIRESCOT MACK THE KNIFE X CH ROYAL ROCK LORD SAKES
ROYAL ROCK SKYLARK NORLEGE (B) CH REDASH TARQUIN X WILLOWVIEW'S CHIDLEY WINKS
SHONLEH HALLELUJA (B) CH SHONLEH HENCHMAN X CH WHITE OAKS MINI-WHEAT
STONEHEDGE BANDIT (D) CH ROYAL ROCK DON OF CHIDLEY X TRIDWR RUBY RED
TERRAPIN TAPPAN ZEE (D) CH WINDSONGS LORD COPPERFIELD X CH TERRAPIN TEA ROSE
TERRAPIN TRILLIUM (D) CH HANNIKAM'S SWEET WILLIAM X CH TERRAPIN'S TEA ROSE
THURMONT'S LORD MOTHKIN (D) CH THURMONT'S LORD TIMLO X THURMONT'S LADY JILLY
TODWIL'S DREAM MAKER (B) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S PIQUANT PETULA
TODWIL'S GOLD COAST (B) CH TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLY WIZER X CH TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE
TODWIL'S KORKEE (D) CH TODWIL'S SLOW POKE X CH TODWIL'S FREE SPIRIT
TODWIL'S KRISIIE (B) CH TODWIL'S SPEED TRAP X CH TODWIL'S PICCADILLY LILLY
TODWIL'S MOVING TARGET (D) CH NORWELSTON MR. CHAN X CH TODWIL'S SURPRISE PACKAGE
TYLWYTH JUST CHELSEA (B) CH BADGWOOD SIR SCUFF X CH CASTLE POINT MINT UD
WAYBROKE SIROIN OF WINDWARD (D) CH JAMS WAYBROKE PIGINA POKE X CH WAYBROKE SUPER TOY

Incomplete list for 1986

CLUB MEMBERS' KENNEL PREFIXES - 1986
Abbedale - Joan E. Wood Norwich & Norfolk
Afton - Jack Bailey Norwich
Annursac - Plynt Jewell III Norwich
Badgewood - Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell Norwich & Norfolk
Barnstable - Sandra H. Stemmler Norwich
Barwood - Barbara Runquist Norfolk
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Bear Hill - Dr. Leon Lussier  Norfolk
Bethway - Barbara Fournier  Norfolk
Camelot Hills - Edith Steging  Norwich
Castle-Bar - Barbara Pierce  Norwich
Castle Point - Mrs. Stevens Baird  Norfolk
CedarIsles - Joseph & Alberta Carroll  Norwich
Chesbay - Leslie & David Anderson  Norwich
Cybele - Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Mattison  Norfolk
Danley - Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Donaldson  Norwich
Del Rincon - Marguerite Shoemaker  Norwich
Devondale - Anna Bellenger  Norwich
Dorland - Mrs. Alvin McGee  Norfolk
Echodale - Robert Krasniewski  - Norwich
Etcher - Martha A. & Shirley P. Seaman  Norwich
Firthorne - John Thomas  Norwich
Glenelg - Mrs. Deborah G. Pritchard  Norfolk
Greenfield - Mrs. Gaynor Green  Norfolk
Gustylen - Mrs. Helen Temmel  Norwich
Half A Bob - Robert P. & Carol A. Suggs  Norwich
Hannikam's - Mrs. Robin Bliznick  Norwich
Hareston - Stephen Hurt  Norwich
Hedgerow - Bonnie & Sally Hohn  Norwich
High Pines - Susan Erkel Sikorski  Norfolk
Highwood Farm - Mrs. Charlton Reyners, Jr.  Norwich
Homespun - Susan L. White  Norwich
Hunt's End - Lindsay Payn  Norwich
Hunton - F. Houghton Phillips  Norwich
Joy-O - Bobbette J. Volke  Norwich
King's Prevention - Mrs. Sterling Larabee  Norwich
Kinsprit - Mrs. R. Grice Kennelly  Norfolk
Kristi - Christine Rogel  - Norfolk
Laetans - Mrs. Robert B. Congdon  Norwich
Lapsitter - Diane Magnuson  Norfolk
Llanfair - Hal & Barbara Fair  Norfolk
Long Valley - Georgia Rose  Norwich
Longwood - Robert J. & Sally Ann Avery  Norwich
Lyndor - Doris & Jerome Gerl  Norfolk
Lynhurst - Steven G. & Linda M. Bell  Norwich
Max-Well - Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley  Norfolk
Mt. Paul - Mrs. John L. Winston  Norfolk
Mountain Brook - Shirley K. Cook  Norwich
New Garden - Mrs. John Beeler  Norfolk
Neverdone - Dr. & Mrs. Donald P. Regula  Norfolk
Nordic - Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sloan  Norwich
Norledge - Ric Routledge  Norwich
Norweim - Carol A. Jordan  Norwich
Oakley - Mrs. A. C. Randolph  Norwich
O'Wychwood - Rose & Stan Balsis  Norwich
Paddington - Reggie Higgins  Norwich
Patchwork - Miss Audrey Riker  Norwich
Pennywhistle - Mary B. Rand  Norfolk
Piccadilly - Elain Besbekis  Norwich
Piety Hill - Eleanor Steele  Norwich
Pomirish - Sally Baugniet  Norwich
Quaestus - Charles J. Kaleta  Norwich
Queen's Gate - Mrs. John C. Dombroski  Norfolk
Red Clay - Mr. & Mrs. William G. Roberts  Norwich
Red Oak - Mrs. H. Thomas Yolken  Norwich
Redmayne - Edward Rosovsky  Norwich & Norfolk
Ribboncliff - Monna M. Travis  Norwich
Rightly So - Julius F. Rumpf  Norfolk
Rolling Ridge - Alison & Bill Freehling  Norwich
Royal Rock - Verna Allen & Leslie Canavan  Norwich
Ryland - Muriel T. Griffin  Norwich
Seafort - Jerry Roszman & Donn LaVigne  Norwich
Shonleh - Sharon Curry  Norwich & Norfolk
Silverstone - David E. Cook & William O. Woodard  Norfolk
Skyscot - Robert & Leslie Becker  Norwich
Snuggers - Cindy Chrisos  Norwich
Sundowner - Neil I. Hamilton  Norwich
Taghill Kennels Reg. - Jack & Joyce Duncan  Norwich
Terrapin - Margaretta Wood  Norwich
Todwil - Glenn Wills  Norwich
Tonka-Ki - Pauline Kidwell  Norwich
Toomanax - Glen & Pat McVickers  Norwich
Tyfwyth - Mary D. Fine  Norfolk
Welcome - Mrs. Roslyn D. Young, Jr.  Norwich
Windsong - Helen Brann  Norwich & Norfolk
Windy Hill - Johan Ostrow  Norwich
Wintonbury - Mrs. Donald G. Schroeder  Norfolk
Wonderwood - Jessica James  Norfolk
Yarrow - Mrs. Beth Sweigart  Norwich & Norfolk

Overseas

Canada
Norwesia - Dr. C. Elizabeth Mahaffy  Norwich

England
GoToGround - Mrs. Esme O'Hanlon  Norfolk
Jericho - Mrs. Sheila Monckton  Norwich
Nanfan - Mrs. Joy Taylor  Norfolk
Ragus - Mrs. Marjorie Bunting  Norwich
Virchira - Gilean White  Norfolk
Whinlatter - Mrs. Ernest May  Norwich
THE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY FUND

The Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club acknowledges with appreciation and gratitude gifts of more than $12,000 from over 200 members and friends in support of our Golden Anniversary Year. It would not have been possible for us to present our Specialties, Match Show, and related activities were it not for the generosity of everyone who gave to the Golden Anniversary Fund.

We particularly wish to acknowledge gifts from our sister clubs in England - the Norfolk Terrier Club and the Norwich Terrier Club. Sprinkled throughout the shows are the breeders trophies which result from these generous gifts.

We thank the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club of Greater Chicago for its special contribution to the Golden Anniversary Fund.

We needed all of you - and you responded magnificently! We are very proud indeed of the breadth and depth of the support you have given The Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club.

BENEFACTORS

Anonymous
Helen Brann
Mrs. Barbara Miller
Mrs. John L. Winston

PATRONS

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bryant
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Congdon
Lee and Dan Donaldson
Mrs. Philip S.P. Fell
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Levy, Jr.
Mrs. Samuel P. Reed
Edward M. Resovsky
Betty Tatt

ASSOCIATES

Anonymous
Mrs. Julie H. Anderson
Mrs., Stevens Baird
Mr. and Mrs. William Barnes, III
Barnstable - Sandra H. Stemmler
Richard and Sally Baugniet - Pomirish
Mrs. Ellis L. Brown
Mrs. Henry I. Brown, III
Thomas S. Brush
Joseph and Alberta Carroll
Peter and Allean Cohen
David E. Cook and Wm. Q. Woodard
Shirley K. Cook
Mary Rose Coyle
Susan Martin Ely
Etel W. Flinn
Allison and Bill Freehling
Mr. and Mrs. Peter R. Gimbel
Mrs. Willard K. Griffin
Bonnie and Sally Hohn
Frederick H. Jones
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Lussier
Margot W. Marsh
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice J. Matteson
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mattison, III, and
Joseph and Ali
Rosemary E. Nicholson
Mrs. Linda M. Neubauer
Mrs. Mary B. Rand
Mrs. A. C. Randolph
Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Reyners, Jr.
Donald E. Rowe
Seafort's - J.L. Roszman and D. LaVigne
Martha A. and Shirley P. Seaman
Mrs. H. Turner Slocum
Mrs. Basil W. Stetson
Faith and James Stewart-Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. O. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Widdicombe
Mrs. Roslyn D. Young, Jr.

SPONSORS

Mrs. Molly Adams
Verna Allen
Elinor Anderson-Bell
Anonymous (Five)
Mrs. William Todd Ashby
Dr. Robert J. and Sally Ann Avery
Robert I. Ballinger, Jr.
Robert and Leslie Becker
Mrs. John H. Beeler
Mr. and Mrs. E. Albert Berol
George and Elaine Besbekis
Daniel V. and Helen B. Biles
Suzanne Bobley
Cornelia F. Bradley
Cheryl Braslow
Mildred M. Browning
Jean Bryan
Camelot Hills - E. Steging
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William and Maureen Catanla
Mrs. Alfred B. Cohan, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cumpstone, Jr.
Sharon Curry - Shenley
Edwin Dale
Care DeLewew
Bill and Kathy deVilleneuve
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Dombroski
Jeanne De Dowall
Dan and Sue Drummeller
Mrs. John F. Echus
Viscountess Eccles
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fair
Mary D. Fine
Patricia Fineman
Barbara S. Fournier
Kristin Frank
Anthony Gabrielli, Jr.
Margarita and Jose M. Garcia
Doris and Jerome L. Gerl
Margaret Thomas Goldstein
Gaynor E. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Guss and
Emily Beth Guss
Neil Hamilton
Mary L. Hancock
Elyne del E. Hecker
Mrs. Robert M. Hewes, III
Olive C. Hobbs
Stephen F. Hunt
Mrs. A. W. Hutchinson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Jacob
Edward B. Jenner
Pilney Jewell, III
Mrs. Russell K. Jones
Carol A. Jordan
Charles J. Kalota, Jr.
Lillian Kopp
Carrie Hatchett Kuester
Dr. K. Z. Kurland
Henry D. Lash
Janet and Charlie Leavitt
Bain Severn Lee
Lime Tree Kennels
Abigail Lufkin
Mrs. Gordon Mack
Mr. and Mrs. M. Mathiesen
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin W. McGee
Pat McVicker
Neverdone Kennels
Dr. and Mrs. Hugo J. Nykamp
Mrs. Johan Ostrow
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Paige, Jr.
Lindsay E. Pavn
Mrs. H. H. S. Phillips, Jr.
Betty Price
Dr. and Mrs. Edward M. Reaves and
Edward M. Reaves, Jr.
Dorothy Renfro
Margaret Reuther
Mrs. Louis Reynal
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Roberts
Mrs. Alexander L. Robinson, Jr.
Mrs. Brent W. Roehrs
Joseph L. Roman
Georgia R. Rose
Eileen J. Rouke
Julius F. Rumpf
Barbara A. Runquist
Kathleen R. Sadler
Richard Schiller
Peggy A. Schmidt
Mrs. Donald G. Schroeder
Mrs. J. T. Seaman
Marguerette Shoemaker - Del Rincon
Jack and Rita Smith
Mrs. Joan L. Snyder
Eleanor P. Steele
Terrapin Norwich Terriers
Mr. and Mrs. Wyllys Terry
Mrs. W. F. Wear
George A. White
Susan L. White
Patricia A. Whittle
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. T. Wickersham
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Williams
Douglas H. Wilson
Andrew and Jann Zangara

CONTRIBUTORS
Anonymous (Two)
Leroy and Betty Barfield
Mary Martha Barkley
Valeria H. Beckwith
James Beebe, III
Mrs. Benjamin E. Billings, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Chriose
Sally Culley
Mr. and Mrs. Domenico Damo
Margaret English
Lucy and Alan Gregory
H. Elizabeth Hancock
Miss A. L. Hazeldine
Carolyn B. Hudson
Ron and Susan Jenson-Fisher
Mrs. A. W. Jones
Adele M. Klein
Margaret Knapp
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kopas, Jr.
Mrs. Jean Lumley
Mrs. G. A. Millsapugh
Francis Murphy
Nancy Parker
Mrs. Richard S. Pruitt
Nancy Steenerson
Helen D. Temmel
Bobette Volke